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Abstract 

This thesis discusses the cornmunitarian political philosophies of two prominent 

Canadian thinkers, George Grant and Charles Taylor. By focussing on the Hegelian 

influence of  their thought, the author argues that both Grant and Taylor have developed, 

via their assumed ontologies, artificial conceptions of the self in relation to community 

and culture. These ontologies led Grant and Taylor to defend inadequate theones about 

the just ordering of the state. The context of the discussion presented in this thesis ranges 

fiom the larger issue of the crisis of the modem age, to the particular impact of that crisis 

on Canadian cultural politics. 

It is widely believed that the modem age is experiencing a profound 

eschatological crisis. Previously established moral structures are being challenged by a 

secular scientific culture. The crisis is being experienced on persona1 and political levels. 

Philosophy, sociology, psychiatry, and art al1 contemplate the modem individuai's 

stmggle with anomy, alienation and existentid despair. 

In politics, this crisis is seen in ternis of cultural fiagrnentation, and/or the 

collapse of a moral foundation for theories ofjustice. Fragmentation is considered a crisis 

because it is difficult to constmct a state which reflects the diversity of interests and 

identities. The collapse of morality is feared because without a moral order there is no 

bulwark against tyranny. The philosophical debate regarding this crisis has resulted in the 

establishment of two factions, cornmunitarians and individualists. 

Grant and Taylor analyze Canada's crisis of identity in light of this larger 

philosophical dilemma. Both ground their analyses in significant ways in the philosophy 

of G.W. Hegel and both conclude by advocating state protection of cultural groups. nieir 

prescriptions are based on the importance of providing a moral context within which 

justice can be nourished. The author suggests that Grant and Taylor are mistaken in their 

championhg of cultural cornmunities. Rather he constnies humanity as a complex wt'o of 

interacting diverse cultural influences. 
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A P T B  1: INTRODUCTION 

There are some recurring themes in modem contemporary art, philosophy, and politics. 

We often hear of the fragmentation of perspective, meaning, and society. At the same time, we 

hear about globalization or cultural homogenization. These assessments of the trends in modem 

culture are considered by different people to be either positive or negative developments; 

fragmentation and homogenization can be thought of a s  being either contradictory or 

complementary. Linked to these themes are the concems that we live in a post-moral world in 

which God is dead and the shallow anti-ethic of narcissism or consumensm guides of lives. In 

contrast, there is the common fear of the rise of the Christian and Islarnic fundarnentalism or the 

spread of pagan religious cults. Al1 these competing perspectives reflect people's desire to 

uncover the essential quandary of the modem condition, and usually each perspective claims to 

have the key to how we can address the true source of human suffering, and from there find 

effective solutions to the variety of social problems that plague us. It is often said that we 

modems are suffering because we have somehow gone off track, we have broken with nature in 

some fundamental way and we must try to discover where we erred. The one point on which they 

al1 agree is that they are struggling for freedom fiom the false order we have constnicted. 

1 have no intention of boldly asserting the essence of modemity, nor do I daim to 

cornprehend what it means to be fiee. In my thesis these points are left a mystery, and much of 

my argumentation is based on the contention that the concepts of eschatological essence and 

fieedorn are elusive, if not chimera. In my thesis I analyze the arguments of two influential 

Canadian political theorists who have taken a stand on the larger themes 1 have listed, and who 

have attempted to examine a diverse set of philosophical, methodological and political issues 

fiom the perspective they have adopted. The particular issue that I am concerned with is cultural 



pluralisrn and ethnic diversity in Canada. It is fkom the point of this concrete political issue that 1 

reach into the political philosophies of George Grant and Charles Taylor. My agenda in this 

thesis is multifaceted. On one level 1 am illustrahg that there are many similarities between 

Grant and Taylor and that this is due to their situatedness in a b l y  established Canadian 

intellectual tradition. In terms of my main argument however, 1 have two pnmary lines of 

criticism. Not only do 1 critique their political views concerning multiculturalism, but 1 also 

expose the errors in the fundamental premises of their philosophical perspectives. Indeed, 1 

believe that by looking at the ontological and methodological foundation of their philosophies we 

can best comprehend their politics and, moreover, the subtler implications of their proposals. 

Thus my analysis includes an investigation of their treatment of the questions of hurnan agency, 

time as history, morality and culture. 

In short, 1 argue that Grant and Taylor belong to a tradition of Canadian idealism which 

has been strongly infonned by the philosophy of GW Hegel. It is my contention that by reading 

their work in light of this Hegelian influence we can see the misleading conceptions of freedom, 

the self and cultural cornmunities which they have developed and the divisive and oppressive 

potential of the resulting political views. While many people have argued for and against the 

culturalist and nationalist politics of Grant and Taylor, the significance of Hegelianisrn has been 

underemphasized, and in Grant's case it has been almost universally regarded as unimportant. 

Moreover, my thesis contributes the unique perspective of looking at them not as isolated 

political philosophers who share an interest in Hegel, but rather as members of a scarcely 

acknowledged Canadian intellectual tradition which has been documented by a few intellectual 

historians, but virtually ignored in the literature on Canadian political thought. 



George Grant was bom in 1918 and died in 1988. He received a BA in history £iom 

Queen's before going on to study law and theology at Oxford. He returned to Canada and 

became one of Canada's most prominent political philosophers. He began publishing articles on 

Canadian nationalism in the 1940's and for the next forty years he continued to stir the muids of 

acadernics and non-acadernics alike with penetrating and provocative essays and books on a 

myriad of subjects. He is best known for his pamphlet sized book, Lament for a Nation, 

published in 1965, in which he announced that the death of conservatism in Canada marked the 

death of Canadian nationalism. This book became astonishingly popular and sparked a revival of 

patriotism among many young Canadians. At the moment7 Grant is receiving a significant 

amount of well deserved attention. Most recently the University of Toronto Press has published 

The George Grant Reader. 

Charles Taylor was bom 193 1 and is a professor at McGill University in Montreal. He 

has had a remarkable academic career, and has become one of the ieading political philosophers 

of our time. He held the prestigious Chichele chair at his alma mater, Oxford University from 

1976 to 1979, and was recently awarded the Canada Council's Molson Prize for working with 

distinction in the area of the humanities and social sciences. His monograph Hegel has 

established him as a foremost authority on Hegel's work, and his extensive publications on 

Canadian politics and particularly the Quebec crisis have been central in the academic discourse 

in both French and English Canada for 35 years. In the 1960s he was a fiequent contributor to 

Cité Libre, and in 1965 he ran as an NDP against Pierre Trudeau in the Mount Royal nding of 

Montreal. 



Grant and Taylor address cultural pluralism beginning with a larger philosophical 

question about justice: How do we navigate the seas between the Charibdis of chaotic 

meaninglessness, and the Scylla of tyrannous dogma, the Charibdis of pure, unhùidered 

will and the Scylla of absolute, unyielding law? Throughout history philosophen have had 

to confront the persona1 stmggle between nihilism and transcendent law. We find hubnstic 

nihilism beautifülly articulated by Satan in Milton's Paradise Lost. Upon realizing he bas 

been cast down fiom heaven, Satan asserts his independence fiom the authority of God: 

Farewell happy fields 
Where joy for ever dwells: hail homors, hail 
Mernal world, and thou profoundest hell 
Receive thy new possessor: one who bnngs 
A mind not to be changed by place or tirne. 
The mind is its own place, and in itself 
Can make a heaven of hell, a hell of heaven. 
What rnatter where, if 1 be still the same, 
And what 1 should be, al1 but less than he 
Whorn thunder hath made greater? Here at least 
We shall be fiee; the aimighty hath not built 
Here for his envy, will not drive us hence; 
Here we may reign secure, and in my choice 
To reign is worth ambition though in hell: 
Better to reign in hell, than serve in heaven.' 

Milton captures the opposition between pure hurnan fi-eedom and divine law. We, like Satan are 

aware of an order to the universe, though we may not wish to accept its authonty. Instead, we 

may place our faith in our own reason, through which we c m  make a heaven of hell, without a 

divine authority to reign over us. This may seem like an unwarranted digression, but it is crucial 

' John Milton, Par& Lost (London: Longrnan Group Limited, 1971), Book 1, iines 
249-64. 



to understanding the perspectives of Grant and Taylor. It is central to Grant's fundamental 

question, if we are detached possessors of reason and freedom, and there is no divine authority, 

what makes justice our due? Grant and Taylor seek to establish some form of system which 

includes an authonty greater than individual will. They set themselves against the popular 

criticism of organized religion that contends that a moral law dictated fkom on high is merely a 

devise through which an elite c m  restrict the fieedom of the mass. To overcome the popular 

voice they m u t  confiont the great riddle, how can religion claim to unite the seeming 

contradiction of individual liberty and extemal authority? How can a community thnve without 

finding a solution to this paradox? As Joan O'Donovan points out, this has been a nuuiing 

concem throughout Grant's career: "These political essays ... contain the tensions that will 

dominate Grant's late philosophical reilection. These are the tensions between the authority of 

tradition and the claims of thought, between Iaw and fkeedom, between the universal good and 

the particular good."*2 

Using Hegel was cmcial to unlocking the fundamental elements of the arguments 

employed by Grant and Taylor. In their discussions of multiculturalism they use Hegel's 

philosophy as a point of perspective, but they do not always explicitly link Hegel's arguments to 

the issue they are addressing. Only upon familiarizing ourselves with Hegel can we realize the 

extent to which he has influenced their work. Without a knowledge of Hegel, the assumptions 

underlying their arguments are not always apparent, and it is difficult to see how their various 

arguments complement one another. By way of introduction, 1 wil1 briefiy set out the modem 

' Joan OYDonnovan, George Grmr and the Tdigbt of Jushce (Toronro: University of 
Toronto Press, 1984), 14. 



dilemma as understood by Hegel and adopted by Grant and Taylor, then I will describe the 

conception of the state that emerges fiom it. 

According to Hegel, the modem dilemma lies in h d h g  a way to reconcile the two 

competing philosophical forces that have emerged in reaction to the Enlightenment. Hegel was 

arnong many 19th century thinkers who believed the Enlightenment had developed a distasteful 

conception of hurnanity. Hegel rnaintained that the scientific world view of the Enlightenment 

objectified humanity and nature, reducing everything to its component parts, and maintainhg 

that everything c m  be manipulated through scientific engineering. Enlightenment thinken 

sought to reorganize nature and society to overcome a11 forrns of human suffenng. Individuals 

were regarded as isolated from society and nature, and their actions were understood in terms of 

causality. Humanity was considered to be as understandable and malleable as plants in a 

hothouse. 

The two forces that reacted against this knowledge paradigm are best represented by the 

expressivism of Herder and the radical keedom of Immanuel Kant. I will begin with 

expressivism. Herder maintained that human life [has] a unity rather analogous to that of a work 

of art, where every part or aspect only [Ends] its proper rneaning in relation to a11 the others."' In 

contrast to the atomistic conception of the self offered by the Enlightenment, Herder argued that 

humanity is expressive by vimie of belonging to a culture; and a culture is sustained, nourished 

and handed down in a community." We are bound to and hlfilled by our culture and our 

- -  .- 

3 Charles Taylor, Hegel and Mo& Sociely (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1979), 1. 

4 Ibid., 2. 



cornmunity. Expressivism rejects the utilitarian notion that the state is merely an instrument to 

mediate a contractual relationship between separate isolated citizens. Expressivism maintains 

that hilfillment is achieved through familiarity with the guiding principle of one's culture and 

acting in accordance with it. According to the expressivist view, humanity "is not body and mind 

compounded but an expressive unity englobing boWV5 We are united with our culture, our 

community and nature. We must recover this self-conception &om the analytic, disiccating 

stance of objectifjhg science.'" 

The second philosophical force that characterizes our age is the radical freedom best 

articulated by Kant. Kant opposed the Enlightenrnent conception of fi-eedom because it did not 

include any sense of making choices based on what was morally right. It reduced human will to 

causality, where one's decisions are based on the desire for happiness. Kant argued that "instead 

of being dispersed throughout [her] diverse desires and inclinations the morally fiee subject must 

be able to gather [herlself together, as it were, and make a decision about [her] total 

cornmitment."' According to Kant, moral law is categoncal and it binds us despite the sacrifices 

we might have to make. Kant's notion of fkeedom is considered radical because he maintains that 

individuals are bound to the moral imperative which they follow through their rational will. Kant 

has managed to bring together moral law and individual fieedom by asserting that moral law is 

binding a priori, and that we are Bee when we break fiom desire and use our reason to act 

morally. Thus we are independent of the natural world and causality. 



Grant and Taylor perceive modemity as being the conflict between the unity of 

expressivism and the individuaiism of radical freedorn. These two philosophical forces lie at the 

heart of most manifestations of political and social discord in our times. In the area of 

multiculturaiism, it is the stmggle between cornmunitarianism and liberalism, or individualisrn. 

For instance, the Quebec crisis is interpreted as a stniggle by those who identie their community 

in expressivist terms, and feel threatened by the largely individudistic ethos of the rest of 

Canada. Like Hegel, Grant and Taylor do not champion either pure expressivism or radical 

freedom, but rather seek to synthesize the hvo philosophies by drawing upon the vimies of both. 

Hegel provides the ontological and methodological formula for achieving this synthesis, and 

Grant and Taylor draw fkom it to formulate their versions of the just ordering of the state. 

The idea of the state that they develop fiom this synthesis is never explicitly set out in a 

treatise, but one cm draw the main principles from their writings. While there are some 

differences between their conclusions on multiculturalism among other things, the main 

principles of the philosophy of the state are held in common. One of the most important 

assertions is that the institutions and culture of the state are formed by the progressive 

developrnent of ideas, the most important idea being the notion of freedom. According to Grant 

and Taylor, the institutions of the state reflect our culture and Our ethics, and therefore the 

institutions provide a context in which citizens can gain knowledge of their cultural identity and 

the ideas that have evolved over time, such as fkeedom. As well as being the source or our 

identity, the institutions of the state provide us with a sense of order and safety so that we can 

fulfill ounelves as human beings. This view of the state was well articulated by the British 

philosopher F.H. Bradley: 



The child ... is bom ... into a living world ... He does not even th& of his 
separate self; he grows with his world, his muid fills and orders itself; and 
when he can separate himself from that world, and know himself apart 
fiom it, then by that time his self, the object of his self-consciousness, is 
penetrated, infected, characterized by the existence of others ... He leams, 
or already perhaps has learnt, to speak, and here he appropriates the 
cornmon heritage of his race, the tongue that he makes his own is his 
country's language, it is ... the same that others speak, and it carries into 
his mind the ideas and sentiments of the race ... and stamps them indelibly. 
He grows up in an atrnosphere of example and general custom .. . The soul 
within him is saturated, is filled, is qualified by, it has assirnilated, has got 
its substance, has built itself up from, it is one and the same life with the 
universal life, and if he tums against this he turns against himself.* 

Included in this organic conception of the state, the just community includes a notion of a 

common good toward which al1 citizens work, and to the authority of which al1 citizens defer. 

Citizens realize their keedom by recognizing that their interests are tied to the health of the state 

and that they best serve themselves by fieely choosing to do their duty for the state. They do not 

find fu!fillment in focussing upon their particular self-oriented desires. To quote fiom Henry V, 

"Every subject's duty is the King's, but every subject's soul is his o ~ n . " ~  In Canada's 

democratic, constitutional monarchy this means participating in democratic discourse to assist in 

determining the community's cornrnon purpose. Thus, this system does not suppress individual 

freedom, but rather encourages rational individual participation in defining the authoritative law 

of the state. Included in this notion of community is the idea of duty. We are responsible for the 

welfare of al1 citizens as well as responsible to the cornrnon purpose. This organic conception of 

8 Quoted in Peter Singer, Hegel (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983), 34. 

9 William Shakespeare, Henv V,  ed. Gary Taylor (Oxford: M o r d  University Press, 
1982) 4.1.168-70. 



community not only entails the idea that al1 its members are bomd to each other histoncally and 

culturally, but also that they are bound to the laws of nature and God. 

The trouble with modernity, according to Grant and Taylor, is that the present institutions 

of the state do not effectively reflect this organic vision, thus people are ceasing to identify with 

the state and are losing their sense of allegiance. In their anxiety, many have sought other 

subcommunities which better represent their values, and others have simply retrenched in their 

traditional cultures. Grant and Taylor are supportive of these efforts to realize fulfilling cultures, 

but they would prefer if Canada as a whole could represent the principles of the organic state, 

and individual cultures could act as vehicles for a greater allegiance. That is to Say, by finding 

fulfillment in their immediate cultures, they would develop a loyalty to the large umbrella state 

that protects their interests. 

1 would now like briefly to state the line of arguments 1 have developed in response to 

Grant and Taylor. 1 make four main points against the Hegelian assumptions adopted by Grant, 

then 1 go on to offer three additional criticisms of Taylor's work. First, I maintain that there is no 

justification for assurning that time as history has been the progressive development of the 

human consciousness of freedom. The claim that the history of human civilization has been a 

progressive development of our knowledge of freedom is more an assertion of faith then of fact. 

Second, following from the first, 1 argue that there is no justification for the assumption that by 

interpreting our ideational history that we can gain an insight into the role our era plays in the 

progression of the consciousness of fieedom. That is to Say, if history is not a progressive 

development of our lcnowledge of freedom, then there is no reason to believe we can discem our 

ideal role by interpreting history. Third, I contend that the form of cornmunitarianism and 



fieedom that Grant discems Erom interpreting history as the progressive consciousness of 

keedom is not convincing because it makes radical demands based on an unsound ontology and 

methodology. His depiction of the Canadian cultural identity as a national philosophical idealim 

is unfounded, and his conception of fieedorn involves too many assumptions about the self and 

society. Finally, in the realrn of practical politics, Grant's subsequent conclusions of the 

importance of maintainhg a bi-national Canada depict an artificial conception of the cultural 

landscape of the country and could only be realized through the oppression and marginalization 

of many Canadians. 

In my criticism of Taylor 1 carry over the assertion that history is not the 

progression of the consciousness of fieedorn, but then I employ an additional line of 

cnticism. First, I show that his language based explanation of human agency is invalid 

because it rests on two false assumptions. a) language is the fundamental level of human 

consciousness, and b) we c m  transcend our cultural socialization through language. 

Whereas Grant justified his conception of fieedorn with an interpretation of history and 

faith in God, Taylor relies on the theory that language is the fimdamental level of human 

consciousness. By refuting his philosophy of language, 1 undermine his conception of 

keedom. Therefore, rather than seeing language communities as providing tools for 

hurnan autonomy, they are seen as sources of systemic oppression. Second, 1 challenge 

Taylor's depiction of cultures as isolated unities and argue instead that there is far more 

global transcultural overlap than he accounts for. He claims that we can only be fkee 

within our fixed cultural context, but I argue that trans-cultural interaction has rendered 



such cultural unities artificial. Finally, 1 conclude that his deep diversity approach to 

multiculturalism is misleadhg and potentially oppressive and divisive. 

The chapters of this essay are set up as follows. Chapter two provides a basic 

explication of Hegel's ontology with special attention given to his views on the 

relationship behveen culture and the state. This discussion of Hegelianism helps us to 

better understand Grant's ontology which at times c m  be hidden in rhetoric and loose 

scholarship. It also provides some background knowledge of Hegel which is helpful in our 

discussion of Taylor. 

Chapter three provides an introduction to Grant's political and philosophical 

thought. The chapter sets out the essential elements of Grant's cornmunitarianism. It 

includes a surnmary of his conservatism and nationalisrn, and his Hegelian assessrnent of 

the modem crisis. The main intention of this chapter is to explain Grant's ontology and 

rnethodology in light of his Hegelianisrn, and to illustrate how these provide the 

foundation for his comunitarianism. 

Chapter four presents my criticism of Grant's Hegelian ontology and his 

conception of the just state. In the final analysis it becornes a question of defining human 

freedom and extracting £kom that definition an idea of how society c m  best be structured 

to facilitate fkeedorn. Thus I attempt to show where Grant's notion of freedom fails and 

how his subsequent ordering of the state would be unaccommodating both for Lockean or 

Millian strains of fieedom, and for Grant's own notion of fkeedom. 

Chapter five begins the discussion of Charles Taylor's Hegelian perception of 

modemity and his application of that perception to his analysis of the Quebec crisis. 



Chapter six sets out Taylor philosophy of human agency and his view on the relationship 

between culture and human fkeedom. In chapter seven 1 argue that his conclusions 

regarding human agency are inadequate and therefore his subsequent political philosophy 

is problematic. 

This project touches on a broad spectrum of ideas, but centres on one specific 

political problem: multiculturalisrn. In my thesis, 1 work to provide a more accurate 

depiction of Canada than is offered by two of o u .  foremost political thinkers with the 

hopes that it will function as a more just perspective from which to address this complex 

issue. 



CHAPTER II : THE MODERN DILEMMA & 
HEGEL'S PRECEPTS 

The airn of this chapter is to provide an introduction to Hegel in order to identiQ 

the precepts of the idealist tradition Mth which Grant and Taylor are associated. Hegel is 

a counter-revolutionary of the scientific revolution. He develops his phenomenology in 

reaction to the Enlightenment defiance of faith and espousd of pure reason. Hegel fears 

that Enlightenment thought will Iead to a conception of the self that will result in 

extrerne atomisrn and hedonism.'* He and sorne of his contemporaries believed that this 

would create a level of fkagmentation in society where differences could only be resolved 

by a Thrasimachian notion of justice, the nght of the stronger." This fear was not merely 

theoretical; it sternmed kom the veiy real experience of witnessing the Terror of post- 

revolutionary France. Without some form of common moral code rooted in the 

community, such as tradition and religion, the political field is Ieft without limit: there is 

only caprice. Moreover, that faith which remains in the wake of the Enlightenment has 

lost its position as a way of knowing the world and God, and has been reduced to mere 

belief - a secondary adjunct to reason. Hegel argues that this weak and empty form of 

faith would soon give way to nihili~rn.'~ If faith is neither above nor on par with the 

individuai's power to reason, morality will erode. They may strive for equality and the 

10 Charles Taylor, Hegel (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1975), 5. 

11 Ibid., 28. 

'' Ibid., 33. 



actualization of the general will, but, without a strong faith, the general will cannot 

engage in any positive action; it has no common good to work towards. It can only 

attempt to restrain difference. The general will would oppose any efforts at creating a 

societal order, because any order would threaten to oppress those whose desires did not 

correspond. Ironically, in its generous efforts to protect plurality, such a society would be 

a ruthlessly hornogenizing machine. 

William Connolly writes of the consequence cf this decay: "The highest 

determination of absolute freedorn is a self emptied of any specific character, drained of 

everything particular; its highest power is the ability to kill those who fail to conform to 

an irnaginary point called the universal ~i11." '~ Eventually, many thinkers realized that by 

derailing faith, the Enlightenment ideal of pure reason results in the establishment of pure 

It cannot generate an ethic, or realize freedom or establish howledge out 
of itself alone. In defeating Faith, it lost what Faith had known darkly and 
defended weakly: without a work invested with intrinsic significance 
which transcends the resources of the pure self alone, the ethic, freedom 
and knowledge it seeks cannot be created; pure insight on its own is only 
capable of destruction. l 4  

The aim of the Hegelian project is to reunite reason and faith in a form that will 

reap the best of both worlds: the certainty of proof offered by reason and the moral 

strength and direction offered by faith. The absolute knowledge of the Hegelian ontology 

l3 William ConnoUy, Political ï%eoty and Modemity (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University 
Press, 1993) 109. 



"unites revelation and howledge by giving the former the shape of conceptual 

understanding and the latter the inner experience of fu~filment."'~ 

Hegel's methodology reflects his ontology. (This methodological approach is the 

mode1 adopted and slightly customized by Grant and Taylor.) In Hegel's philosophy of 

history, he maintains îhat the role of historical shidy is not to study events in history as 

ernpirical facts, but rather to trace the history of ideas, because it iç ideas which have been 

the driving force of history. Hegel argued that unless human actions or events in history 

were regarded as outward expressions of thought, they would be incomprehensible and 

therefore irrelevant. This methodology stands in h opposition to those he saw 

ernployed in the philosophy departments of the university of hiç day? 

According to Hegel, the histonan should strive to understand the eidos of history. 

This approach to history is grounded in a complex ontology in which the primary 

assertion is that world history can be interpreted because it is guided by universal reason. 

He States that "Reason is the law of the world and ... therefore, in world history, things 

have corne about rationally."" Hegel asserts that philosophy has demonstrated that 

Reason is the substance, the fom and the essence of al1 things in reality. Al1 things are 

the actualization of Reason. Moreover, Reason is not a prime mover which creates the 

15 Ibid., I l i .  

16 Kaufmann, Hegel: A RRnterpretatiOn (Garden City, NY: Doubleday and Company, 
hc., 1966), 44. 

17 G.W. Hegel, Reason in Hirsory, tram. Robert Haman (New York: Bobbs-Merd 
Company, Inc., 1953), 1 1. 



universe, then recedes into oblivion; it is also the power which guides reality according to 

its will: 

It is its own exclusive presupposition and absolutely final purpose, and 
itself works out this purpose fkom potentiality into actuality, from inward 
source to outward appearance, not only in the naîurai but also in the 
spintual univene, in world history. That this Idea or Reason is the Tme, 
the Etcmal the Absolute Power and that it and nothing but it, its glory and 
majesty, manifests itself in the world - this, as we said before, has been 
proved in philosophy and is being presupposed here as proved.18 

For Hegel, "Reason" and "Idea" are philosophical terms for God. Everything which exists 

is fomed by His will and directed by it. Thus the study of history is the attempt to 

discem God's ultirnate purpose by reading its manifestation in reality. 'This ultimate 

purpose is what is willed in the world itself. We know of God that He is the most perfect; 

He can will only Himself and what is like Him. God and the nature of His will are one 

and the sarne; these we call, philosophically, the Idea."19 The Idea is manifested in reality 

in three forms: Thought, Nature and spirkzo 

In Hegel's ontology, Thought is the purest manifestation of the Idea and it is made 

present in the human spirit. The Idea directs history in a dialectical movement toward the 

ultimate purpose through thought, and hence through hurnanity. Thus, Thought plays a 

central role in the histoncal dialectic. The dialectic functions through the threefold 

18 Ibid., 11. 

19 Ibid., 21. 

20 FoUowing Robert Hartman's example in his introduction to Hegel's Reaca in 
Hlrrory, from this point on 1 will be using the ternis "Idea," "God," and "Reason" 
interchangeably. 



process of thesis - antithesis - synthesis. Thought begins as a thesis, but because it has not 

yet reached its ultimate goal - full awareness of the Idea - it contains an inherent 

contradiction which eventually opposes it as the antithesis. The clash of these two 

imperfect thoughts results in the destruction of thern both. Then, like a phoenix f?om the 

ashes, the tmths contained in each thought emerge purified and united as a synthesis. This 

synthesis becornes a new îhought tainted with its own imperfection, and the process 

continues until the will of the idea has been realized. 

Thought occurs in human consciousness in the form of the ethos of a particular 

society. Ln this form, Thought acts as the bridge between pure subjective Reason and 

Reason's manifestation in existence. The subjective Idea is made objectively real in the 

cultural ethos of human society, thereby uniting the subjective and the objective. Hence, 

the Idea is made more real by its objective actualization in existence, and that which 

already exists achieves its full actualization through the consciousness of the subjective 

1deaS2' 

Nature is the term which Hegel uses to delineate objective reality. Nature is 

temporal time and space, and it issues from the Idea. It is the outside expression of the 

Idea-inside-itself. Hurnanity's capacity for Thought means that we are physically of 

Nature and psychically of the Idea. 

The third element, Spirit (Geist), constitutes the central subject of philosophy, 

because it is through studying the Spirit that we discem the purposes of the Idea. The 

'' Taylor, He&, 39 1. 



Spirit is the will of the Idea In contrat, the study of Thought takes the form of logic, and 

the study of Nature is done through empincal science. While both logic and science are 

valuable ways of revealing the structure of Reason, they do not reveal its purposes. More 

critically, if we study Nature exclusively we will develop a compartmentalized 

understanding of the cosmos in which hurnans are the great manipulators, rather than a 

holistic view in which humanity merely plays a role. According to Hegel, the latter is 

realistic and the former is a destructive illusion. By studying the Spirit, we gain insights 

into the ultimate goal of the Idea; thus we discover our role and how we should act to be 

closer to the divine. Just as one must know the common purpose of a state to act 

according to its ethic, so one must know the purpose of the Idea to behave morally. 

We can trace the Spirit by observing its manifestation in the ideational dialectic of 

hurnan history. As stated above, each thought in the dialectic brings objective reality 

closer to full consciousness of the Idea. Thus, the history of human civilization 

progresses, and Nature moves toward the full awareness of the Idea. In other words, 

human progress is the synthesis of Idea and Nature into the World Spirit. And the study 

of history is, in theory, the study of the will of the Idea. 

To sumrnarize, the Idea-in-itself is the essential reality of the world upon which 

al1 else is based. Nature is the antithesis of the Idea, the Idea-outside-of-itselc Nature's 

substance, form and content is derived fiom the Idea. Alone, Nature does not progress; it 

exists in cyclical time. But through the historical dialectic of Thought, humanity becomes 

conscious of the Idea and hence Nature is united with the Idea. This progressive dialectic 

is made possible by the will of the Idea, the Spirit. 



Hegel's unique view of history is based on this ontology. Whereas Thought is 

manifested in Nature, Spirit is manifested in T h e .  Time in this sense is distinct fiom 

objective time and space. History is the progressive movement of self-consciousness 

through Time. In other words, as Spint synthesizes Idea and Nature in the Thought of 

hurnanity, history is made. Humanity is the part of Nature which provides the passage 

way for the unification of the Idea with Nature: 

After the creation of nature appears Man. He constitutes the antithesis to 
the natural work; he is the being that lifts itself up to the second world. We 
have in o u  universal consciousness two realms, the realm of Nature and 
the realm of Spirit. The realrn of Spirit consists in what is produced by 
man. One may have al1 sorts of ideas about the Kingdom of God; but it is 
always a realm of Spirit to be realized and brought about in m a d 2  

Humanity can contemplate Idea both in its empirical fom, Nature, and in its historical 

form, Spirit. But only in contemplating the realrn of the Spirit is the Kingdom of God 

made existent in the human consciousness. Thus, the only worthwhile study of history is 

philosophical history, and, in turn, the only hitful form of philosophy is historical 

philosophy. It is only in studying the progression of ideas and hurnan nature that we c m  

hope to grasp the Idea. 

But what is the histoncal progression of hurnan consciousness? What is the 

Spirit? Where does Spirit begin and Nature leave off? Hegel's answer is "Freedom." 

Freedom is the essence of the Spirit. According to Hegel, this is mie on two levels. First, 

that which the Spirit reveals to human consciousness is fkee, narnely, the Idea. The Idea is 

fiee because it is perfection and as such has no other desire than to be itself Second, over 

17  - Hegel, R e m ,  20. 



time humanity l e m s  of its capacity for £kee will, and to use reason to discover the Idea. 

Thus human history is the progression of our knowledge of Freedom, the freedom as 

embodied in the Idea and our own fieedom to reason and to choose. The implication here 

is that human Eeedom rests in our ability to gain knowledge of the Idea, and our ability to 

choose to act according to the divine laws we discover. 23 

Hegel describes history as a progression of three main stages of the consciousness 

of fieedom. It begins with the culture of the Oriental where the ruler dictated the law and 

the people were unaware of their freedom: ''They only know that one is kee; but for this 

very reason such keedom is mere caprice ... This one is therefore only a despot, not a fiee 

Despots are slaves to their passions and their desire for power. The second stage 

is that of the ancient Greeks, the founders of philosophy. Through philosophy, people 

became aware that some are free; however, they did not know that humanity as such was 

free; therefore a distinction was made between the citizen and the slave. In the third stage, 

the Reformation, it became clear that the fieedom of the sou1 is universal: "Only the 

Germanic peoples came, through Christianity, to realize that man as man is free and that 

fieedorn of Spint is the very essence of man's nature."25 It is after tracing this dialectical 

progression of history that Hegel states, in no uncertain terms, "World history is the 

Shlomo Avineri, Hegel3 Theov of the Mo& Sute (London: Cambridge University 
Press, 1972), 152. 

24 Hegel, Remon, 23. 
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progress of the consciousness of freedom - a progress whose necessity we have to 

in~es t i~a te . ' '~~  

Hegel provides an argument to support this conclusion, although it is an odd 

formulation. He explains that the opposite of Idea is Matter and because Matter is pulled 

by gravity it cannot be &ee. Matter must always strive for unity beyond itself, in Spirit. In 

so doing, it also seeks its own destruction, because once unified with the Idea it ceases to 

be. In contrast, Idea has a self-contained existence. It does not seek unity beyond itself; it 

is "~ein~-within-itself."~' Hegel explains that "this, precisely, is Freedom. For when I am 

dependent, 1 refer myself to something else which I am not; I cannot exist independently 

of something extemal. 1 am fkee when I am within rnyself. This self-contained existence 

of Spirit is self-consciousness, conçciousness of self."28 

Hegel's philosophy of history focuses upon the dialectical evolution of 

civilizations, a s  we saw in the three-stage interpretation of the progression of the Spirit. 

According to Hegel, by studying the spirit of a people or nation, which he calls the 

Volkçgeist, he can interpret the Thought which their Volksgeist e m b ~ d i e s . ~ ~  For Hegel, 

the Volksgeist is realized in the pnvate passions of people because passions are the means 

by which the Volksgeist is realized. It is the Volksgeist which creates the art, law, morals, 

" Ibid.,24. 

" Ibid.,Z. 

L8 Ibid.,U. 
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and religion of the nation. in contrast to Kant, Hegel's method accepts the importance of 

the passions. Whereas Kant believed passions only hinder reason and disguise truth, 

Hegel considers the passions to be integral to the progression of history. Rather than 

depicting passion and reason in hostile opposition, Hegel asserts that both are bound to 

the Volksgeist, therefore they inevitably serve the Spint and hence Reason. Hegel calls 

this "the cunning of Reason." People's passions are formed by their social context and 

àrive them unwittingly in the service of the world Spirit. At best, people can gain an 

awareness of their own Volksgeist and its role in the historical dialectic. But this 

awareness will only allow them to see how to serve it better, not how to redirect it. 

One cannot skip over the spirit of his people any more than one can skip 
over the earth. The earth is the center of gravity; a body imagined as 
leaving this center can only be imagined as exploding into the air. So it is 
with an individuai. But only through his own effort can he be in harmony 
with his substance; he m u t  bring the will demanded by his people to his 
own consciousness, to articulation. The individual does not invent his own 
content; he is what he is by acting out the universal as his own content.30 

This seems to be a contradiction in Hegel's thought. If "one cannot skip over the spirit of 

his people," how then c m  we fulfil the purpose of human consciousness, namely, to 

strive to know the Spirit and live according to its designs? Assuming history has yet to 

achieve its hl1 actualization, then presurnably the Sittlichkeit (the ethics of a particular 

social context) would b e  at odds with the Moralitat (universal morality). 

Hegel believes he has resolved this apparent confiict, and in so dohg reconciled 

the opposition of absolutism and relativisrn. He argues that while each stage in the 

30 Hegel, Reacon, 38. 



progress of the Idea is transitory, for the moment they represent the most fully realized 

manifestation of the Idea. Therefore the duty of each Voiksgeist is to achieve full 

expression, because, while it lasts, it is the objectification of the Idea. Unlike the 

individual who can choose how to act, the Sittlichkeit is entirely subject to the Spirit and 

m u t  conform to the order of World History. Therefore, it cannot be at odds with the idea. 

Hence, the best way to serve the Idea is to conform to one's Sittlichkeit and to assist the 

Voksgeist in achieving its fullest expression until it fuially falls beneath the weight of its 

antithesis. In short, morality is at the sarne time completely rigid and completely 

fle~ible.~ l 

The study of history, therefore, should not be concerned with the immediate 

interests of p&cuIar individuals, except insofar as those interests are indicative of the 

general culture. Individuals are merely minor partners in an infinite universal process. 

Historical analysis should be concemed with unveiling the Spirit as it has been made 

manifest in a particular Volksgeist and its objective manifestation, the State. The 

Volksgeist and the Spirit are united in the State. The State is the existent vehicle for both 

the particular culture and the universal Sprit. To study the State and the Voksgeist of a 

society, Hegel would either do a comparative analysis between our present culture and a 

preceding one, or interpret the histoncal progression of the idea of f?eedom. 

The State is also significant because it provides the context in which individuals 

exercise their fieedom to strive to know the Spirit, and to choose right action. Hegel 

" George Sabine, A Hirtory of Political Theory (New Yürk: Henry Holt and Company, 
1950), 647. 



rejects the notion of fkeedorn that *ses from indi~idualisrn.~~ The individualist ethic 

seems to deny extemal lirnits and advocate the ability to define autonomously personal 

Iùnits, which is a lightly veiled denial of the concept of a moral right and wrong. 

According to Hegel, life without lirnits is not fieedom. Free individuals require the 

extemal ethic of the State to provide the discipline necessary to employ their capacity to 

reason, and to guide them to behave  moral^^.^^ Their passions are given order and form 

by the State, through the imposition of laws, ethics, arts, and so on. 

What counts is the common will. In thus being suppressed the individual 
will retires into itself And this is the fmt condition necessary for the 
existence of the universal, the condition, namely, of knowledge, of thought 
- for it is thought that man has in common with the divine. It thus makes 
its appearance in the state. Only on this soil, that is, in the state, can art 
and religion exit. The objects of our considerations are peoples that have 
organized themselves rationally. 34 

Thus through knowing their own culture, people corne to know the will (the Spirit) of the 

Idea and how to live according to that will. It is through people's consciousness of how to 

partake in the Moralitat that they are free: 

(T)he State is the definite object of world histoxy proper. In it Ereedom 
achieves its objectivity and lives in the enjoyment of this objectivity. For law 
is the objectivity of Spirit; it is will in its tnie fom. Only the will that obeys 
the law free, for it obeys itself and being in itself, is fieeS3' 

-- -- 
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Hence the State, as the objective manifestation of the Idea, is the subject of historical 

study. More specifically, we must learn about that which animates the institutions of the 

State. It is the Volksgeist which constitutes the culture of a nation, and forms the essence 

of the individuds within the state. 

To summarize, Hegel's philosophy of history is concemed with the Spirit as it 

works through the dialectical progression of Thought as rnanifested in states. In his 

ontology, each state contributes to the development of Freedom - the consciousness of the 

Idea - by developing the consciousness of its own principles. Once a state has developed 

these elements to the limits of its capacity, the intemal struggle and dynamisrn of the state 

is lost and it crumbles. As Hegel explains, "the deepest, highest interest thus has gone out 

of life; for interest is only where there is opposition ... It is this life of habit - the watch is 

wound up and goes by itself - which brings about natural deaWJ6 This decline opens the 

culture to the rise of an antithesis which subsumes the symbolism of the old state and 

gives rise to a new Volksgeist containing both the lessons of previous states and the seed 

of its own eventual decline. In this way, the work of world history continues on its path 

toward both the unification of Nature and Idea, and humanity7s full consciousness of 

fieedom. 



George Parkin Grant (1 9 18- 1988) is one of Canada's preeminent political 

philosophers. He is best known for his Lament for a Nation: The Defeeat of Canadian 

Nationalism (1965), a philosophical look at the developments of Canada's political 

culture after the electoral defeat of John Diefenbaker. Like most of Grant's work, this 

book was written for the general reader. In his Lament, Grant proclaimed that the defeat 

of Diefenbaker by the Liberals and their Amenca-fnendly platform, marked the end of 

conservatism in Canada, and hence the end of Canada's national culture. With this 

proclamation Grant sparked a fervour of Canadian patriotism arnong intellectuals, 

politicians, and lay people, al1 rallying behind, and seeking to nourish, a revived sense of 

Canada's identity. Thus, with this one small book Grant brought national attention to the 

fom of conservatism which he had been writing about since the 1940s and which, though 

Iargely forgotten, had been a strong force in Canadian political culture in the late 19th and 

early 20th century. 

Looking at Grant's intellectual development, it is not surprishg that he would be 

the one to spread this message. His family identified themselves as descendants of United 

Empire Loyalists, and he was raised in the heart of Tory Canada. He attended Upper 

Canada College, the prestigious private school where his father was principal. Then he 

went on to study history at Queen's University, the traditional training ground for those 



entering public service and also the place where Canadian philosopher John Watson 

(1 847- 1939) fmt introduced into Canadian political culture the fonn of conservatisrn 

which Grant came to defend. A.B. McKillop has written that Hegelian idealism began 

with the work of John Watson, a professor at Queen's University fiom 1872 to 1922. 

Watson's ideas took hold in Canada because it was a tirne when there was a strong 

reaction against the secularizing forces of the Enlightenment. Watson and his followers 

thought Hegelianism "could maintain the existence of the 'moral nature' of man while 

asserting the active powers of the mind. It constituted a new conception of design and 

purpose operating in the univene, one that could encompass rather than capitulate the 

evolutionary science.'" One of Watson's most enthusiastic followers and Queen's most 

renowned principals was George Parkin Grant's grandfather, George Monroe Grant. As 

William Christian notes in his biography of Grant, "G.M. Grant's influence on his 

grandson was strong but indirect; it came through the curriculum and the other structures 

of the institution he had f ~ r m e d . ' * ~ ~  

G.P's other grandfather, Sir George Parkin (1846-1922)' worked his way from the 

rugged life of rural Nova Scotia to studying at Oxford and became a prominent educator, 

lecnirer, Canadian nationalist and British Imperialist. It was Sir George Parkin who 

implemented and administered the first Rhodes Scholarship. As a promoter of the 

37 A.B. Mdlillop, Contours of Gtttadian PolitiuJ Thought (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1987), 98. 

3 8 William Christian, Geo~ge G a n t  A Biograpby (T'oronto: University of Toronto 
Press, hc., 1993), 38. 



Rhodes Scholarship, Parkin firmly asserted that "the education of young men at Oxford 

would M e r  Anglo-Arnerican understanding and cernent imperial ~ n i t y . " ~  G.P. Grant 

continued along his fateful path by winning the Rhodes Scholarship and studying law at 

his father's alma mater, Oxford's Balliol College. 

M e r  completing a law degree and a Ph.D. in philosophy at Oxford, G.P. Grant 

retumed to Canada to work as a professor at Dalhousie University. Considering his 

background, it is little wonder that Grant becarne a vocal advocate of the Hegelian 

conservatism of Watson, a Canadian nationalist who enthusiastically supported the link to 

the British Empire, and a promoter of educating the general public in matters of 

philosophy and politics. (The latter point explains in part why Grant's work usually 

addressed the general reader rather than the ~~ecialist .)~'  

Grant's conservatism should not be confùsed with the cornmonly understood 

definition of conservatism; his views could not be reduced to a hostility to change, a 

preference for the familiar, and a nostalgia for the imrnediate or distant past." Grant's 

form of conservatism is very difficult to articulate in a paragraph or two. Indeed, most of 

the literature discussing Grant's political philosophy never explicitly states what it is, but 

rather explains it in ternis of what it isn't, i.e. it is a reaction to tiberalism, radical 

39 Car1 Berger, The S m  of P o w  (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, IWO), 40. 
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individualism, technology, and ~a~i ta l i sm.~* 1 submit that Grant's 

than a reaction; he an advocating a particular social structure. 

methodically and explicitly explains what it is he is proposing. It 

this thesis uses Hegel's philosophy as a device to draw out the 

conservatism. 

30 

conservatism is more 

Grant himself never 

is for this reason that 

principles of Grant's 

Grant believes that the just state includes a notion of a common good toward 

which a11 citizens work, and to the authority of which al1 citizens defer. According to this 

vision, citizens realize their eeedom, not in hlfilling their particular self-oriented desires, 

but by recognizing that their interests are tied to the health of the state and that they best 

serve themselves by fieely choosing to do their duty for the state. This includes 

participating in democratic discourse to discem what constitutes the community's 

43 common purpose. Thus, this system does not suppress individual fkeedom, but rather 

encourages rational individual participation in defining the authoritative law of the state. 

'' See H.D. Forbes "The Political Thought of George Grantn J o u m L  of ClMdian 
Studtes 26,110.2 (1991): 46-68; Barry Cooper, "A Imperio usque ad Imperium: The Political 
Thought of George Grantn in Larry Schmidt, George G a n t  in Procm (Toronto: Houe of 
Anansi Press Limited, 1978); John Muggeridge, "George Grant's Anguished Conservatism" 
&O in Geoqge Orant in Proces; Peter Self, "George Grant, Unique Canadian Philosophern 
Queen's Qumerly 98, 1 (199 1) 25-39; De& Duffy, "Concrete Hypothesis: A Meditation." 
Journal of G z d n  Studies 4 (1969): 3-6 

43 Note that as with Hegel, Grant does not distinguish between the state and 
community. The nate not only contains the institutions that reflect the culture of the 
cornrnunity, it is the spirit of the community, the lwel on which all citizens conceive of 
thernselves as parts of a unified whole. Hegel dktinguishes the state £rom the family and 
civil society, levels of interaction in which rhe con&on identity of the cornmunity is not 
necessarily present. Indeed, the form of liberalism Grant opposes is on par with Hegel's 
depiction of a society that has the competitive market place mentality of civil society 
without the unifying spirit of the state. (Avenen, Hegel's, 130) 



hcluded in this notion of community is the idea that we are responsible for the welfare of 

al1 citizens as well as responsible to the common purpose. This organic conception of 

cornmunity not oniy entailed the idea that d l  its members were bound to each other 

historically and culturaily, but also that they were bound to nature, and the iaws of nature. 

The best secondary description of Grant's conservatism was set out by Gad Horowitz in 

his discussion of Grant's Lament. In this essay, Horowitz emphasizes the socialist 

element of Grant's position and hence it is worth quoting here as a means of difising the 

common assumptions about conservatism: 

To Grant socialism, like conservatism, is a teleological philosophy: it is 
based on a doctrine of good, or happiness, a conception of an essential 
human nature which men are either prevented fkom realizing, or made to 
realize, by their social arrangements. Such a conception involves the 
notion that 'there are ways of life in which men are fulfilled and others in 
which they are not'. It therefore implies the restra.int of certain forms of 
hurnan £teedom, the discipline of certain huma  passions, which prevent 
the realization of the good life in the good society. Conservatism is 
'essentially the social doctrine that public order and tradition, in contrat 
to fieedom and experirnent, were central to the good life.' Socialism is 'the 
use of the government to restrain greed in the name of the social good.' It 
appeals to the conservative idea of social order against the liberal idea of 
fieedom." 

The forrn of nationalism 

not concerned with e t h n i ~ i t ~ ; ~ ~  

history. Grant believes that our 

44 Gad Horowitz, Tories, 
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inherited through the developments of history. He argues that Canada's national unity 

rests on the existence of our common conservative culture, a conservatism shared by the 

two sub-nations, the ultramontane Catholics of French Canada and the Empire Loyalists 

of English Canada. As he often states, this shared conservative culture is what led to the 

constitutional agreements of 1791. Both nations wished to protect themselves fiom the 

liberal forces of the United States. 

A society only articulates itself as a nation through some common 
intention among its people. The constitutional arrangements of 1791, and 
the wider arrangements of the next century, were only possible because of 
a widespread determination not to become part of the great Republic. 
Arnong both the French and British, this negative intention sprang fiom 
widely divergent traditions. What both peoples had in cornmon was the 
fact they both recognized, they could only be preserved outside the United 
States of ~ r n e n c a . ~ ~  

Grant valued the British Empire as a counterweight to the pressures of the US. In his 

early writings, he said he hoped the Commonwealth would provide an alternative 

superpower to the USSR and the US." He hoped the Christian principles of British 

conservatism would promote democracy and ETeedom while protecting people fiom the 

ruthlessness of private companies who were responsible to no one.'* However, in the 

1960s it was clear the British Commonwealth was not a third power and would not be 

able to provide a bulwark against American culture. Grant began to see the US as the 

46 George Grant, Lament for a Nation: IKe D4mt of Chnadian Nationalkm poronto: 
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spearhead of the new technological culture. This culture included a conception of 

fieedom that denied the existence of a transcendent authority and contented itself with the 

pursuit of fulfilling persona1 desires. This technological culture was committed to 

exploiting nature to satisS individual desire. According to Grant, liberalism represents 

the political ideology of the technological society. Up until he wrote his Lament, Grant 

was optimistic about Canada's chances for resisting the technological culture. He 

believed that in Canada conservatism would prevail. In the 1940s he saw its hope resting 

in Canada's rnembenhip to the Commonwealth. Then, in Philosophy in the Mass Age 

(1959), he stated that he believed the alienating nature of technology would incite a 

counter-revolution among the young. However, by 1965 he sumendered: ''The 

impossibility of conservatism in our era is the impossibility of Canada. As Canadians we 

attempted a ridiculous task in trying to build a conservative nation in the age of progress, 

on a continent we share with the most dynamic nation on earth. The current of modem 

history was against us.'49 

Grant perceives the current of modem history as a crisis that is manifested in the 

fiagmentation of Canada, the sense of alienation among its citizens, the exploitation of 

the environment, and the globalization of technological culture. Technology for Grant is 

more than the tools we use to achieve our ends; it is the way we understand ourçelves and 

the world. It is "the mastery of human and non-hurnan nature in experimental science and 

technique, the primacy of the will, man as the creator of his own values, the finality of 

49 Grant, L a m t ,  68. 



becoming, the assertion that potentiality is higher than actuality, that motion is nobler 

than rest, that dynamism rather than peace is the height.'y50 

Grant's argument about the dangers of technological culture is a cument 

application of Hegel's assessrnent of the clash between the traditional moral order of 

Christianity and the Enlightenrnent ideal of pure reason. Hegel had sought to understand 

why the French Revolution resulted in the Terror. He concluded that pure reason was 

empty when devoid of a cultural foundation. When the Jacobins had tom down al1 

established forrns of authority, there was nothhg left to hold their authority in check. Al1 

the institutions responsible for maintaining order and justice lost their legitimacy. 

Grant believes we face the sarne dilernma today at a more subtle level and a more 

gradua1 rate. Now the revolution is ingrained in our culture, and it is slowly eating away 

at our traditional institutions. Grant believes there is value to both conservative and 

technological cultural forces, but he fears the latter unless it is balanced by the former. 

The technological culture is systematic, mechanized and uniform. It is based on the 

industrial, capitalist principles of mass production and the bottom line. In order for it to 

work, it must produce people to perpetuate it. They must be trained with a universal 

homogenous education, so that, Iike nuts and bolts, they can be exchanged for one 

another. The role of the universal education system is to mass produce efficient workers 

and effective consumers. 

50 George Grant, T h e  ar Htrtoty (The Massey Lectures, 9th series. Toronto: Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation, 1969), 44. 



Progress is the goal of this new culture, and progress is a concept that can be 

infinitely redefined; things must get bigger, faster, richer, more high tech. Nature is to be 

conquered; one frontier is continually replaced with another: the wild west, Mt. Everest, 

space, the depths of the oceans, DNA. While a progressive view of history plays an 

important role in Grant's own thought, he asserts that it is balanced by the simultaneous 

presence of cyclical tirne which represents the unalterable laws of nature. He maintains 

that, without this authonty, knowledge becomes purely dynarnic; the aim of scientists 

(there is no room for the unproductive thoughts of philosophers) is originality, to subvert 

the orders of the past and present. Philosophy is smothered by empincism. The modem 

knowledge paradigm is exemplified by the fact-value distinction, which maintains that 

knowledge is only valid if it can be verified empincally. Therefore metaphysical 

questions about God, tnith, justice or love are considered meaningless because they are 

unverifiable. They may be suitable subjects for the pnvacy of one's home, but they 

should not become the subjects addressed by schools (including universities), businesses, 

or, as Grant fears, the courts.51 Ultimately, Grant believes the decline of conservatism 

marks the slow ernergence of a contemporary equivalent to the ~acobins.'~ For the first 20 

5 1 Grant argued that the US Supreme Court's decision in Roe us. Wade represented the 
impact of the technological culture on the justice system. Grant asserted rhe courts had 
decided that human life was expendable for the sake of convenience. See George Grant and 
Sheila Grant, "Abortion and Righü," Technology and Jwtice (Toronto: House of Anansi 
Press Ltd., 1986) 

" Although, due to his cultural heritage and the work of Max Weber, he draws a 
parallel with Oliver Cromwell radier than Robespierre. 



years of his career, Grant sought to synthesize the best elements of the competing 

cultures. He hoped that his communitarianisrn offered that ~ ~ n t h e s i s . ~ ~  

The definition of Eeedom plays a centrai role in his cornmunitarianism. Grant's 

notion of freedom is radically different from the rnainstrearn usage that is prevalent in 

popular culture. When a blood-soaked Me1 Gibson cries out for freedom in the penod 

piece Braveheurt, our emotions are piqued and we think we know what he's talking 

about, but if we were to try to explain it we would have some difficulty. 1s it a cal1 for 

freedom fi-om foreign mle? or Erom an inadequate judicial system? or from a govenunent 

which is only concemed with the welfare of the elite? ln the blatant atrocities Gibson 

depicts in his epic film, it is not difficult to imagine what the lack of fieedom might be 

like, but we cannot say fiorn hiç film what it is to be kee in a positive sense." Grant 

would Say that out difficulty stems fiom the emptiness of Gibson's use of the word. Grant 

hopes to reveal exactly what it is that is worth defending in a cultural comrnunity by 

providing a deeper explanation of what it means to be fiee. 

Philosophy in the Mass Age is known as Grant's Hegelian book, because in it he 

is most explicit about his debt to Hegel's philosophy. It seems like the best place to begin 

53 Note that Grant's communicarianisrn borrows from, bur is not the same as, that of 
the United Empire Loyalists and the hetramontane French Canadians. He is merging their 
conservatism with a form of individud philosophical freedom. 

54 In his way  "Two Concepts of Liberty," Isaiah Berlin makes the distinction between 
positive and negative liberty. Gibson's would fali under negative liberty in so far as it is 
defineci as freedom from restraints of an aurhority, as opposed to "positive liberty" in 
which individuals use their reason and knowledge to direct their own purpose. See Berlin, 
Four Essays. 



an examination of Grant's theory of cornmunity and culture, because it is the work in 

which his ontology is most evident. In most of his early writings, he shows no awareness 

of the indirect infiuence that Hegel had on his thought. In his later writings, though he 

explicitly rejects Hegel, his philosophy is so obviously embedded in Hegelianisrn that his 

protestations ring hollow. 

Grant's intentions in PMA are twofold. First, he clarifies his philosophy of 

fkeedorn. Part of this clarification includes the assertion that the survival of fieedom in 

modem society depends upon universal participation in philosophy. Like Hegel, he 

considers philosophy to be the key to human fieedom. Freedom rests in our ability to 

evaluate rationally our methods and our ends. His second project is to criticize modemity 

- particularly in reference to problems in Canada - and to suggest how to combat the 

cultural decline. The need for philosophy, of course, is central to that cnticism. He 

develops his two objectives in a broad-brush history of moral philosophy (and, by 

association, freedom) beginning with its inception in the natural law doctrine of ancient 

Greece through to the pragrnatism of the 20th century. He explains what moral 

philosophy is b y discussing its historical development. In so doing, he simultaneously 

illustrates the distinctly modem conception of the world which has risen fkom this 

histoncai development, and points out where we as modems have gained, and where we 

have lost. This chapter is an exposition of some of his observations, including the 

resultant philosophy of history and ontology and offers an introduction to Grant's 

assessrnent of the modem crisis, his proposed solution, the methodology he employed to 

reach these conclusions, and the (largely Hegelian) ontology that suppoas it all. The 



chapter will conclude with a description of Grant's communitarianism in light of the 

Hegelian influence. 

Al1 of Grant's arguments spnng fkom the belief that humanity has a unique 

capacity to reason that enables us to unlock moral and universal truths. At the very 

opening of the text, he asserts that, "Whereas animals live by instinct and therefore do 

what they do directly, we can decide between alternatives, and this choice is possible 

because we can reflect on how we are going to a ~ t . " ~  Here Grant establishes a series of 

fundamental assumptions upon which the remainder of the text depends? First, he 

assumes that we are superior to animals and, in tum, the rest of nature because we are not 

restricted to acting according to instinct." Second, he maintains that, unlike animals, we 

have power to choose how to behave. In other words, we are free. Third, he asserts that 

the source of our fieedom rests upon our unique capacity to reason, to "reflect on how we 

are going to act." 

Like Hegel, Grant considers reason to be the bridge between God and Nature, 

enabling humanity to transcend Nature and gain knowledge of God: "Contemplation can 

teach us the knowledge of God's  la^.'"^ Thus, the role of reason is not restricted to 

55 Grant, Philosophy, 3. 

56 These âssumptions pre-date Hegel, but just as they are the foundation for Hegel's 
philosophy so too are they the foundation for Grant's Hegelianism. 

'' This anthropocentric interpretation of nature is fascinating comiog from a proponent 
of the redivinization of nature. 

58 Grant, Philosophy, 6. 



utilitarian purposes; it also provides the means "to make tme judgments as to whether 

actions are right or w r ~ n ~ . " ' ~  Grant attributes this lesson to the ancient Greeks, the 

founders of moral philosophy. The doctrines of Socrates and Plato held that hurnans 

could transcend their restrictive context of living in accordance with archetypal patterns 

and myths, and "could find thernselves by losing themselves in the divine".60 

What makes reason powerfbl? If we recall that "Reason" was one of the names 

Hegel had for God, we begin to understand. For Grant, as for Hegel and the ancient 

Greeks, the cosmos is ordered according to an absolute logic, or Reason: 

It is that reason which is common to God and to men. The universe is a 
great system of beings, al1 moved by law and ultirnately govemed by the 
divine mind. It is a hierarchy in which al1 beings have their place, nom the 
Stones that obey the laws of the physical world, up through the plants and 
animals to man, and beyond man to the angels, and finally to God, who is 
reason itseK6' 

Thus, for Grant, our capacity to reason is our link to the divine. One important 

consequence of this semi-divine state is that we are partly free fiom the laws of nature. 

Thus, Grant's conception of keedom has two dimensions; we are free actively to seek 

knowledge of the divine, and we are f?ee to choose nght or wrong action. Grant's 

perspective is illustrated in this lament: "The old idea that 'the tmth shall make you fi-ee,' 

59 Ibid., 3. 

60 Ibid., 20. 

6 1 Ibid., 28. 



that is, the view of reason as the way in which we discover the meaning of our lives and 

make that meaning our own, has alrnost entirely disappeared [in the mass age].''62 

Another offspring of reason is history. Grant holds that divine Reason and human 

reason, shown by Hegel to be united in the Spirit, create history. History is the 

manifestation of both the will of God and, because we are fkee, the will of humanity. 

According to Hegel's philosophy, space-time is cyclical because nature is guided by a 

fixed law. Through the imposition of God's will and human will on nature, time 

develops, and therefore there is history. In other words, both God and humanity have 

wills which create change. This change breaks the cyclical nature of time and forms the 

dynamic tirne of history. Without will fkeed fkom the logic of Nature, archetypal patterns 

would merely repeat themselves. Will (of Spirit) manipulates logic causing change. This 

is verified, in part, by our awareness of change. 

Grant contends that this awareness of dynamic time was revealed by the Judeao- 

Christian religion in its notion of providence. "It was the Jews who discovered the very 

idea of history. More than anything else, what has made Western culture so dynamic is its 

impregnation with the Judeao-Christian idea that history is the divinely ordained process 

of man's sal~ation."~.' The Hebrew prophets teach that the final purpose toward which 

history is moving is the redemption of the Jewish people through the Messiah. "The 

events of time are seen as oriented towards the future ... The purpose of God unfolds in 

'' Ibid., 10. 

63 Ibid., 40. 



the world and will culminate in his final purpose, that of redemption.'m This notion was 

synthesized with natural law doctrine in the works of St. Augustine of Hippo, and later 

St. Thomas Aquinas. 

Another aspect of the hurnan capacity for reason is the ability to do evil. Whereas 

animals are obliged to conform to the logic of nature and therefore can do neither good 

nor evil, we have a choice. As Hegel says, "This is the seal of the absolute and sublime 

destiny of man, that he knows what is good and what is evil, and that his destiny is his 

very ability to will either good or evil. In one word, he can be g ~ i l t ~ . " ~ ~  Thus, with our 

capacity to reason cornes responsibility. We are free to do evil, that is to violate God's 

law, or to do good. Therefore we rnust "attempt to actualize the etemai law in [our] own 

lives.'" 

Just as reason gives humanity the capacity to choose evil, so too is it the source of 

their salvation. Grant argues that this notion of salvation, brought to the West in the 

ludeao-Christian religion, was cornbined with the philosophy of the Greeks and made 

into a social science by Hegel, then secularized by Marx: 

When Marx is thinking about history, he is thinking in Hegelian terms. 
History is the sphere in which spirit is realizing itself in the world. It is 
realizing itself always in relation to nature. Nature is what it is and what it 
is not. A stone is a stone and not something else. But man is self- 
conscious, and self-consciousness divided against itself Man can always 
stand above himself and make himself what he is not. Every action is a 
project to the Future, in which we negate what we are now. Therefore, man 

64 Ibid., 41. 

65 Hegel, Reason, 44. 

66 Grant, Philosophy, 32. 



both is and is not what he is. Spirit, then h a  different logic fÏom the logic 
of identity proper to nature?' 

While Grant opposes Marx's attempt to secularize Hegel, he follows him up to 

this point. Grant believes human self-consciousness of reason enables us to overcome our 

objecrivity and that history as a social science is the method we use to do this. The study 

of history is a tool that helps us discover the etemd law so that we may learn to act in 

accordance with it. "In econornic organization that expresses our relation to nature, 

[Marx] sees the cause of hurnan evii in the past; in the creation of a new relation he sees 

the overcoming of that evi~."~' The existence of evil obliges us to analyse society and 

attempt to distinguish justice kom injustice. According to Grant, there are two methods 

of moral philosophy. We will set out those two rnethods with examples of how they help 

us to understand fkeedom, thereby simultaneously explainhg and exemplifjmg the 

practice of human freedom through reason as  Grant understands it. 

First there is the comparative method. This involves comparing our society to 

those which precede ours. Grant asserts that "cornparison is usehl, because only as we 

become capable of thinking outside modem assumptions are we able to see at all what 

our assumptions are ... As we try to th in .  with Cprevious cultures] their vision of hurnan 

nature and destiny, we corne to see our ~ w n . " ~ ~  For Grant, this form of philosophy is vital 

to the well-being of our society because it enables us to see beyond the principles of our 

67 Ibid., 54. My italics. 

68 Ibid., 54. 

69 Ibid., 24. 



culture or civilization, and to question their value or to see their worth. Through 

comparison we find that many of the assumptions we take to be tnie and fundamental to 

the ordering of society, are neither tme nor necessa~y.'~ 

The comparative method is based on the important premise that we are so deeply 

embedded in our own culture that we cannot be aware of its strengths and weaknesses 

without philosophy. This premise is not only important to Grant's methodology but also 

to the communitarianism itself, because it shows the extent to which we rely on our 

culture to develop our view of the world. For instance, it justifies recognizing that 

tieedom is achieved by working as a part of the cornmunity rather than as  an independent 

agent. To deny our interdependence with society is to deny a vital part of ourselves. Grant 

explains, "individual beliefs as to the nature and destiny of man make, and are made by, 

the foms of society."" In fact, we can only be kee of the influence of our society by 

recognizing its influence, articulating it, and transcending it. "[Tlhe act of philosophy is 

not only a continua1 negation of the self, a continual self-transcendence; it is often, also, a 

negation of what is most dear to one's own society."'* Thus, freedom is achieved through 

active contemplation of society, not the denial of it. Indeed, if we do not engage in this 

form of philosophy and attempt to assert our independence, we will only succeed in 

70 Ibid., 15. 

7 1 Ibid., 14. 

72 Ibid., 15. 



blocking the only route to freedom. We will be entirely subject to the mores and trends of 

our social environment and never truly be exercising our inherent keed~rn. '~ 

Grant's comparison of ancient b'mythic" cultures and modem historic culture is an 

example of the comparative method. In PMA, this comparison serves a dual purpose of a) 

introducing his conception of fieedom by illustrating the origin of humanity's knowledge 

of its own fieedom, and b) introducing an alternative conception of time by revealing that 

our conception of dynamic/historic tirne is not the o d y  way that time can be perceived. 

According to Grant, rnythic cultures had no notion of fkeedom because people 

believed that the order of the universe was fixed. Individuals were not responsible for 

choosing how to act, or philosophizing about tnrth. Right action had been determined and 

set out in a complex system of myths and rituals. One did not seek some transcendent 

truth, because daily action was considered to have religious ~ignificance.'~ One need only 

behave according to the haditional archetypes to act morally. "Any actions that could not 

be given this kind of religious significance were considered profane. For events to be 

profane, to be unique and individual instead of repetitive and universal, was for them 

" There is not a conflict here with Hegel's notion that we m m  foIlow our particular 
sidchkeit. Rather transcending one's Vokgeist heightens the individual's awareness of 
the importance of their Volksgeist in history. In fact, philosophy gives the individual a 
deeper understanding of what precisely their Volksgeist is and how best to live according to 
its Sidichkeit. Moreover, Hegel's philosophy did not entirely omit the possibility for 
dissent. For instance, he was a strong advocate for the right to meaningful labour: "this is 
the infinite right of the individual to find itself satisfied in irs activity and labor. If men are 
to be interested in anything they must have "their heartn in it. Their feeling of self 
importance must be satisfied'(Hegel, Reacon, 28). 

'' This may be an intentional parallel to Calvinism3s "worldy asceticism" which was 
diswsed bnefly in chapter rwo. 



a h o s t  to be unreai, for it was the religious element which confened redity.'"' This 

changed with the contributions of Socrates and Plato. From thern, humanity leamed to 

hiinscend the mythic consciousness. Plato taught that an individual sou1 is capable of 

higher howledge, and hence human beings came to know themselves as f h ~ . ' ~  

Grant agrees with Hegel that time exists on two plains: the cyclicd time of Nature 

and the progressive history of the Spirit. Grant illustrates this by contrasting the notion of 

cyclicd time as unâerstood by ancient societies with our contemporary notion of history. 

According to Grant, the ancients did not believe time was human-centred. The cosmos 

moved us; we did not move the cosmos. The implication of the historical view of time is 

that the changes caused by hurnan action mark the movement of time. Grant cites Plato 

when he states, for the ancients "time is considered as a moving image of an unmoving 

etemity and in which the passing events of life only have meaning as they lead men to the 

unchanging reality of ~ o d . " ~ ~  In Hegelian terms, this describes the difference between the 

pattemed logic of space-time as it exists in nature, and the dynamic Time where the Spirit 

is made manifest. 

Grant uses this distinction to make two M e r  points: (a) there is an absolute 

logic to the universe, and (b) time and nature are not infinitely malleable (as Marxists and 

positivists might have us believe). These two points support another important clairn: 

. . 

'' Grant, Phiiompby, 17. 

" Ibid., 20. 

77 Ibid., 19. 



there are restrictions on human freedom. This is what Grant means when he affinns the 

reality of God. For Grant, God is the order of the universe which is both eternal and 

infinite. This order is the source of natural law; law represents the existence of a divine 

authority. In Hegelian tems, this knowledge reflects the logic of Reason and Nature 

without introducing the progressive drive of Spirit. Grant indicates that the existence of 

cyclical tirne is validated by the fact that an entire civilization believed time was cyclical 

and ordered, and virtue meant conforming to that order. He argues that we have since 

learned that we are &ee of confining and often "silly" rituals which are present in ancient 

societies that continually relive the rnythological archetypes. We have also replaced the 

notion of cyclical time with progressive time, history. However, Grant believes that by 

putting aside this ancient conception of time entirely, we have leamed our lesson too well 

and lost a valuable tnith. Modemity has lost the notion of a divinized Nature and 

forgotten the presence of God's will in history. He contends that rather than seeing our 

life as meaningfûl when we imitate and repeat " the etemal archetypal gestures of the 

divine,"" "we have taken our fate into our own handç and are determined to make the 

world as we want it."79 Grant criticizes modem "historical man" for having replaced God 

as the maker of history. 

The second method of philosophical investigation is histoncal interpretation, as a 

long narrative of the progression of human civilization's consciousness of fieedom. If we 

78 Ibid., 19. 

79 Ibid., 221. 



accept the premise that history moves in a dialectical progression where each Thought is 

foxmed by its predecessor, then history also provides us with an insight into the role our 

niought plays in the dialectic, what our contribution to the progress of history is meant to 

be. Grant asserts that a philosopher of history is "one who believes he knows the meaning 

of the historical process as a whole and derives his view of right action therefi~rn."~~ 

Therefore as bearers of reason we can iind meaning in the order and process of history, 

the manifestation of divine will. This is what Grant is refemng to when he states, "How 

we act depends on what we consider life to be about, what we think is going on in human 

history in general, and in our own lives in particular. We do what we ultimately think is 

worth doing because of our vision of hurnan exi~tence."~' 

For philosophical history to be useful in this way, we must assume that history 

works in a progression. Hegel's argument in this regard goes as follows. If Idea is 

perfection, then His will must be perfect, because a perfect God would not will evil. If 

His will (the Spirit) is perfect then it must will perfection. Therefore, God's will must be 

to will Himself. The progression of history is the movernent toward the unification of 

Nature (God as object) and Idea (God as subject). This movement occurs in the 

consciousness of humanity which embodies the bridge between the two realms. Once 

humanity becomes hlly conscious of God, then Nature will be united with Idea and 

History will have achieved its end. Thus, through the study of the progression of history 

80 Ibid., 51. 

8 1 Ibid., 14. 



as a whole we can discover the will of God, and with that knowledge we will rnove closer 

to the completion of history. 

Grant's rnethodology reveals that he agrees with Hegel's philosophy of history. 

Grant maintains that we can leam right action by knowing the process of history. Thus, 

he assumes there is a correlation between the process of history and rightness. For 

instance, if the process of history had no meaning a n  sich, but meaning rested exclusively 

in the minds of individuals or in the Volksgeist of societies, then the process as a whole 

would tell us very little; history would only be worth studying for comparative analysis, 

or as a form of fiction to b e  interpreted by critics who use it as a catalyst for their own 

ideas. But for Grant to consider the process worth investigating indicates that it has an 

essence apart from its component eras, and, furthemore, that this essence is good. 

This conclusion is verified by the format of PMA which depicts the historical 

development of humanity's knowledge of freedom. Like Hegel, Grant looks at history as 

progressing through apparent dialectical stages. By looking at his reading of these stages, 

we ver@ that Grant does believe history works in a progressive movement, and that 

Hegel's philosophy of Geist is the foundation for the belief. The stages also reveal the 

principles of Grant's philosophy of freedom by showing the point at which each facet of 

fieedom came into human consciousness. Finally, the stages tell us what Grant believes 

Our stage to be, how we c m  raise fieedom to a new level. 

According to Grant, the first major transition in the historical dialectic is the 

discovery of philosophy when we became aware of our own ability to interpret the eternal 

law. This was the contribution of Socrates and Plato who realized that we are not only 



receivers of the eternal law, but also interpreters of it. Through philosophy we cm 

transcend the existing moral assumptions and gain a clearer knowledge of the Ideal. Next, 

Christianity taught us the tmth of providence. We learned that we have the fieedom 

wheîher or not to choose to do God's will, and to work toward salvation. The 

Enlightenment then gave us a practical form of fieedom; it gave us technology which 

liberated us £kom a life of hard labour, and gave us leisure time to engage in philosophy. 

However, this blessing is mixed. Science has also led to the assertion that hurnanity can 

control nature and rise above its laws. We have developed a hubristic confidence that 

through reason we cm transcend al1 limits, including the authority of the divine. Grant 

considers the economic materialism of Marx to epitornize this perspective: 

There is for him no nature without hurnan significance; there is no 
significance to human keedom apart fiom the domination of nature. To 
Marx, therefore, the way that men have organized their economic relations 
is the key to history. In the economic organization that expresses our 
relation to nature, he sees the cause of human evil in the past; in the 
creation of a new relation he sees the overcoming that evil.** 

Grant tries to show that Marx's conception of freedom fails because it restricts our 

freedom to interpret the Ideal, or divine law. Marx has defined the tmth of history, and 

there is no authonty greater than the human will, and laws of economics. Therefore, 

M e r  reflection about our ends is redundant; the only worthy project is to use our 

knowledge of economic laws to impose our will on nature and overcorne suffenng. In 

other words, we are free to exploit nature to satisQ our desires, but we are not fiee to 

'' Ibid., 54. 



evaluate the worth of our desires.*' Thus, in a purely Marxist state our fkeedorn to reason 

would be restricted to utilitarian purposes and our ability to transcend and criticize our 

condition would be systematically curbed. As a result, both nature and humanity are 

perceived to be material to be exploited for the purpose of Marx's highest good, 

economic equality. 

For Grant, the importance of Marx is not only as an illustration of the failings of 

his particular ideology, but of a major trend of the modem age. M m  is usefùl because he 

takes it to an extreme level, but similar lines of thought can be found in positivism, 

pragmatism, and liberalism. Al1 of these share the tendency to subvert the notion of a 

transcendent truth and divine authority, and replace it with unlimited human will. Thus 

they have a stunted conception of human fieedom. 

According to Grant, Marx does teach us one valuable lesson about the just 

community. A state is only fiee when al1 its citizens are fiee, not only a particular class. 

Marx understood the injustice of capitalisrn: 

The contradiction that capitalist society creates is that it has produced the 
possibility of overcoming scarcity, that is, the conditions for overcoming 
class dominance and inequality have arrived; yet at the same tirne it has 
chained the m a s  of men to uncreative labour, work for which they have 
no re~~ons ib i l i ty .~~  

83 Ibid., 64. 

84 Ibid., 56. 



If, as Hegel contends and Grant implies, history is the manifestation of the will of God 

driving us toward absolute fkeedorn, then we can discem Our role as the beneficiaries of 

this ideational heritage. We can discover our place in the universal histokal narrative 

and determine how to refine or synthesize the contradictions in o u .  conception of history. 

The flourishing of philosophy in society is essential to this project. This is the hope Grant 

is expressing when he States: 

Indeed, just as our industrial civilization creates the conditions of 
repression, it also creates the natural conditions of universal liberation: not 
only in the economic sense that people who are fiee nom the necessity of 
hard work have the leisure to pursue ends beyond the practical, but also in 
the sense that an industrial society breaks down the old natural foms of 
human existence in which people traditionally found the meaning for their 
lives. In such a situation many persons are driven by the absence of these 
traditional foms to seek a meanhg that will be their own." 

Thus, according to Grant, the philosopher of history is responsible for tracing the 

development of history fiom one civilization to the next, and for interpreting how each 

civilization contnbuted to humanity's consciousness of freedom. Moreover, the 

philosopher must explain how al1 the stages can be seen togethera6 Every facet of our 

culture and institutions must be united into a coherent entity. The key to reading history is 

knowing how to disregard the "less significant" hurnan actions. The filter employed by 

Grant and Hegel is the question: What role does this culture play in the progress of 

85 Ibid., 12. 

86 Ibid., 39. 



By summarizing Grant's observations, we see what he believes our role in history 

is to be. We leam that there is cyclical time, an ordered cosmos and divine law. We l e m  

that hurnanity is capable of discerning God's will through the application of reason. We 

learn that God's will is manifested in tirne as providence. These three lessons considered 

together tell us that human knowledge of divine law can progress over tirne. More 

recently, humanity has leamed that through science we can overcome classism and 

i ~ ~ e ~ u i t y . ~ '  Therefore, our role is to bring these lessons together and to fight the modern 

trend to favour only some of these lessons. We must oppose the tendency to think of 

progressive time and the technological capacity to manipulate nature without the other 

lessons of history. Our role is to uniQ these thoughts with the conceptions of etemd 

cyclical time and the fixed laws of nature. We must unite the concept that hurnanity is 

free to impose its will on time and nature with the notion of divine authority. 

Grant atternpts to unite these two conflicting truths by developing an alternative 

conception of community. According to Grant, the most essential element of the just 

state, beyond fieedom, is the primacy of a cornmon purpose toward which the entire 

community and its institutions are dedicated. When we refer to common purpose here, 

however, we are not including broad concepts such as "do unto others as you would have 

them do unto you," or "live and let live." Common purpose in this sense is understood in 

cosmological terms. It is a purpose which reflects the cornmunity's beliefs about the 

higher order of the cosmos; it is a purpose which Ends its authority in God's will; and it 

pp - -  - - -  -- 

87 In his later writings, Grant loses faith in technologies ability to do any good 
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is a purpose which guides every act and every thought of the membeis of the community. 

Grant explains this in terms of the natural law tradition. 

According to Grant, the notion of natural law has provided the metaphysical 

foundation for morality in Western culture since the age of the ancient Greeks up until the 

time of the Enlightenrnent. Its main premise is that the universe is ordered, not chaotic. 

"That is," explains Grant, "it conforms to law; and to conform to law is to be held in 

being by reason.'"* Thus the universe is perceived as a unity, and each part, including 

humanity, must play its role accordingly. 

Grant unites law and fieedom by establishing the quest for knowiedge of natural 

law as the common purpose of society. The aim of philosophy is to bring the laws of the 

state in line with natural law. Ln Hegelian terms, natural law is Reason, and we are 

responsible for stmcturing our community so that it manifests, as nearly as possible, the 

subjective Idea in the objective realm. In contmt, Grant argues that when a society has 

no notion of transcendent natural law, then there are no grounds for justice. In response to 

the doctrine of pragrnatism he asks, "If you Say that the right is 'the expedient in the way 

of our behaving,' how c m  there be any room for the categoncally wong? May not the 

torture of children sometirnes be expedient and therefore r i g l~ t ?"~~  ~e maintains that the 

pragrnatist approach to morality is grounded in the same misconception of freedom which 

Marx advocated. (While M m  did not advocate the freedom of the individual, he did 

88 Grant, Phdosopby, 28. 
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daim to have discovered how to manipulate nature and society to fiee humanity kom 

suffering: alienation, exploitation, and poverty.) It stems from the Enlightenment 

criticism of God which sought to overcome the limit of an absolute law. The distorted 

notion of keedom bas usurped the notion of God in favour of the absolute liberty of the 

human will. 

According to Grant, this conception of Beedom lacks morality and justice. One 

may be free to think as  one pleases, but of what value is this if there is no knowledge 

worth discovering? We are left with our appetites as our only motivation and our only 

measure. Thus, Grant concludes, "the pragmatists' conception of fieedom ultimately fàils 

because it does not understand the relation between freedom and thought, that is, between 

freedom and spiritual  la^."^' 

In Hegel's words, "law, morality and the State. and they alone, are the positive 

reality and satisfaction of fieedom. The caprice of the individual is not fieed~rn."~' 

Freedom only exists when the individual is directed toward some higher purpose and 

perceives that there are limits within which one must live. Because, as Hegel explains, the 

State embodies the union between the subjective willing of the Idea and the objective 

substance of existence. Freedom is realized in this union. Thus those aspects of national 

life which articulate the State's culture are the realization of freedom. These include art, 

law, morality, science, and, most importantly, religion. Through religion we become 

90 Ibid., 88. 
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conscious of the nature of keedom and the union between the objective and the 

subjective.92 

For Grant and Hegel there is no freedom without religious thought. Ironically, 

individualism without the limit of a state religion destroys any route allowing the 

individual to transcend the imrnediate noms and facts of society and to discover the 

essence of fkeedom. Or, to use the tenn "religion" in a more inclusive sense, if the state 

religion is pragmatism then true freedorn is mattainable because it excludes the notion of 

a transcendent truth. According to Grant, pragmatists cm only be motivated by their 

passions and not reason, because reason involves transcendent contemplation of the Law 

and the Idea. Thus they fail to hlly realize the human capacity for freedom. 

Clearly stated, Grant's cornmunitarian society includes belief in the Absolute and 

natural law. Faith is the glue that binds civil society to the institutions of the state. It 

manifests itself as a common purpose. Freedom of the individual is realized in Grant's 

cornmunitarianism because the common purpose is the participation of al1 citizens in 

philosophical contemplation of how to make society most free. To explain how this 

works we must once again look to Hegel. 

God wills perfection; therefore He wills himself. Nature is the objective 

manifestation of God. Idea is God as subjectivity. Nature is perfectly ordered according 

to God's law. However, perfection is not fully achieved until Nature and Idea are united. 

God wills this unification. Hurnanity is the bridge between Nature and Idea because 



hurnanity has the semi-divine capacity to reason. Reason gives us access to knowledge of 

the Idea. Our ability to reason, which distinguishes us nom the rest of Nature, is what 

frees us from the cyclical patterns of Nature and gives us choice. The more we leam 

about our power to reason, the fieer we become. 

It is God's will that we be fiee because it is through our fieedom that Nature 

becomes conscious of Idea, and the two are made one. God wills that people become 

more conscious of their fkeedom, because that is how unity is achieved. Thus in striving 

to become aware of  God's laws and God's will, we succeed in developing our knowledge 

of our own fkeedom. Thus to act fieely is to m e r  God's project of unimg Nature and 

Idea. In sum, human fieedom and God's will are in synch. 

Therefore the just state is one in which the cornmon purpose is to gain knowledge 

of God's will and structure the institutions according to that knowledge. If this is 

achieved, the law of the state will be as close as historically possible to the law of nature 

and God's will. In such a situation, not only would human fieedom and divine law be in 

harmony, but so too would human fieedom and the law of the state. Thus, according to 

Grant's cornmunitarianism, freedom involves furthering the comrnon purpose of the state 

and following the divine law. 

By measuring Canada according to this standard, Grant finds that there is much to 

be thankfùl for, even in our failings. For instance, he laments the subversion of faith 

perpetrated by Enlightenment thinkers because it undermined the fkeedom of the soul. 

However, Grant is gratefûl for the technological developments of the Enlightenment 

which could potentially liberate us from a life of hard labour and enable al1 members of 



society to have the leisure tirne to pursue moral philosophy. Furthermore, the 

Enlightenment belief that the world is infinitely malleable opened the ideational floor to a 

thinker such as Marx whose doctrine led to the establishment of one of the most 

oppressive regimes of the 20th century. And yet it was Marx who taught us that a society 

is not truly fiee until al1 its citizens are fiee. Thus, Grant perceives that Canada is in the 

fortunate position of being able to leam fiom these mistakes and insights. 

However, there are some aspects of Canadian culture which are entirely at odds 

with Grant's cornmunitarianism. In place of classical philosophy, pragmatism is the 

comrnon philosophy or ethic of the modem educated Canadian. Grant argues that the 

doctrine of pragmatism maintains that truth and right action are detexmined by what is 

expedient. Moreover, pragmatism does not allow for the validity of any form of 

rnetaphysical questions. Hence it curbs the keedom of the sou1 and leaves people bound 

to the assurnptions dominating society, namely, capitalism and consurnerism. 

Despite these apparent challenges, in PMA Grant still has hope for Canada. In 

fact, one might Say that Grant finds encouragement in what he considers to be glaring 

ideational problems in Canadian society. Grant believes that such negative attributes 

represent the inevitable imperfection found in any culture, and that these weaknesses will 

provoke the next phase in the dialectic. By offering his Hegelian comrnunitarianism, 

Grant assumes the role of articulator of the antithesis. He believes the younger 

generations will take up his standard, because they feel alienated by the system: 

However much the repressive elements of late industrial society may lie 
on us Iike chains, this very society is a h i t  of the civilization of Europe: 
the civilization of rational theology, of the Reformation, and of the 
Enlightenment, a civilization that brought men a knowledge of themselves 



as fkee as had no other in the past. And these young people, whether they 
know it or not, hold in their very being the remnants of that tradition, the 
knowledge of themselves in their freedom, even if much else tiom that 
tradition has never been theirs. Thus lmowing themselves as fiee, they 
know their fieedom as standing against the pressures of the society that 
bind them in an impersonal grip. In such a society the best of them are 
open to the philosophic life with an intensity worthy of the greatest 
periods of human thought ... And these young people are the evidence that 
in our society profound philosophical thought is arising. They herald what 
may yet be, surprisingly, the d a m  of the age of reason in North 
~merica.  93 

Thus Grant hopes that his articulation of the antithesis will spark the dawning of a new 

age, a synthesis of the natural law and philosophy with the developments of modem 

technology. in the end of his text he calls upon the reader to participate in defining the 

moral law which will act as a foundation and cornmon purpose for this glorious new age. 

Our role is to find a way to revive the various insights into fi-eedom that we gain kom the 

study of history, and to synthesize them into a new state religion. 

Our minds are not separate, and we move towards the truth only as we are 
willing to leam fiom the full weight of what the thought of the past and the 
present have to tell us. Humanity has been called an inherited deposit, and 
we only become klly human as we make that deposit our own.94 

Only by making the deposit our own will we be realizing the will of God and therefore be 

tmly fiee. In short, for Canada to be a just state, it must have a single uniform culture 

which includes a faith in human reason, history and God. He believes this one culture can 

include two nations - French and English Canada. 

Some commentators attempt to diminish the significance of Hegel's influence on 
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Grant's philosophy. They acknowledge Hegel's influence on PMA, but emphasize 

Grant's subsequent refutation of Hegel in the 1996 introduction of PMA. 

At the theoretical level, 1 considered Hegel the greatest of al1 philosophers. 
he had partaken of al1 that was true and beautifhl and good in the Greek 
world and was able to synthesize it with Christianity and with the fieedom 
of the Enlightenment and modem science. It cannot be insisted too ofien 
how hard it is for anyone who believes the Western Christian doctrine of 
providence to avoid reading the conclusion that Hegel has understood the 
implication of that doctrine better than any other thinker. I therefore 
attempted to write d o m  in non-professional language the substance of the 
vision that the age of reason beginning to dawn and (dawn) first in North 
~ r n e r i c a . ~ ~  

Joan O'Donovan, William Christian and Sheila Grant depict Grant as prirnarily a 

Christian Platonist who temporarily found some use in Hegel's synthesis of classical 

philosophy and Chxistianity. O'Donovan alludes to the distinctions between the Christian 

doctrine of providence and Hegel's dialectical determinism. She also notes that Hegel's 

philosophy does not include the existence of reve~ation.~~ Finally, she notes that whereas 

Hegel spoke of the progressive dialectic of history as a certainty, Grant was merely 

hopefiL9' William Christian and Sheila Grant state that Grant "did not have a cut and 

dried system and did not seek to create one."9s Christian and Grant emphasize the 

influence of Simone Weil, and, by extension, Platonism and Christianity. 
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It is certain that O'Donovan, Christian and Grant are correct to stress the 

important influence of other thinken besides Hegel. It would be imprudent to suggest that 

anyone but Hegel could be an unadulterated Hegelian, and even then we might wonder 

(Schelling adamantly asserted that Hegel had stolen dl of his ideas). It is not my intention 

to label Grant definitively. However, it is my intention to illuminate the importance of 

Hegelianism to Grant's political philosophy and use it to reveal the subtler facets of 

Grant's arguments. While Platonism and Chnstianity are crucial to Grant's thought, it is 

Hegel who has provided Grant with the interpretation of modernity. While this is 

tempered at times by other influences such as Weil, Ellul, Strauss, Heidegger, and so on, 

it is Hegel's philosophy of history, his depiction of the modem dilemma, his conception 

of freedom, and his proposed solution that we find at the heart of Grant's 

cornmunitarianism. Furthemore, 1 believe O'Donovan, Christian and Grant are incorrect 

to depict Grant's PMA as a brief dalliance with Hegelianism. As Leslie Amour  and 

Elizabeth Trott have shown, the influence of Hegelian thought on Canadian political 

thought has extrernely deep r ~ o t s . ~ ~  They trace this back to John Watson whorn they 

credit for bringing Hegelian philosophy to Canada in 1872.'0° Their study inchdes a 

reference to ~ r a n t , ' ~ '  whom they consider to exempli@ a strain of Platonized 

Hegelianism that began with Wilfred Cwier Keirstead (1871-1944). Thus Grant need not 
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have been farniliar with Hegel to have been influenced by him. Grant only needed to be 

familiar with the conservative strain of Canadian political thought that was entrenched in 

institutions he was a part of, including the United Church, the Anglican Church, Upper 

Canada College and Queen's University. En passant, it is note-worthy that Armour and 

Trotî explain that, like Grant, Keirstead "spent much of his life puzzling over the 

confrontation between individualism and cornm~nitarianisrn."'~~ While interest in this 

issue does not make one Hegelian, it is the issue that Hegel brought to the fore and argued 

was the essence of the modem dilemma. 



LIAN VISION 

1s this fieedom-centered analysis of history and the state the correct, or even a 

helpful, approach to determïning a just community? 1s the cornmunitarian conception of 

the state which is bom from this ontology and methodology correct or helpfùl? 

While fieedom is undoubtedly a valuable idea and perhaps even worth dying for, 

it is also highly abstract and it is bound to be an unsteady foundation for any analysis, let 

alone an ontology. In this chapter 1 contend that Grant's Hegelianism leads bim to 

construct an artificial conception of the self and community. 1 also argue that, as a 

consequence of his rnisconceptions, his political philosophy would be unjustly oppressive 

if it were transformed fiom theory to practice. 1 begin with a criticism of his most 

fundamental ontological assumption, the progressive movement of history. ui tum, this 

leads to a cnticism of his philosophy of freedom which 1 will suggest is a form of 

ideological tyranny when stripped of its ontological support. Finally 1 will discuss the 

implications this has for his cornmunitarian vision of the just state, with particular 

reference to the Canadian context. 

To appreciate where Grant's approach begins to derail we must first acknowledge 

certain shaky points in the philosophical edifice. Once this is done we can address 

Grant's criticism of modernity and his cornmunitarianism. 

To begin, 1 would like to deflate the confidence which characterizes the Hegelian 

conception of moral p hilosophy adopted by Grant. As stated earlier, the Hegelian project 



is to reunite reason and faith in a fom that will maintain the certainty of proof offered by 

reason and to produce the strength and direction offered by faith. The absolute knowledge 

of the Hegelian ontology "unites revelation and lmowledge by giving the former the 

shape of conceptual understanding and the latter the inner experience of fulfil~nent."'~' 

But Hegel is unable to rneet his own standards in his Herculean effort. He breaks with 

common sense and, accordingly, the project fails. 

Hegel's project, 1 wish to contend, fails because the entire vision is contingent 

upon the h t h  of an as yet unseen unification of Idea and Nature. Hegel's ontology claims 

to be able to employ reason to decipher the will of God and the eidos of history. Eric 

Voegelin provides a strikingly simple and yet compelling response to this when he states: 

History has no eidos, because the course of history extends into the 
unknown future. The meaning of history, thus, is an illusion; and this 
illusionary eidos is created by treating a symbol of faith as if it were a 
proposition conceming an object of immanent experience.lw 

The symbol which Voegelin accuses many thinkers of immanentizing is Chnstianity's 

notion of a sacred sphere of history which is distinct from the cyclical profane sphere of 

history. According to the Augustinian distinction between the city of God and the city of 

man, eschatological fulfilment can only exist in sacred transcendental history, not in the 

experiential profane history. Thus Hegel is giving way to the temptation to bring the 

transcendental notion of redemption into the experiential realm. Not only does this 
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contradict the Christian doctrine of two spheres of history, but it also contradicts Hegel's 

own promise of certitude because it is necessarily a conviction of faith. Comolly writes: 

The ontology of Spirit must be known to be believed, but the daim that it 
is lmowable always collapses into an act of faith. If certainty is stripped 
Eom this ontology then the determinacy and directionality which 
discipline the Hegelian dialectic are also peeled away. For the theory was 
to be established not by assumptions it proves at the beginning but by the 
authontative result it achieves at the end. Absent the promise of the end, it 
is contestable which direction must be taken whenever a particula. mode 
of consciousness is negated.Io5 

By failing to offer us any certainty, and by failing to provide an authontative insight into 

the future - for we have clearly not reached an age of universal fkeedom as Hegel 

predicted - the Hegelian ontology has crurnbled beneath the weight of its own standards. 

Without proof we return to either/or status. Either we rely on faith without proof or we 

despair at the ultimate meaninglessness. Reason cannot tell us whether to have faith, or 

which of the competing contemporary theses represents God's will. Once again we find 

there is no easy route between Scylla and Charibdis. 

Therefore, by adopting much of Hegel's philosophical approach, Grant also 

adopts this great failing. However, Grant is partly aware of this limitation of 

Hegelianism. m i l e  he still has confidence in Hegel's vision of history and its predictive 

power, he recognizes that this vision is grounded in faith. He copes with this "problem" 

by simply asserting his own Christian faith: 

The justification of moral law would involve showing that without such a 
conception, al1 our actions, our striving, our decisions, our agonies must 
count as nothing and why they do not so count. Only a great artist could 
state this affirmation in the concrete; only a great philosopher could show 



how it can withstand any argument brought agauist it. As I am neither of 
these, it m u t  remain in part a matter of faith for me. 'O6 

hstead of advocating the rational certainty of the eidos of history, Grant asserts 

that there is room for irrational faith. However, he tempers this by insisting on the 

importance of philosophy to ensure the continuation of a just moral law, rather than 

permitting the flourishing of a dogrnatic fundamentalism. 

It must be emphasized that a moral code, the authority for which is based 
solely on faith and that makes no attempt to define itself ngorously, is a 
dying code, a closed morality, a morality that does not care about its own 
communication ...[ and] a morality that does not care about its own 
communication is condernned at its heart, because it contradicts its own 
fint pnnciple, charity ... Those who care about charity must care about 
communication, and to cornrnunicate requires systematic thought. A 
genuine moral language must try to be   ni vers al.'^^ 

Unlike Hegel, Grant does not presurne to convince using logical reasoning. 

Instead he employs two rhetorical devices: sensationalism and ernpowerment through the 

promise of autonomy. For the first, Grant plays on the fean and anxieties which are 

inherent to the human condition, the most pronounced of these being the sense that there 

is a more perfect worid elsewhere. We have seen this sentiment throughout history. 

People have drearned of a golden age of bygone days, a transcendent heaven, a temporal 

Shangri-La, or a future utopia which we will achieve either through the grace of God or 

o u  capacity to reason. Grant begins his argument with a prognosis of the ailrnents of 

modernity. These are not unique observations for either him or Hegel. They are the 
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necessary counterparts to the optimistic aspects of modernity, just as any age will have its 

discontented cntics. They are not so much a negative consequence of the Enlightenment 

culture as they are a part of it. Hegel might think of it in ternis of an antithesis, but it is 

better undentood as the sensation of being alienated from the worid, a sensation which is 

present in every era and every culture; the only thing that changes is the way it articulates 

itself, and this is contingent on the dynamics of the culture. 

Eric Voegelin has identified the presence of this form of disillusionment 

throughout history and across many civilizations. He asserts that this occurs when %e 

loss of rneaning that results fiom the breakdown of institutions, civilization, and ethnic 

cohesion evokes atternpts to regain an undentanding of the meaning of human existence 

in the given conditions of the ~ o r l d . " ' ~ ~  Whether it was the Stoics, Christian, Hebrews, 

Manichese or Persians, "one feature may be singled out as the central element in this 

varied and extensive creation of meaning: the experience of the world as an alien place 

into which man has strayed and nom which he must find his way back home to the other 

world of his ~ r i ~ i n . " ' ~ ~  

It is this timeless discontent that Hegel presents to us as he reacts to the loss of 

meaning in the Christian world and confionts the new horizon of the post-Enlightenment 

era. And Grant has adopted his rhetoric. Thus Grant has, in this way, abandoned the 

'O8 Eric Voegeh, Scimce Poiiticr and Cnosttcism (Washington, DC: Regnery Gareway, 
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discipline of philosophy - which is about striving 

involved in sensationai rhetoric and great speculation. 

for knowledge - and has become 

The second rhetorical device - what I've called "empowerment" - is the invitation 

to be an autonornous participant on the 60ntier of a new age. Because he is aware that 

following the Hegelian doctrine involves faith, Grant knows that the doctrine can no 

longer be asserted as logical and indisputable. Therefore he must present many of the 

elernents of the doctrine as logicd statements, then cal1 upon the modem individual to 

take a leap of faith, then systematize a moral code which meets the Hegelian standards. in 

other words, first, he presents a prognosis: modem society is sick, and he outlines the 

symptoms, e.g. misconception of fieedom, exploitative practices of capitalism, loss of 

moral philosophy. These are ideas that are widely accepted in popular philosophical 

criticism. We hear them confidently asserted at pubs, parties and in pop songs. Thus they 

rhetoncally ring tme and, accordingly, Grant is not obliged to support these claims in a 

~ ~ O ~ O U S  academic manner. Grant then presents the treatment: modem society needs to 

recognize the existence of limit, reason, God, the eidos of history, a11 in the narne of 

fieedom. Again, these ideas, especially that of freedom, are firmly embedded in the 

modem psyche and need not be ngorously established. Finally, Grant asks the reader to 

get involved in the healing process by helping to formulate a moral system. in fact, the 

latter is more a cry for all-hands-on-deck at a time of urgency. In order to avoid 

catastrophe, people must actively defend against the encroaching evil. By asking rather 

than telling, Grant meets one significant critena of his own doctrine: humanity's 

consciousness of keedom has developed to the point that people will not blindly accept a 



mord system; the modem mord system must be the design of each of its participants. 

Thus he has merged fmm with content. 

The fint consideration is how the moral law can be fomiulated in a way 
that does not override but fully recognizes the fieedom of the spirit. The 
breakdown of the old systems of moral law were chiefly due to the failure 
of their formulations at this point. The demand of the law seemed extemal 
to the human will fiom which it was demanded. As men became conscious 
of themselves as fkee they believed their fieedom to lie in the rejection of 
what was external to them.'1° 

While rhetorically this is a milder presentation of ideas than Hegel's, the result is the 

sarne. Grant has effectively criticized modernity and presented a "true" solution; the only 

difference lies in the tone with which he asks us to accept his solution. 

However, neither Grant's aclcnowledgment of the element of faith, nor his 

inciusive rhetoric Save him from an obvious criticism. If the system of thought relies on 

faith, then the ontology and methodology based on that system cm no longer claim to 

have a sturdy foundation. Thus the knowledge paradigm of the Enlightenment reasserts 

its foothold. For al1 its imperfection, at least empiricism produces evidence. 

If the ontology is based upon an insupportable faith in providence, then there is 

little wonder why we don? accept it. However, Grant's methodology requires closer 

analysis. Grant's moral philosophy offers two methods: The first is comparative history, 

comparing modem civilization to past civilizations in order to illuminate elements of our 

culture of which we would otherwise be unaware. Second, he offers interpretive history, 

reading the histoncal narrative which produced modem civilization, and discovering £?om 
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this the purpose of history. The former method is untouched by our arguments thus far, 

and as it does little to support communitarianisrn, is irrelevant here.'ll The latter method 

is a vital justification for comrnunitarianism but Grant's employment of it is suspect, for 

reasons already O ffered. 

If the only way one can maintain that history has an eidos is by taking a leap of 

faith, then the hope of discovering the purpose of history is short-circuited. It both 

preserves and culminates in an irrational belief in Spirit. As interpretation, it can only be 

made convincing through spiritual revelation or by arriving at history's end and 

evaluating time's conclusion. Obviously neither of these options can be established by 

Grant. Therefore history, as Grant understands it, is an idealization of tirne inspired by an 

inherent human desire to overcome suffenng, an idea developed f?om a reinterpretation of 

Christian doctrine. Consequently, his historical methodology is rendered unconvincing. 

In challenging this feature of Grant's moral philosophy we also challenge the 

assumptions that relate to it, especially, that history is the progressive development of 

human freedorn and most significantly, that it relies on Grant's particular conception of 

fi-eedom. 

Grant calls on people to both think for themselves, and to think as he does. He 

calls upon them to transcend the intellectual oppression of modem society and at the 

same time to discover what he does. This contradiction relates to his conservatism. Grant 

"' Nevertheless, there have been many effective arguments made againn the value of 
comparative midies. Edward Said's Orio2t;aIim (New York: Pantheon Press, 1978) is an 
excellent exposition of the kailties of social science's daim to value neutrality in 
comparative studies. 



argues that a healthy and just community must have a coherent set of moral laws which 

are willingly followed by all, which in the Hegelian parallel philosophy is known as the 

Sittiichkeit. But he also asserts that each individual, to be truly free, must critically 

engage in the philosophical process which determines these laws. 

Grant is aware of this intemal conflict and he invites the reader to take this puzzle 

on as a persona1 and public challenge. Each citizen must both independently discover the 

just law of the Absolute, and fkeely conform to society's laws. However, according to 

Grant, until we reach the end of history these two sets of laws will necessady conflict. 

Moreover, it is unlikely that everyone will corne to understand the law of the Absolute 

equally well, so there will be some conflict on that level also. In Hegelian tems, we are 

to use our human fieedom to interpret the Moralitat, by tracing the progression of history, 

and thereby to discover the correct Sittlichkeit for our state. This is so that we may 

contribute to our f?eedorn and to the full realization of our Voiksgeist, and, in turn, m e r  

the proper progress of history and the will of God. However, Grant declares what this mie 

nature of history and the Moralitat are before the rest of us begin our own philosophical 

journey. He invites us to see our freedom in agreement with him and, with him, to reject 

the existing social order. 

In other words, if we should respond to his cal1 of al1 hands on deck, and go forth 

to interpret the Moralitat for the reasons he suggests, then we have already accepted so 

many of his assumptions about tmth, the state, fi-eedom, history and the order of the 

universe that to Say we are exercising the freedom of the human sou1 would be 

meaningless. In this case, "fieedom" is synonymous with "following Grant." 



Grant advocates reading history as though it were the will of God, but he criticizes 

the existing state (which has, presumably, been provided by God). He claims that ours is 

not the true state. On this point Grant breaks sornewhat fkom Hegelianism. For Hegel, the 

individual is entirely subject to the will of history. Freedom is only achieved through the 

realization of this fact, not by attempting to alter the state: 

What makes men morally discontented - a discontent on which they pride 
themselves - is that they do not find the present appropriate for the 
realization of aims which in their opinion are right and good - especially 
the ideals of political institutions of our t h e .  They contrast things as they 
are with their ideal of things as they ought to be. In this case it is neither 
pnvate interest nor passion that desires gratification, but reason, justice, 
liberty. In their name people demand their due and often are not merely 
discontent but rebellious against the condition of the world. To estimate 
such views and feelings one would have to examine the stubbom demands 
and dogmatic opinions in question. At no time as much as in oui- own 
have such general principles and notions been advanced with so much 
pretentiousness.l l 2  

Grant has taken the easier route of uncovering the deficiency of things113 rather than 

taking on the real philosophical challenge of atternpting to comprehend how it fits the 

telos. And no matter what "good" is lost in society, Hegel's position remains clear. 

But then what about the atrophy, corruption, and min of religious, ethical, 
and moral purposes and social conditions in general? It must be said that 
essentially these purposes are infinite and etemal. But the forms that they 
assume may be of a limited order and consequently belong to the r e a h  of 
mere nature, subject to the sway of chance. They are therefore transitory 
and exposed to atrophy and cornPtion. ' l4 

Il2 Hegel, Reason, 46. 

113 Obviously, in iife there is dways d e r i n g ,  so idenrifyuig sources of discontent is 
never diffidt. 

I l4  Hegel, Reason, 48. 



Thus, Grant's hubris is not only apparent to those wondering at his assumed 

farniliarity with the Moralitat, but fi-om the perspective of his own Hegelian roots. 

With his corrective program, Grant transforms himself fiorn one who is speaking 

out in response to a religious feeling to one who has assumed the role of great seer, or 

prophet. Grant advocates a single uniform moral system for the cornmunity which he has 

discovered, one which, if it were implemented, would require a revolution of such 

magnitude that it would be necessary to entirely restructure the educational, economic, 

moral, religious, and governmental institutions. According to his ontology, history is a 

progressive development of the consciousness of human f?eedom and this progression is 

willed by God. If this is so, who is George Grant to assert that in modem Canada, God 

has made a mistake? Kow can he justiQ his claim to know the true conservatisrn and 

hence the proper formation of the cornmunity? He himself acknowledges that the present 

manifestation of Canadian conservatism differs fiom his own: 

To put the problem directly in terms of our contemporary society: there 
can be no doubt that we al1 have need of a proper conservatism, an order 
that gives form to penons, to families, to education, to worship, to 
politics, and to the economic system. Yet to express conservatisrn in 
Canada rneans de facto to justiQ the continuing rule of the businessmen 
and the right of the greedy to hun al1 activities into sources of persona1 
gain. 115 

Grant's conservatism involves the complex ontology we have been discussing and a 

moral law; whereas, according to Grant, contemporary conservatives have little or no 

moral code, they only follow their appetites: 

115 Grant, Philos&, 101. 



The conservative idea of law has oflen been in the mouths of capitalists, 
but seldom in their actions. Their economic policy has been the denial of 
order and fom. It has been cm ied  out by exalting the impulse that is the 
ves, symbol of the unlimited and the disorder. As a ruling class they stand 
condemned for their denial of law. ' '' 

While we might sympathize with this condemation, we still must realize that Grant has 

transformed himself fiom the questioning philosopher to the laiowing prophet. In 

Voegelin's discussion of Hegel, he revives the Platonic understanding of philosophy as it 

is articulated in Phaedrus. There the m e  thinker" is not to be described as 4'sophos," one 

who knows, because "actual knowledge" is reserved for God. Thus he calls the "true 

thinker" "philosophas," the "lover of knowledge." According to this definition, Grant has 

stepped beyond p hilosophy. 

Now, having examined the problems that lie in Grant's methodology-ontology, let 

us discuss the main subject of this thesis, the right ordering of society. Grant's 

conservatism includes a highly developed conception of freedom to which this essay has 

given much attention. According to Grant, a conservative state is made up of individuals 

who fieely conform to the state's laws (written or otherwise) because they have achieved 

knowledge of the rightness of the Sittlichkeit through their participation in moral 

philosophy. While he does not presume that al1 Iaws are by nature just in our current 

society, he does suggest this would be the case in the social order he advocates. Grant 

draws on Kant's definition of moral behaviour when he explains that for an act to be 

moral the individual must not only behave according to the moral law, she must do so 

- - .- - 
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fieely of her own will. "It is not a moral act to obey the law, except in fieedom. Thereby 

good acts are distinguished frorn right acts."' l 7  

But this sets us with a difficult paradox. Grant asks us to accept and defend the 

freedom of the human soul. And yet, he also tells us that freedom involves following the 

natural law by obeying its objective manifestation in the ûue Sittlichkeit of the period in 

the progession of history. This contradiction rnay seem palatable when taken with 

Hegel's theory of dialectics in which the Idea is at once alien to the objective world and 

at one with it, but, as we have established, that is an issue of fhith, and best lefi to 

theology, not politics. If in the actual ordering of society, the lawmakers decide on what 

constitutes the true Sittlichkeit of their state, then there will be no room for the fkeedom 

of the individual soul, only the fieedom to follow the law. Again, this may make 

theological sense; however, in politics it is h w n  as double speak. 

If freedom was realized by willingly obeying the law, then philosophy itself 

would necessarily be directed toward supporting the state's Sittlichkeit. The measure of 

the truly fiee philosophers would be the extent to which their philosophy supported the 

status quo. Those who doubted the validity of the Voiksgeist would be deterring its 

ultimate fulfilrnent and hence opposing the will of the state and the will of God. This 

would not be tolerated. Indeed, this was the lesson of the death of Socrates. 

Grant is aware of this problem as his criticism of Marx indicates, but he believes 

he has avoided the pitfall. He argues that Marxism failed because Marx asserted that 



human reason, not God, was the source of redemption from evil and suffering. Accordhg 

to Grant, M m  severed the link between humanity and the transcendent tmth by denying 

the existence of God. Marx left us subject to the will of the state and its ideology without 

an alternative point of reference or source of knowledge. Only the social institutions 

which represented the purposes of hurnanity - the most powerful being the state - could 

provide knowledge and understanding. "Marxism has failed in the West prùnarily 

991 18 because it does not allow sufficient place to the fieedom of the spirit. However, in 

practice, Grant's theory would necessady arrive at the same conclusion. He demands a 

unifom faith in the state's Sittlichkeit, but this is an impossibility. Faith is not so easily 

achieved, and comrnon readings of the Moralitat are highly unlikely - a fact to which the 

divenity of world religions attests. Therefore one is left with either systematic oppression 

of difference, or tolerance of cultural fragmentation. Thus we must conclude that the 

fulfilment of the Canadian Volksgeist is pure fiction, blindly hoped for or mistakenly 

remernbered. ' l 9  

Grant hopes to avoid cultural oppression by insisting on the inclusion of moral 

philosophy in society. The citizenry is to be f?ee to arrive at the common cultural beliefs 

on their own. But this merely culminates in the confûsed tone for which Steven Holmes 

118 Ibid., 63. 

119 It is a comrnon practice to place an imagined narrative on history to suit one's own 
beliefs. This argument is set out in Bennedict Anderson's Ikugiined CornmunitLes (New 
York: Verso, 1991). Canada's history has been one of ongoing cultual struggles regarchg 
its constitution and identity. A united coherent Canadian Volksgeist is imagined, but it has 
never existed. 



criticizes communitarian thinkers: the communitarian puts the community forward only 

to pull it back and say it is just a supplement to liberal society. Holmes explains that there 

are two claims here, "one is newsworthy but implausible and the other convincing but 

bland." '" 
Grant's error is revealed in Connolly's criticism of Hegel's notion of collective 

freedorn. Connolly accuses Hegel of depoliticking the ideals of social life.I2' He argues 

that Hegel "invests too much ontological significance in the artifices through which 

common purposes are defined and the common standards by which conduct is 

govemed."'22 For Connolly, there are too rnany factors in the realm of govemment which 

necessitate contentious politics to hope that the administrative representatives of the state 

could be unrivalled conveyen of sel f-consciousness and identity. The following are some 

of the elements he considers to be essential to politics and which stand in direct 

opposition to Hegel's state: 

[First,] that comrnon understandings form the background for collective 
action in modem society; second, that decisions binding upon al1 members 
must be made in a complex society; third, that the resources of social 
knowledge are perpetually insufficient to select a single decision with 
confidence fiom the array of possibilities; fourth, that a case typically c m  
be made for some of the choices ignored or foreclosed by any decision 
actually taken; and, fi fth, that political conflict, dismp tion, disturbance is 
one crucial way to educate members about the uncertain and contestable 
elements in common understandings and to alert them to the ineliminable 

"O Holmes, Stephen. "The Permanent Structure of Antiliberal Thought," in Nancy 
Rosenblum, ed., Liberalisnz and the Moral L $5 (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 
1989) 223. 



element of arbitrariness in the very necessity of comrnon action amidst 
conditions of persistent indetenninacy in knowledge. ' 23 

Connolly concludes that Hegel's expectations for the state administration are merely 

"mad drearns." The state cannot be relied upon to attain higher self-consciousness 

through philosophy and history, and pass this on in an effective and honest manner to the 

members of the state. Nor cm it be expected that the citizens will realize that their 

keedom rests in linking their identity with the identity of the whole. The only possible 

result of such a theory, asserts Comolly, is that it will become ' a  vehicle through which 

politics is contained, disruptive and contestable elements in the common life are 

suppressed, and the bureaucratization of the common Ii fe is ~e~it i rnized." '~~ 

It is the aspiration for realizing a pan-country hannonious higher wisdom that 

makes Grant's vision of Canada with one conservative culture and two nations so 

disturbing. There is a sense in his writings that if we universalize philosophy, then we can 

overcome contentious inter-cultural politics within Canada. He hopes that we can all 

unite behind the mith of a single conservative vision. But as we examined the support for 

this vision we found it to be feeble ontologically and methodologically. His conception of 

freedom and history, upon which much of his cornmunitarian state is dependent, proved 

to be interesting yet ultimately unconvincing. Now, with Connolly's insight into 

Hegeliankm, we can see how Grant's cornmunitarîanism would stifle discourse. 

- - - - - - -- 

"' Ibid., 130. 
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Like Hegel, Grant would have his citizens dnt agree with his ontology, then 

fieely engage in philosophy. But once they have agreed that the movement of time is 

instigated by the spint of history or will of God and that the world is engaged in a 

dialectical progression toward the unification of the objective and the subjective, and, 

hally,  in order to be fiee we must conform to this understanding of the cosmos and our 

Sittlichkeit, then it begs the question, What room is left for an individual to philosophize? 

Many of the fundamental questions are answered and the less significant are covered 

under the obligation to conform to the Sittlichkeit. We seem to be lefi with two choices, 

neither of which would satisS Grant. Either you have a uniform culture and suppress al1 

questioning, philosophical or othenvise, or you permit philosophical thought and accept 

the political fiagrnentation and cultural pluralism that cornes with it. 

This point is made effectively by B q  Cooper who argues that factions are 

inevitable. Cooper criticises some of the false assumptions which prop up drearns of 

Canadian unity or Canadian nationalism. In this criticism he leans on some of the ideas 

which guided the composition of the Federulist Papers. In the Pupers, Publius (the 

pseudonym for the authors of the text) asserts that a faction exists "whether amounting to 

a major@ or a minority of the whole, who are united and actuated by sorne comrnon 

impulse of passion, or of interest, adverse to the nghts of other citizens, or to the 

permanent and aggregate interests of the ~ornrnun i t~ . " '~~  Publius considered there to be 

two potential solutions to the inevitability of factions. The one which he (they) 

125 Quoted in Cooper, 207. 



considered to be the best, and was the subject of his treatise, was federalism. The one he 

rejected was that which Grant seems to advocate, "giving every citizen the same opinion, 

the sarne passions and the sarne intere~ts." '~~ PubIiusy justification for rejecting this 

solution was practical and straightforward: "the fallibility of reason meant that men 

would hold different opinions and so espouse different interests. Moreover, 'the diversity 

in the faculties of men fiom which the rights of property originate, is not less an 

insuperable obstacle to a uniformity of interest'."12' Though surely the first point here is 

sufficiently undeniable to provide an incontrovertible rebuttal of Grant's proposed 

culturally homogeneous state, it is worthwhile recounting Cooper's elaboration of the 

second contention. 

Cooper maintains that the natural inequality of human faculty wil1 necessarily 

result in economic inequality. This inequality of property in turn creates a distinct 

diversity of interests among the citizens. People concerned with protecting their property 

will seek Iegislation which favours their particular industry or tax bracket. Quoting from 

PubIius, Cooper concludes that the causes of factions "are thus sown in the nature of 

man.>, 128 

According to Publius, the spur for this form of factionalization digs deeper 

proportionately with the size of the state. For citizens of huge states, it is more difficult to 

lt6 Ibid., 207. 

12' Ibid., 207. 
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conceptualize the interdependence of the citizenry; therefore it is also more difficult for 

people to imagine that self-sacrifice for the greater good is in the interest of all. 

Consequently, the prudent law maker of the large state will form laws on the assurnption 

that people are seeking private gain rather than vimiously striving to realize the cornmon 

good - in Cooper's words, so that "largely pnvate passions and interests could be tumed 

to public good."129 This is what Publius hoped would be achieved through federalisrn. 

Because federalism is compnsed of a dispersion of authority across the populace, it 

therefore provides checks so that no single group can rnobilize the state's resources to 

meet their own particular interest. 

While Cooper does not entirely deny the role of selfless sentiments in the 

decision-making process of individuals, he argues convincingly that it would be 

unrealistic to hope for a populace that is nearly entirely rnotivated by a comrnon purpose 

and which will willingly subject their more immediate interests to the higher aim of 

fulfilling a Volksgeist. The only imaginable exception to this mle would be at times of 

national crisis, such as war or threat of natural disaster. 

On the other hand, if the Law maken and citizenry were to deny Publius' 

cynicism, the outcorne would still fail to meet Grant's vision. That is, if the lawmakers 

construct a state which is guided by common purpose and in which the citizenry 

"recognize" that it is best to subject their individual interests to the higher tmth of the 

state's Volksgeist, then it is still doubtful that Grant's conservatism would flounsh. Why? 

'" Ibid., 208. 



Because his conservatism defines philosophy as well. Hence thinkers who employed 

alternative philosophical methods would be oppressed. But the oppressive nature of 

Grant's ideal state is not lirnited to the non-conformist philosophers; it would also 

oppress or marginalize groups according to culture, "race," or historical lineage. 

Despite Grant's apparent liberal sympathies for the political underdog - he 

champions the innocent youth, the elderly and other unwary victims of the capitalist 

system - his cornmunitarian conception of the just state is elitist in nature and, if 

employed, would oppress cultural minonties. While he may oppose the moneyed or 

military elites of Canada, he also promotes the traditional Canadian cultural elite - French 

Catholics and English Protestants - at the expense of those less established, or simply 

politically and economically marginalized. By way of providing a balanced analysis, it 

should first be stated that in some sense, his is truly a noble struggle for fundamental 

principles of a (dual) culture which did once dominate Canada (though not always 

judiciously). His is a sincere effort to defend the principles, not the people. He is not 

making an ethno-racial plea, but a cultural one. He is defending a culture which is, at its 

theoretical centre, supposed to be inclusive and tolerant. In his early writings, the culture 

he defends is the Tory tradition. However, in later writings, without altering his general 

argument, he states that he is not concemed with which particular culture provides the 

dominant common purpose, only that one exists and that it includes the insights about 

fieedom which he considers vital. 

In this era when the hornogenizing power of technology is almost 
unlirnited, I do regret the disappearance of indigenous tradition, including 
rny own. It is true that no particularism can adequately incarnate the good. 
But is it not also true that only through some particular roots, however, 



partial, (sic) can hurnan beings k t  grasp what is good and it is the juice 
of such roots which for most men sustain their partaking in a more 
universal good?'30 

However, despite the essentially noble motivation for his position, his pnnciples lead hirn 

to ignore the importance of the diverse cultures as such and their importance to the people 

who identiQ with those cultures. It is his grounding in hi& principles such as justice and 

fieedom rather than explicit condemnation of other which makes Grant's writing so 

appealing at first glance. Only after some reconsideration does it become clear that the 

price he asks for the realization of justice and freedorn may be unjust and oppressive. 

One could draw support for this claim by reading between the lines of PMA, but 

Grant's Lament renders this f o m  of forced extraction unnecessary. In LN he is explicit 

in his disregard for minority cultures within the state, as we will see. 

LN was written some years after PMA and while it maintains the same vision of 

the just state, it has lost the optimistic hope for the dawning of a new age. In LN, Grant 

has reconciled himself to a more tragic historical fate. He becomes a chronicler of the 

way events in political developrnent have destroyed any hope of Canada realizing Hegel's 

dream. The freedom that is realized when individuals identiQ their ends with the ends of 

the community is usurped by the radical individualism of liberalism and its counterpart, 

the technological culture. Grant argues that Canada has lost its conservative 

cornmunitarian culture and has been subsumed in the mass age of modemity. In this text 

he also changes his position on the question of progress. Whereas he had once shared 

130 George Grant, Techology and Empire (House of Anansi Press, Ltd. 1969), 68-9. 



Marx's hope that technology would provide us with the means to overcome poverty and 

economic inequality, he came to view technology not oniy as a means but as an end in 

itselE He contends that it is a device of the morally void modem movement. In his 1966 

introduction to PMA, this transition is stated clearly: 

At the practical level, 1 had seen many of the limitations of the 
technological society. Nevertheless, I was still held by the progressive 
dogma It is hard indeed to overrate the importance of  faith in progress 
through technology to those brought up in the main stream of North 
Amencan life. It is the very ground of their being. The loss of this faith for 
a North Amencan is the equivalent to the loss of  himself and the 
knowledge of how to live. The ferocious events of the twentieth century 
may batter the outposts of that faith, dim intuitions of the eternal order 
may put some of its consequences into question, but its central core is not 
easily surrendered. Its bastion is the trust in that science that issues in the 
conquest of nature, human and non-human. Every moment of our 
existence is so surrounded by the benefits of technology that to try to 
understand the limits to its conquests, and also its relating to human 
excellence, may seem the work of a neurotic seeking to escape from life 
into dreams. 

Despite this important shifi in his thought, Grant's conceptions of conservatism, the state 

and fieedom remain constant. The significant change lies in his conclusion that rather 

than history moving toward the unification of the objective and the subjective, we are 

entering an age of universal homogenization and tyranny. However, we will not address 

these issues here. This essay is only concemed with the arguments and assurnptions that 

underlie these conclusions. Thus LN serves only as an illustration of where those 

arguments lead, namely, "from life into dreams." But these are Quixotic dreams, and like 



the laiight of the woeful countenance, Grant's heroic deeds may be chivalrous in spirit, 

but they are folly in fact. 

In LN, Grant depicts Canada as a state binding two nations, French Catholic and 

English Protestant. Although this is a fairly common assessrnent we must also realize that 

his vision is a misleading simplification of confederation. The confederation of Canada 

involved an unification of a diversity of groups - generally represented by provinces - 

who were interested in federalism as a pr~tection f?om the expansionism of the US. This 

was the age of nationalist movements. Empires were breaking up. The imperial powers of 

Europe were scrambling to become nation-states at home, and they were losing interest in 

their colonies which were ofien proving to be more liabilities than assets. nius, with less 

support from Britain, the provinces of British North America sought to protect 

themselves f?om being o v e m  by their powerful neighbour to the south. They hoped to 

realize their own potential while maintainhg political and economic ties to Britain. To a 

large extent, Grant is correct to Say that the shared loathing of the US sternmed from their 

shared tradition of conservatism in British North America, both Ultramontane French and 

Anglican English, which contrasted sharply with the radical individualism of America's 

Lockean liberalism. However, beyond this conservatism the differences were pronounced 

and regional cultural identities were extremely important. Hence, Grant is taking unfair 

lexicographical liberties by attempting to draw from this shared conservatisrn a firm 

Canadian cultural unity, or even a loose bi-culturafisrn. 

Grant makes his case by asserting that the seeds of this vision of Canada were 

planted with the constitutional anangement of 1791. According to Grant, this is when the 



cornrnon purpose of the Canadian nation was affirmed, and since then al1 of Canadian 

history has been a battle between the forces for Amencanization and the forces for the 

unity of the French and English of British North America: 

A society only articulates itself as a nation through some common 
intention among its people. The constitutional arrangements of 1791 ... 
were only possible because of a widespread determination not to become 
part of the great Republic .... What both peoples had in common was the 
fact they both recognized, that they could only be preserved outside the 
United States of America .... Both the French and the British had limited 
common ground in their sense of social order - belief that society required 
a high degree of Iaw, and respect for a public conception of virtue. Both 
would grant the state much wider rights to control the individual than was 
recognized in the libertarian ideas of the Amencan constitution. '32 

While opposition to Amencanization may continue to be a vital part of Canada's elusive 

identity, and some rernnants of CatholiciTory consewatism may still trickle through our 

shared subconscious, surely by the beginning of the 20th century the population of 

Canada had changed sufficiently to consider it in broader terms than as the common 

purpose of two nations. And yet this is what Grant faults Diefenbaker for articulating. 

Diefenbaker attempted to promote a rnulticultural fom of Canadian nationalism. Grant 

explains tiat Diefenbaker appealed to one united Canada, in which individuals would 

have equal rights irrespective of race and religion; "there would be no first- and second- 

class c i t i~ens ." '~~ For Grant this missed the essence of what distinguished Canada nom 

the homogenizing universalism of the US, the comrnon purpose of two conservative 
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nations. It was these two cultures aione which must have firrn control of fie mechanisms 

of the state in order to resist homogenization: 

The appeal of a nation within a nation is more substantial than that of the 
Ukrainians or the Jews. For Diefenbaker, the unity of ail Canadians is a 
final fact. His interpretation of federalism is basically Amencan. It couid 
not encompass those who were concemed with being a nation, only those 
who wanted to preserve charming residual custorns. '34 

In this passage we see the difficult position in which Grant's bi-national cornmunitarian 

depiction of Canada places him. For Grant, the inclusion of the French nation is a noble 

gesture which epitomizes the tolerance of other that is central to the conservative 

doctrine. He speaks of the equality of French Canada with an air of self-congratulation. 

However, he restricts his magnanimity to those present at the 1791 constitutional 

arrangements and to whom he awards the rather ill-defined status of "nationhood." To 

encourage tolerance of less "substantial" groups such as the Ukranians or Jews is beyond 

his conservative capacity. According to Grant, these cultures cannot fend off 

homogenization, and, indeed, to recognize them in the constitution would be an erosion 

of diversity rather than a defense of it. 

This is where the primacy of uniting culture and state (though it be bi-cultural) 

runs  foul. Does recognition of histoncally marginalized cultures erode diversity, and if 

so, is it better to oppress them in the name of protecting the dominant culture? This is the 

side of conservatism which John T. Woods discusses when he cites John Porter's Vertical 

Mosaic. Woods looks at the effects of the European conservatism in the prairies where he 



says "the community-centred rurd culture of post- feudal Europe lingered and was 

Not only were European pesant cornmunities lifted up and dropped 
almost intact into waiting positions in the prairie economy, but they were 
collectively assigned stations in life by the British-nurtured ""charter 
group" who already controlled Winnipeg, Edmonton and the other prairie 
cities. The prairies supported a society almost of estates, or castes, socially 
and geographically sequestered on the ample plains. 

The case of the Ukranians is most s-g. They were encouraged 
to work the marginal lands to the north of the best wheat and ranching 
counny, it being assumed that the simplicity and tenacity of "'these sturdy 
people" - judged to be a kind of racial characteristic - suited them (and 
would suit their children) in perpetuity to the dificulties, primitive 
conditions and meagre rewards of working the sour soils of Manitoba's 
interlake district. An often subtle but unmistakable and persuasive 
pressure was exerted to keep them in the status, first, of peasants and then, 
with the growth of the cities, of labourers. 

The Jews were expected to stay with light manufacturing and 
merchandising. Their intrusion into the worlds of finance, or the 
residential districts of the Grain Exchanges and the Manitoba clubs' 
Anglo-saxon mernbers, was blocked in any way that conscience would 
permit; and, on occasion, conscience could be rather lenient in the 
matter. 136 

Here, Woods has precisely captured the tradition of cultural elitism which Grant falls 

into. 

Lament for a Nation has often been aîtacked for having too narrow a vision of 

Canada. When it was published, the multitude of new Canadians and old who did not fit 

into his dual-nation vision had no shortage of articulate voices defending their place in 

the Canadian landscape. Grant was seen by many to be elitist, imperialist and, on some 

-- - 
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accounts, racist. But there were also many Canadians for whom it stnick a chord and it 

became required reading in many university Canadian politics courses for decades to 

corne. And yet, o d y  by seeing the Hegelian strain of Grant's thought do we realize just 

how dark the potential of his theory might be, despite the seemingly innocent and perhaps 

noble intentions b e h d  it. 

By bringing his theories down to earth in the form of the Canadian context, Grant 

illustrated the inevitable weakness of his ethereal investigations. He attempted to 

articulate the essence of the Canadian Voksgeist by interpreting its history through a 

philosophical lens. For many Canadians, his words stnick home; he was stating what they 

had grown up believing in their hearts and rninds. But for many others, Grant's 

description of Canada was a cruel slight. It is in this very conflict that the failure of 

Grant's Hegelianism and his communitarianism is made apparent. If, indeed, tolerance is 

part of Canada's Volksgeist, then there c m  be no delineation of a Canadian culture. It 

must remain fluid, amorphous and inclusive. If this means abandoning the Tory tradition 

that distinguishes Canada from the US, then, this is a consequence we must accept. 

Because the oppression of minonties for the sake of difference (Le. difference from the 

US) cannot be justified as a defense against the as yet unrealized tyranny of universal 

Amencan culture. 



BEC C]I(ISL.S THIKOUGH AN - 
Charles Taylor's work has largely been a strong and broad based attack against 

the atomistic world view that emerged following the Enlightenrnent. He believes that the 

modem age has been confionted with a profound crisis which is centred on how we 

define ourselves in relation to the world around us. The Enlightenrnent marked the 

establishment of the notion that hurnanity's capacity to reason and manipulate their 

environment liberated the individual f?om the authonty of nature and the community. 

Previously in the West, Chistianity had bound people to each other through their 

membenhip in the Christian community (what Augustine called the city of God) and 

people considered themselves united with the cosmos, and subject to the divine authonty 

of natural law. In this holistic conception of the universe, people made their decisions in 

accordance with the transcendent law as it was interpreted by their comunity. 

According to Taylor, there has been a shift away kom the holistic worldview, and 

in modemity decisions are based on the will of the individual. Taylor finds evidence of 

this transition throughout western culture. We have developed a notion of a disengaged 

self which, through the application of value-neutral reason, is an autonomous determiner 

of good separate f?om the state. Taylor considers this to be but a mistaken conception of 

humanity, presenting hurnan beings as M e  more than a collection of self-generated 

interests and designs. He believes it is the source of the deep sense of malaise present 

throughout human society. Through an Hegelian critique of this intellectual trend, Taylor 



attempts to maintain the notion of a rational autonomous human being while retrieving 

the sense of expressive unity that cornes from belonging to a culture. In his application of 

this theory to the rnulticultural debate he cornes out in favour of protectïng cultural 

communities from what he takes to be the homogenizing forces of the modemity. 

This chapter will examine this social and philosophical phenornena in the more 

concrete context of the Quebec crisis. From this we will gain an understanding of 

Taylor's communitarianism, and hence his approach to addressing the problems of 

multiculhiralism. By setting out Taylor's use of Hegel to explain the ideological forces 

driving the Quebec crisis, we will come to lmow Taylor's conception of a just comrnunity 

and what he believes endangers its sumival. 

According to Taylor, in late modernity we are expenencing an eschatological shift 

in which our understanding of the relationship between the individual and society is being 

radically altered. He contrasts modemity with westem paradigms of the past. One 

example of a previous westem cultural paradigm @art of which he hopes to reclaim) is 

the classical concept of the polis as the cosmos writ small. For the citizens of Ancient 

Greece, there was no ontological distinction between themselves and the state. Taylor 

also refers to the Augustinian duality of a city of God and a city of man. The city of God 

was thought to be the transcendent Christian community where people were united under 

God's law and rneasured by it. The city of man, or the state, was the forum in which 

everyone acted, Christians and non-Christians alike. Taylor contends that, with 

modemity, the state has come to be seen solely as an instrument established to fulfil the 



desires of its citizens.I3' The individual is seen as  an autonornous entity apart fiom any 

form of cornmunity. He argues that this view of the self leads to a widespread sense of 

alienation fiom the state. 

With the subjectivist paradigrn, the state loses its spintual meaning and eventually 

people withdraw their allegiance and the authority of the state loses its legitimacy. In a 

large and diverse community of people, it is inevitable that the state will be required to 

enforce rules contrary to the interests of nearly everyone at one time or another. If people 

feel no meaningfûl connection to the state and the comrnunity it represents, then they 

resent its use of coercion on these occasions. They feel alienated by an authority with 

which they no longer identiQ. To counteract this feeling of alienation, states develop 

systems for greater political participation by the populace. 

Furthemore, Taylor argues that the "value neutral" goveming practice of modem 

states is a central cause of the sense of alienation experienced by citizens. He asseas that, 

as a consequence of the lost sense of belonging, people seek out communities where their 

interests are being represented. Thus, the national community allegiance is replaced by 

allegiance to subcornmunities. "As the traditional limits fade with the grounds for 

accepting them, society tends to fragment; partial groups become increasingly truculent in 

their demands, as they see less reason to compromise with the ' ~ ~ s t e r n " " ~ ~  Thus, there 
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are two effects of modemity: a 

meaningful link to a comunity. 

persona1 sense of alienation and a desire to create a 

According to Taylor, modem communities tend to be based on a narrow minded 

dogmatism. They are usually grounded in either myth or passion, and they are without 

reason.'39 Taylor argues that people are only free if they use reason to determine their 

ends. Without the use of reason they are subject to the pressures of their social and 

physical environment. This suppression of fieedom is not only unappealing for its own 

sake, but also because of its social consequences. Inevitably, social stability will be 

disrupted by the discontent of citizens who realize they have lost their fkeedom. 

Taylor has been addressing the Quebec issue since the sixties, but it was not until 

he wrote his formative monograph Hegel in 1975 that he clearly set out the ontological 

foundation for his position, a foundation from which he would delve further into 

questions of hurnan agency, the methodology of the social sciences, the essential role of 

culture in human development, and the role culture plays in the state. Until he had put 

Hegel together, his arguments regarding cultural pluralism (multiculturalism), 

particularly in relation to Quebec, were intelligent observations, but had less depth than 

his later work. 

For instance, in his 1965 article 'Nationalism and the Political Intelligentsia: A 

Case Study" he argued that the sovereigntist movement was led by a new anticlerical 

intelligentsia who wished to assert a modem French identity in opposition to the Anglo- 
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Saxon culture that dominated North Amenca. He contended that they had adopted new 

standards of econornic achievement fiom the US, namely social progress and democratic 

mores. With these new standards, the rising French Canadian intelligentsia saw that 

Quebec compared poorly with their neighb~urs"~ and believed that they could only 

develop a powerfùl and wealthy Quebec by taking full control of their government. They 

hoped that then they would have a French Canadian nation of which they would be 

proud. 14' 

Explaining Quebec nationalism as stemming from economic envy felt by a 

spoiled elite may have some validity, but it is a far cry from the analysis he sets out in his 

1985 essay, "Alternative Futures: Legitirnacy, Identity and Alienation in Late-Twentieth 

Century Canada," or his 1992 essay "The Politics of Recognition." In these Iater essays 

he considers the Quebec crisis to be an example of the competing strains of Western 

thought going toe-to-toe in the Canadian forum, an intellectual conflict best defined by 

Hegel. From the Hegelian perspective, the modem eschatological conflict involved not 

only a struggle between the analytic science of the Enlightenment and the expressive 

unity of Romanticism, but also between the competing conceptions of fieedom put forth 

by Rousseau and Kant. Before we follow that line of thought, let us  first take a moment to 
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set out Taylor's current position on the relationship between culture and the state, and 

how to address the competing demands of different cultures within a single state. 

Taylor defends a position he calls "deep diversity."'" According to this position, 

society should accommodate various foms of govemment within Canada to meet the 

particular needs of different groups. Taylor does not support irnposing a single system on 

al1 groups regardless of their history and culture. According to Taylor, we should strive to 

understand the ideas and political aspirations of different cultural groups in Canada. 

Then, fiom such a point of understanding, we establish an arrangement in which al1 

parties are satisfied to the greatest extent possible. 

Taylor distinguishes deep diversity f?om "fust-level diversity," which is the 

acceptance of cultural diversity within the state combined with uniform treatment of al1 

groups. Taylor argues that this f o m  of blanket equality is, in fact, not equal because it 

does not treat different cultures with equal dignity. Indeed, he argues that it is 

disrespectfùl to force a culture to accept a fonn of goveming which conflicts with the 

very elements which make them different: 

This is far fiom accornrnodating al1 Canadians. For Quebeckers, and for 
most French Canadians, the way of being a Canadian (for those who still 
want to be) is by their belonging to a constituent element of Canada, la 
nation québécoise, or canadienne-fiançaise. Something analogous holds 
for aboriginal communities in this country; their way of being Canadian is 
not accommodated by first-level diversity. 
To build a country for everyone, Canada would have to allow for second- 
level or "deep" diversity, in which a plurality of ways of belonging would 
also be acknowledged and accepted. Someone of, Say, Italian extraction in 
Toronto or Ukrainian extraction in Edmonton might indeed feel Canadian 
as a bearer of individual nghts in a multicultural mosaic. His or her 

14' Taylor, "Tmpediments To A Canadian Future," Remnciling, 183. 



belonging would not "pass through" some other ~omrnunity~ dthough the 
ethnic identity might be important to hun or her in various ways. But this 
person rnight nevertheless accept that a Québécois or Cree or a Déné 
might belong in a very different way, that these persons were Canadian 
through being members of their national cornrnunities. Reciprocally, the 
Québécois, Cree, or Déné would accept the perfect legitimacy of the 
"mosaic" identi ty. '43 

Taylor is not suggesting that some form of cultural cornmunity affiliation should be 

obligatory, nor is he advocating the hgmentation or tribalization of Canada. hstead, 

Taylor is proposing that we accept "'more than one formula for citizenship". He contends 

that this has long been Canada's way of keeping its Confederation together, and is has 

only become news as we confiont strong pressures to adopt the American-style 

procedural liberalism. Taylor argues that Canada should permit goups to maintain and 

develop substantive societal structures for themseives in order to combat the rising sense 

of alienation. He does not believe that this threatens the rights and liberties of those who 

are without a hyphenated citizenship, as many Canadians fear. 

At this level, Taylor's argument is similar to Michael Walzer's defense of 

cultural groups. In his book Spheres of Justice, Walzer advocates that "different social 

goods ought to be distributed for different reasons, in accordance with different 

procedures, by different agents; and [that] al1 these denve £kom different understandings 

of the social goods themselves - the inevitable product of historical and cultural 

pluralisrn."l" Like Taylor, Walzer claims that the community plays an important role in 
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forming the values of  the individual and hence in order for a theory of justice to work, it 

must be based on the social goods of the particular cornmunity. However, this is where 

the similarities end. 

For Walzer the primary significance of the link between the cultural community 

and the individual is that it refutes the aspirations of theorists such as John Rawls to 

apply their theories of justice univenally. Taylor, on the other hand, goes much farther in 

developing the importance of this unity between individual and community. For Taylor 

accepting the notion of the individual as embedded in the cornmunity has profound 

implications regarding our notions of fkeedom and r n o r a ~ i t y ' ~ ~  He asserts that in order to 

undentand ourselves and our role in the dialectic of history, we must recognize this 

embeddedness and study the ideational developments which have formed us. 

This is another important dimension of Taylor's deep diversity thesis. Taylor 

contends that the modem division of the self and society results in the loss of the tools 

necessary to human autonomy. He argues that a secure cultural context is essential to 

human development. Our culture provides us with the horizon of  meaning fkom which we 

interpret ourselves and the world, and hence it is also the context in which we develop 

Our morality and our capacity for rational evaluation of our priorities, or in other words, 

our fieedom. 
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In 'The Poiitics of RecognitionTT Taylor applies his philosophy to the 

multicultural debate, with particular reference to the Quebec cnsis. He begins by 

providing background information about the broader issue of Liberalism itself. Borrowing 

fiom Ronald Dworkin's essay "Liberali~rn,"'~~ he explains that the predorninant f o m  of 

liberalism in the United States does not make "substantive" claims about the ends of Iife 

or use legislation to make people virtuous.'" Instead, the US is cornrnitted to the idea of a 

"procedural" republic in which we "deal fairly and equally with each other, regardless of 

how we conceive our ends of ~ i f e . " ' ~ ~  The principie behind the procedural ethic is the 

protection of the dignity of those groups holding different conceptions of virtue from the 

majonty. Under the procedural mode!, the state is only concerned with protecting an 

accepted group of fundamental rights. A citizen's purpose or aim in life is determined 

independently. However, citizens share at l e s t  two cornmon purposes: the realization of 

equality for ail, and the freedom of al1 citizens to choose their own good so long as they 

do not violate the rights of other citizens.''" 
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Taylor describes two sides of the present multiculturalism debate, the advocates of 

difference-blind liberalism and the advocates of the politics of difference. These labels 

represent divergent conceptions of equality. Procedural Iiberals contend that a just state 

must be blind to differences of gender, colour, creed, and so on. In contrast, those who 

believe that the state should promote a substantive ethic for their cultural community 

contend that a difference-blindness policy would impose the values of the dominant 

culture (which daims to be value neutral) on the minority cultures because the 

fundamental rights and niles of the state would be dictated by the will of the majority. 

They argue that treating everyone "equally" in this sense would have a homogenizing 

effect. They fear that difference-blindness cuts at their cultural roots and destroys the 

elements essentiai to the development of their authentic selves. As Wil1 Kymlicka 

explains, the counter response of procedural liberals would be that a cultural group cannot 

use the coercion of the state to impose a notion of the good life onto the members of the 

cornmunity. A valuable life must be led from the inside. Citing Dworkin, Kymlicka 

asserts that there are two preconditions for living a good life; first that we live in 

accordance with our individual beliefs about what gives value to life, and second, that we 

are Eree "to question those beliefs, to examine them in light of whatever information and 

examples and arguments our culture can provide. So individuals must have the resources 

and liberties needed to Iive in accordance with their beliefs about value, without being 

imprisoned or penalized for unorthodox religions or sexual practices, etc."lsO 
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Taylor argues that Quebeckers are proponents of the politics of difference and 

that Canada outside Quebec (COQ) favours difference-blindne~s.'~' In his effort to reveal 

the ontological foundation of the opposing sides he contends that they are divided by 

their different conceptions of human agency. To interpret these diverse positions he looks 

to Hegel, who held that the modem dilemma is to reconcile expressivism and individual 

Hegel considers Immanuel Kant to be an important figure in the reaction to 

Enlightenment conceptions of fteedom and morality. The Enlightenment maintained 

humanity was "another piece of objectified nature" and human actions could only be seen 

in terms of cause and effect. Consequently, fieedom was considered to be the ability to 

make choices in accordance with persona1 desires. Kant developed an alternative 

philosophy of radical freedom which became the foundation of procedural liberalism. 

Therefore it is his philosophy that provides the support for COQ, according to Taylor. 

Kant believed the Enlightenrnent notion of fieedom amounted to the demise of morality, 

and he redehed freedom as the capacity to use reason to choose to act in accordance 

with moral law despite the utilitarian factors of happiness and desire. Reason gave 

hurnans freedom from their passions. "The morally fiee subject must be able to gather 

himself together, as it were, and make a decision about his total c~mrnitrnent.""~ 
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However, Kant did not believe we have the ability to decide independently what the right 

action is; the moral law is categorical and binds us unconditionally. Freedom lies in the 

individual's will to choose whether or not to live in accordance with the moral 

irnperative. "Hence Kant argues that the moral law must be binding a prion'; and this 

means that it cannû: depend on the particular nature of the objects we desire or the actions 

we project, but must be purely f o ~ n a l . " ' ~ ~  Therefore, moral law transcends the 

objectification of natural science. We do not conform to it because we are entirely subject 

to the laws of nature. We have a choice. The essence of morality is when we fieely 

choose to act morally. 

The philosophy of autonomy that supports Quebec's substantive liberalism, 

according to Taylor, is provided by Jean-Jacques Rousseau, who was dso  writing in 

reaction to the Enlightenment. Rousseau argued that the prirnary restrictions on human 

fieedom were the existence of a social hierarchy and the human dependence on the 

esteem of others. In a society where citizens detemine their own goals independently, 

social hierarchies create oppressive self-definitions. Those who are in positions of power 

will impose their goals on the people they control: "one person's glory must be another's 

shame, [or] at least o b ~ c ~ t y . " ' ~ '  In addition to the weight of social hierarchy cornes 

social dependence. In our quest to gain the esteem of others we may cease to determine 

our own ends and instead strive to fulfil the ideals of our peers. In other words, we lose 

sight of our own goals in our quest to gain the acceptance of others. 
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Rousseau proposed that this could be overcome by creating small scde 

democracies, city states, whose citizens are united by a cornrnon goal and where 

legislation is detemiined by the general will. The principle behind this approach was that 

personal autonomy would not be restricted by social hierarchy. If everyone had the same 

goal, then it would not matter where one stood on the hierarchy, one would be fiee to 

fulfil one's goal. Moreover, as a participant in the common goal one would gain the 

esteem of others: 

Complete reciprocity, along with the unity of purpose that it makes 
possible, ensures that in following opinion 1 am not in any way pulled 
outside myself. 1 am stil! "obeying myself' as a member of this cornmon 
project or "general will." Caring about esteem in this context is compatible 
with fieedom and social unity, because the society is one in which al1 the 
virtuous will be esteemed equally and for the sarne (right) r e a ~ o n s . ' ~ ~  

Taylor argues that, in line with this Rousseauean reading, the common goal of 

Quebeckers includes more than protecting the culture for those currently in it; there is 

also a will to encourage it to flourish so that it will not disappear in the future. "Policies 

aimed at survival actively seek to create rnembers of the c o r n m ~ n i t ~ . " ' ~ ~  

Kant's procedural liberals consider this substantive project to be a threat to human 

freedom. To give Quebeckers exceptional treahnent strikes procedural liberals as a 

violation of equal rights. They argue that the Quebec citizens who do not share an 

allegiance to this common purpose would be unjustly restrained fkom fùlfilling their 

individual goals. They also argue that it would set a precedent in Canada and undermine 
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what they consider to be the fabric of a just society. According to the Kantian philosophy, 

fkeedom resides in our capacity to choose to do good or not to do good. Because a good 

act is only virtuous if the agent has willed to do it without any f o m  of extemal coercion, 

the role of the state is to provide the fiamework in which the citizen has the maximum 

possible liberty to make those choices. To a Kantian, having the state "forbid ... 

francophones and immigrants to send their children to English-language schools, but 

allow Canadian anglophones to do so," as Law 101 in Quebec does at present, is an 

unnecessary imposition on the parents' capacity to choose. Moreover, it indicates that the 

state values one culture, the dominant French culture, over the minority cultures and does 

not respect the minority cultures. According to the proceduralist, "a liberal society must 

remain neutral on the good life, and restrict itself to ensuring that however they see 

things, citizenç deal fairly with each other and the state deals equally with 

Thus both sides of the debate refer to the same pnnciples. Quebeckers worry that 

procedural liberalism will have an homogenizing effect and will erase the cultural context 

they consider essential for their development as autonomous human beings. They argue 

that irnposing a rights based liberalism on them is an act of cultural oppression: 

The clairn is that the supposedly neutrai set of difference-blind principles 
of the politics of equal dignity is in fact a reflection of one hegemonic 
culture. As it tums out, then, only the rninority or suppressed cultures are 
being forced to take alien form. Consequently, the supposedly fair and 
difference-blind society is not only inhurnan (because suppressing 
identities) but also, in a subtle and unconscious way, itself highly 
discriminatory 159 
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in contrast, COQS consider substantive liberalism to be a f o m  of oppressive and 

unequal treatment by the state which curbs the capacity of citizens to be autonomous 

human beings. But Taylor does not believe the two sides need to be at odds. He contends 

that liberalism can accommodate both formulations: 

1 think [procedural] liberaiism is guilty as charged by the proponents of a 
politics of difference. Fortunately, however, there are other models of 
liberal society.. . These foms do cal1 for the invariant defense of certain 
rights, of course. There would be no question of cultural differences 
determining the application of habeas corpus, for example. But they 
distinguish these fundamental rights from the broad range of imrnunities 
and presurnptions of uniform treatment that have s p m g  up in modem 
cultures of judicial review. They are willing to weigh the importance of 
certain forms of uniform treatment against the importance of cultural 
survival, and opt sometimes in favor of the latter. They are thus in the end 
not procedural models of liberalisrn, but are grounded very much on 
judgments about what makes a good life - judgments in which the integrity 
of cultures has an important place. ''O 

For Taylor to conceptualize and advocate this new form of liberalism he has to 

resolve the Hegelian dilemma: How to unite expressive unity with radical autonomy? He 

does this by following Hegel on his first step; he adopts a Herderian theory of language 

which provides him with a new way of understanding human fieedom. According to this 

theory, cultural embeddedness is essential for the development of an autonomous human 

being. However, one does not need to conform to a comrnon purpose or concur with the 

general will, as Rousseau would have it. Instead, autonomous individuals use reason to 

arrive at their own conception of the good life, while realizing that they depend on their 

cultural context to develop a rational conception of the world, and a means to evaluate the 
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choices presented to them. The following chapter sets out Taylor's Herderian philosophy 

of language and culture, and his position on human agency. 



ENCY AND 

Taylor is advocating that both the Rousseauean substuitive democracy and the 

Kantian procedural liberaiism can coexist wlthin a state. To understand how he cornes to 

this view we must examine the philosophy of language he adopts f?om Herder. 

Taylor hopes to follow Hegel by weaving the theories of human autonomy set out 

by Rousseau and Kant together with the expressivist theory of ~ e r d e r . ' ~ '  in "The Politics 

of Recognition" Taylor describes the Quebec crisis as a confiict between the two theories 

of hurnan autonomy: Rousseau's and Kant's. Following a path similar to Hegel's, 

Taylor's solution is to unite Rousseau and Kant in his theory of deep diversity using 

Herder's expressivism as the bonding formula (drawing upon the ideas of Herder's 

followers). 

In this chapter we will show how Taylor achieves this synthesis and thereby 

reveal the philosophical justification for his defense of culture and deep diversity. First, 

we will set out Herder's contribution to Taylor's philosophy of language and culture. 

Second, we will indicate how Hegel and Taylor use Herder to combine fieedom with a 

community ethic. Finally, we will briefly explain Taylor's theory of hurnan agency, 

which relies heavily on both Kant and Herder. 
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As exemplified by positivism, people have corne to define themselves as 

possessors of language, not as possessors of reason. Taylor is interested in understanding 

how this change came about.'62 In Taylor's discussion of language he pits two forces 

against each other: the designative and the expressive. This confiict rnirrors the conflict 

between the Enlightenrnent7s atomistic conception of the self and Romanticist's holistic 

binding of the self, society and nature. The designative theox-y of language cm be seen as 

the linguistic variation of Eniightenment scientific thought. Just as the scientific 
I 

revolution sought to liberate people fkom the bonds of irrational religious thought, and 

asserted that knowledge was gained through empirical observation rather than biblical 

interpretation, so too did language theorists seek to fiee language fiom church and place 

it in the hands of the rational individual. 

The Christian theory of language was expressive. Language was considered to be 

a systern of symbols representing the word of ~ 0 d . l ~ ~  The expressivist theories of 

Platonists and Christians maintained that language was developed through a process of 

discourse in which the entire community was involved. The common language that 

emerged fiom this discourse re-presented their shared interpretation of the cosmos. 

Gradually, this conception of language began to change and people started to think of 

language exclusively as symbols of things, rather than as expressions of the group's ideas 

- - - 
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and beliefs. It became common to think of words as designating things. Accompanying 

this perspective was the idea that words were created by individuals, like solitary 

discoveries made independent of the community. Individuals were the masters of their 

own lexicon. Enlightenment thinkers broke language down into its component elements 

in the same way they had broken down the naturai world. They sought to give language 

an objective order. They believed that our howledge of the world is formed by language. 

Therefore, if language were not harnessed by reason, they feared it would distort our 

perception of the world. 

In reaction to this designative theory of language, romantic philosophers such as 

Herder revived expressivism. However, rather than atguing that language achially 

expressed the order of the cosmos, he argued that language only expresses the speaker's 

perception of the world. "Human communication was held to embody what vie are 

essentially, the expression of which is the rnaking manifest of these ernb~diments."'~~ 

The important ciifference between expressive theory and designative theory is that 

according to designative theory, language exists apart fiom the speaker. It is an objective 

tool that will have the sarne meaning for whoever uses it: a rose is a rose is a rose. In 

expressive theory it is argued that first cornes the perceiver who has a thought or feeling 

about the object or emotion perceived. Then it is made rnanifest in some language 

expression. This could include words, painting, body language, and so on. We are only 

- 
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fully aware of it once we have articulated it. In this case, the word "rose" is not simply 

the thing we al1 commonly accept as designating a particular flower, it is an expression of 

our awareness of the rose. The distinction here is that expressivists believe that the 

designation of the word "rose" is preceded logically and temporally by the perceiver's 

experience of the plant and our unique human capacity for reflective consciousness. By 

"reflective consciousness" Taylor means the ability to expenence things in a fuller way 

by articulating them. Taylor contends that the use of language gives humanity a supenor 

awareness of things perceived, as compared to the hstinctual relationship to the world 

experienced by animals. Thus the important point set out by expressive theorists is that 

the existence of language precedes a word Iike rose, and furthemore, "rose" c m  only be 

given meaning within the context of language. 

Language is no longer an assemblage of words, but the capacity to speak 
(express/realize) the reflective awareness irnplicit in using words to Say 
something. Leaming to use any single word presupposes this general 
capacity as background. But to have the general capacity is to possess a 
language. So that it seems that we need the whole of Ianguage as the 
background for the introduction of any of its parts, that is, individual 
words. ' 66 

According to expressivist theory, words are only meaningful when they cm be 

compared to other words. The word "rose" only makes sense if we can contrast it with 

other words in the lexicon. If someone were to Say "rose" to another person, the listener 

would require a language context in order to understand the utterance. Even if the speaker 

were to point at a rose while saying the word, any number of things could be understood 
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fkom the gesture. The listener could interpret ''rose" as rneaning plant, object, fkeshness, 

obstacle, red, thom, and so on. In short, the gesture would be meaningless. This may 

seem like an obvious observation, but it has fairly radical implications for how we 

understand language and hence ourselves. 

If we accept that preexisting language structures play a significant role in forming 

subsequent linguistic developments, and if we accept that our perception of the world is 

formed by our articulation of it, then it follows that preexisting language structures play a 

significant role in forming our understanding of the world. We can actively recreate 

speech, but the background structures of language play a large role in guiding our new 

coinages. Thus we cm exercise some influence on our new awareness of the world, but 

we can never entirely control language as designative theorists attempt to do. This places 

an entirely new significance on the role Our language community plays in definhg who 

we are. While there is room for actively coining new articulations of reality and thereby 

developing new understandings about ourselves and the world, we are never separate 

from the background language. Moreover, because language is developed through speech 

and the "primary locus of speech is in conversation," language can be said to grow out of 

a speech cornrn~nit~: '~ '  "Language is shaped by speech, and so can only grow up in a 

speech community. The language I speak, the web which I can never hlly dominate and 

oversee, c m  never be just my language, it is always largely our ~ a n g u a ~ e . " ' ~ ~  
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s brings us b O Herder's theory that we c m  only develop our authentic 

identities in the context of o u  culture and the horizon of meaning it provides. In contrast 

to the atomistic view of the self in which fieedorn is achieved when we sever ourselves 

from the values of our cornmunity, according to the holistic viewpoint we are fiee when 

'ive become full human agents, capable of understanding ourselves, and hence of 

defining an identity through our acquisition of rich hurnan languages of expression."'69 

We are not imprisoned by our horizon of meaning. In fact, it gives us the context and the 

hierarchy of significance that acts as a foundation fiom which to choose. The ethical life 

of the community provides us with a hierarchy of ethical values fiom which we develop a 

moral self-understanding and begin political theonzing. Without a hierarchy of 

significance, we would likely be guided by our appetites, otherwise we might be able to 

act in some incoherent and random way. Our decision about how to act would be guided 

by what we found physically satismng. Beyond that there is a possibility that we could 

act in some incoherent and random way, although it would be difficult to imagine this 

among the sane. But neither of these would be realizations of the moral ideal of 

autonomous choice: 

I can define my identity only against the background of things that matter. 
But to bracket out history, nature, society, the dernands of solidarity, 
everything but what 1 find in myself, would be to eliminate al1 candidates 
for what matters, Only if 1 exist in a world in which history, or the 
demands of nature, or the needs of rny fellow human beings, or the duties 
of citizenship, or the cal1 of God, or something else of this order motters 
crucially, can I define an identity for myself that is not trivial. Authenticity 

169 Charles Taylor, ?;be Etbics of AutSentinq (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
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is not the enemy of demands 
supposes such demands. ''O 

that emanate fkom beyond the self; it 

Taylor asserts that Herder's unification of culture and language is the point of 

ongin for modem nationalism: "Herder thought that each people had its own peculiar 

guiding theme or rnanner of expression, unique and irreplaceable, which should never be 

suppressed and which could never simply be replaced by any attempt to ape the rnanners 

of ~thers.""~ According to Taylor, this unity conflicts with the uglier forms of 

nationalism because it includes a concept of embedded individualism. Herder's 

nationalism is shaped by the belief that only within their own culture can a people 

cultivate their authentic, individual identities. Herder thereby unites individual fieedom 

with community. Not only does this theory argue that duty and individual freedom are 

complementary, it asserts that our duty and our community context are vital to the 

developrnent of our authentic identities and our authentic individual freedom. Thus, 

explains Taylor, "Herder is in this way not just the founder of modem nationalism, but 

also of one of the main bulwarks against its excesses, modem expressive 

172 individualism . With this notion of individual development, Herder avoids the 

oppressive all-encornpassing tendencies of nationalism. 

Finally, Herder's philosophy has an important impact upon our conception of our 

relationship to nature. In contrast to the Cartesian rnindhody dualisrn, expressivism 

''O Ibid., 40. 
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involves a conception of mind and body as an expressive unity. If we accept that mind 

and body are one, and we accept the less controversial observation that the body "is in 

interchange with the whole universe," then it follows that the mind is also in interchange 

with the whole universe. According to this theory, humanity is wholly a part of nature 

and "the greater current of ~ife.""~ Taylor argues that "as an expressive being, man has to 

recover communion with nature, one which had been broken and mutilated by the 

analytic, desiccating stance of objectiSing  cie en ce.""^ 

So how does Herder's expressivism fit with Kant's radical autonomy? It doesn't. 

The thinkers who admired Kant's moral freedom felt that it must not be limited to the 

boundaries of inner consciousness. They argued that the free individual "must try to 

impose its purpose on nature as W~II.""' This is thoroughly at odds with the unity of 

humanity and nature which Herder descnbed. 

Radical freedom seemed only possible at the cost of a diremption with 
nature, a division within myseIf between reason and sensibility more 
radical than anything the matenalist, utilitarian Enlightenment had 
drearned, and hence a division with external nature, fiom whose causal 
laws the free self must be radically independent, even while phenomenally 
his behaviour appeared to ~onform."~ 

Ln the 1790s, the young intellectuals of Germany took it as their task to unite the two 

ideals, radical freedom and the expressive fullness. Among them was Hegel. And his 
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solution, as we've discussed at length, was to conceive of a will or spirit that guides 

nature. He postulated that if nature were more than a blind force, then it could be possible 

to harmonize nature's will and human will. According to Hegel's formulation, humanity 

is most kee when working toward the realization of the Spirit by working to fulfil its own 

Volksgeist. The two recurring ideas of Hegel and his contemporaries are: 

... that we can really know nature only because we are of the same 
substance, that indeed we only properly know nature when we try to 
commune with it, not when we try to dominate or dissect it in order to 
subject it to the categories of analytic understanding; and secondly, that 
we know nature because we are in a sense in contact with what made it, 
the spiritual force which expresses itself in nature.''' 

While these two ideas constitute a cornmon ground for those seeking to synthesize Kant 

and Herder, Hegel distinguishes himself firom his peers by including a crucial element: 

reason. The Romantic rnovement was primarily a reaction to the emphasis on human 

rationality. "For reason," explains Taylor ' k a s  precisely that which analyzed, which 

segmented reality in order to make it comprehensible. Rational thought seems inherently 

concemed to divide and to rnake  distinction^."'^^ Consequently, most thinkers sought an 

alternative path to knowledge, to bridge the gap between the subjective self and the order 

of nature. Intuition was beiieved to be that bridge. And with the rejection of reason to 

know nature, so too went the use of reason to realize freedom. It was believed that the 
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. 
structures of reason were bound to restrict the mind, thus the ideal form of thought for the 

Hegel contends (and Taylor agrees) that suppressing reason negates any aspiration 

of unithg fieedom and expressive unity. We cm oniy corne to know morality and nahue 

through reason. Without it we are lost in "the great current of life." 

If our unity with the cosmic principle was to be achieved by abandoning 
reason, through some intuition inarticulable in rational tems, then we 
have in fact sacnficed the essential. For the full clarity of rational 
understanding is the essence of self-detemining fi-eedom, which obtains, 
afier ail, where pure reason gives the law. To achieve a unity with nature 
in pure intuition, one of which we can give no rational account, is to lose 
oneself in the great current of life, and this is not a synthesis between 
autonomy and expression, but a capitulation in which we give up 

180 
autonomy. 

This discussion of Taylor's philosophy of language provides a more complete 

explanation for Ihe importance of culture to the development of the self. This argument is 

a vital support for his defense of culture and his arguments against atomism and 

procedural liberahm. But how does the will of the agent realize itself in this seemingly 

al1 encompassing language lexicon and horizon of rneaning? 

According to Taylor's theory of hurnan agency, desire can be divided into two 

orden, first and second. The first-order desires are on the level of appetite, and the 

second-order desires are determined through rational reflection. The second-order desires 

regulate fmt-order desires. Taylor uses the example of people who refrain "kom acting 
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on a given motive - Say, spite or envy - because (they) consider it base or unworthy. In 

this case our desires are claçsified into such categories as  higher and lower, virtuous and 

vicious, more and less fulfilling, more and less refined, profound and superficial, noble 

and base."18' In this case, acting out of spite would be a first-order desire, whereas 

curbing that desire because of a will to be vimious would constitute a strong second-order 

desire. (Taylor distuiguishes this from a weak second-order desire, such as refkaining 

from eating ice crearn in order to maintain an attractive physique.) 

For Taylor, the importance of the existence of strong second-order desire is that 

its flourishing is contingent upon the human ability to develop a refined evaluative 

vocabulary which articulates the supenority of one choice over an~ther."~ Ln the case of 

whether or not to eat ice crearn, the choice is based on a decision of whether to sacrifice 

one desire, the pleasure of eating ice cream, for another, the benefits derived fiorn being 

attractive. In this case, agents decide according to which option they feel they prefer, the 

irnmediate pleasure of ice cream, or the long term benefits of a good physique. There is 

no question of supenonty, only preference. 

In coctrast, the decision of whether or not to act out of spite is predicated on an 

idea of virtue or nobleness. According to Taylor, this stems £kom a richer language. It 

goes beyond deciding whether option A or option B is more appealing; it is a vocabulary 

18 1 Charles Taylor, "What is Human Agency?" Human Agency and Langurge: 
Philosophical Papers I (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, i985), 16. 
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of worth. He argues that the ability to articulate how one choice is superior (not simply 

what the agent feels is more desirable) is to have reached a greater depth: 

This additional dimension can be said to add depth, because now we are 
reflecting about our desires in terms of the kind of being we are in having 
them or canying them out. Whereas a reflection about what we feel like 
more, which is al1 a simple weigher c m  do in assessing motivations, keeps 
us as it were at the penphery; a reflection on the kind of beings we are 
takes us to the centre of our existence as agents. Strong evaluation is not 
just a condition of articulacy about preferences, but also about the quality 
of life, the kind of beings we are or want to be. It is in this sense deeper.Ig3 

Tangentially, we might note that Taylor's exposition of the human agent is vintage 

expressivism. We crave a supply of definitions for words and phrases such as "virtue," 

"quality of life" or "deep," but Taylor does not supply it. Nor does he believe it possible. 

These are expenential symbols which can be illustrated via examples, but they can not be 

confined to definitions as concepts c m .  

According to Taylor, the depth referred to in the passage above is bom of self- 

interpretation. By questioning the motives of their desires, individuals gain a tnier, more 

complex and more complete understanding of themselves and, presumably, will be better 

equipped to make their ch~ices . '*~  

This is central to Taylor's understanding of the agent; choices are guided by a 

persona1 set of preferences which are informed by consideration of values. Even when 

faced with dilemmas in which our values dictate that our two options are equally 

valuable, the importance of o u .  preferences remains intact, despite their uselessness in 

- 
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helping us to decide. ln fact, it is at such times that we are forced to make a deeper 

investigation of our values in order to detemine where the right choice lies.'85 

Taylor argues that these fundamental evaluations defuie our identity. This means 

that if we fail to act according to our set of values, then we are not acting in a manner 

which is true to ourselves. "The notion of identity refers us to certain evaluations which 

are essential because they are the indispensable horizon or foundation out of which we 

reflect and evaluate as penons."'86 

The intercomectedness of articulation and self is the bais  for Taylor's 

explanation of free will. He discusses it in terms of responsibility, not only for the choices 

made by the agent, but also for the degree of self-interpretation agents have engaged in to 

refine their second-order values. Life is constantly putîing forth obstacles and expenences 

which challenge us to investigate our motives and values. Once we meet those challenges 

and articulate the new dimensions of our motives, we effectively redefine a facet of Our 

identity. While Taylor recognizes that according to th is  explanation a person's identity is 

partly formed by the influences of the extemal world, he contends that individuais are 

responsible for determining the extent to which they will strive to formulate their own 

independent articulations of values. He argues that we can never rest confident that our 

presently articulated values are not erroneous and distorted?' The self is too cornplex for 

us to expect to overcome al1 self-deluding interpretations: 
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In any case, our evaluations would always be open to challenge. Because 
of the character of depth which we saw in the self, our evaluations are 
articulations of insights which are fkequently partial, clouded and 
uncertain. But they are al1 the more open to challenge when we reflect that 
these insights are ofien distorted by our imperfections of character. For 
these two reasons evaluation is such that there is always room for re- 
eva~uation. ' 88 

Thus as agents, we are always capable of posing the most fûndarnental questions: 

"Have 1 really understood what is essential to my identity? Have 1 üuly detennined what 1 

sense to be the highest mode of ~ife?" ' '~  In asking these questions agents are exploring 

terrain to which no set yardstick may serve as measure. This is not to Say that in this 

investigation anything goes, "but rather that what takes the place of the yardstick is (ou) 

deepest unshuctured sense of what is important, which is as yet inchoate and which (we 

are) trying to bnng to definition." ''O 

According to Taylor, this fundamental reflection on the self defines the agent's 

"inchoate evaluations which are sensed to be essential to our identity."19' It is in this 

capacity that it c m  be said that we are responsible for ourselves and are bearers of fiee 

will. This holds whether we choose to engage in this form of evaluation or not; having the 

capacity is sufficient to assert the presence of r e ~ ~ o n s i b i ~ i t y . ' ~ ~  
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Taylor's conception of the human agent is fundamental to his philosophy of 

language, expressivism and culture. Fint, b y presenting an "exp lanation" of  fiee will, 

Taylor supports the claim that human beings are capable of analyzing their condition? 

partly independent of the constnicts of the society. This means that human autonomy is 

sornething that c m  be realized, if given the proper conditions. Therefore, it is something 

we should consider when ordering the state. Second, by demonstrating that fkee will rests 

in the agent's ability to articulate desires, motives and values, Taylor establishes a 

foundation for the importance of culture to human freedom. We rely on our language and 

culture to provide the context in which we can exercise self-interpretation and hence 

realize our authentic selves. Thus Taylor's expressivism offers a solution to the modem 

dilemrna. It unites individual freedom with community cultural unity, thereby countering 

the widespread sense of alienation and giving good cause for the revitalization of 

participatory politics. If people began to see their duty and their fieedom as one and the 

sarne, then the democratic process would get a tremendous boost. Of course, this need not 

be a nation-state mode1 of society. It could involve a federation of cultural groups who 

develop a Ioyalty to the whole through their loyalty to the one. Clearly this constitutes a 

profound and far-reaching foundation for Taylor's theory of deep diversity. But is it 

sufficient? 

Taylor's deep diversity thesis would seem to be the ideal method of  protecting 

human fieedom. He has constructed a theory of fieedom that is founded on the logic of 

expressivism. But has he reached the heart of what it means to be f i e ?  In his project, he 

intends to reclaim an ancient conception of the self and language by making it 



cornprehensible in the modem horizon of meaning. Thus, in this sense, he is only 

reviving a forgotten belief, not creating a new one, so to Say he has succeeded may not be 

as unbelievable as it may seem at fint. And yet previous forms of expressionkm have 

relied on symbolic linguistic systems that depict an unfathomable cosmic order, such as 

Plato's reahn of forms, or Augustine's city of God. Taylor attempts to support his daim 

through rational argument, not faith. In this sense, his project is indeed bold and different. 

As show above, his argument is based on the primacy of language. However, some 

questions remain regarding our capacity for sophisticated articulation: 1s language as 

deep as we c m  go? 1s linguistic introspection sufficient for idenhMng the power 

structures which impose themselves on our thoughts and actions, or does it conceal them 

in its implicit acceptance of hem? We will address these questions in the following 

chapter. 



The questions raised at the end of the last chapter bring us to an aspect of 

expressivism which is problematic and yet fundamental to the expressivist project, 

narnely the primacy of language. By addressing this vital issue, 1 intend to reveal where 

Taylor is most vulnerable, both in his philosophy and his political stance on 

multicuIturaIism. In this chapter 1 will begin by criticizing Taylor's philosophical 

assurnptions about language and hence culture and human agency, then 1 will draw on 

some effective criticisms of Taylor's politics. 

Jürgen Habermas has presented a compelling critique of Taylor's expressivist 

daim to universality. First, he challenges Taylor's assumption that the expressivist 

dimension to language is more fiindamental than the designative dimension to a 

~ a n ~ u a ~ e . ' ~ ~  Habermas contendç that human understanding has a pre-linguistic status. He 

thereby undermines the contention that meaning c m  only be sought through 

philosophical hermeneutics. 

Second, Habermas argues that using existing language to analyze meaning in 

society does not constitute a critique. Language is incapable of cntique because it is 

distorted by a system of rules which order society. Until interpreters engage in "depth- 

hermeneutics" they will not be able to emancipate themselves fiom "repressive forces 

193 Jürgen Habermas, "The Hemeneutic ClaLn to Universality," in Midiea T. 
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which deform the intersubjectivity of agreement as such and which systematically distort 

every day comm~nication."'~~ This indicates that Taylor's analysis is bound to perpetuate 

the "repressive forces" in society because his device of interpretation is contamuiated by 

existing power structures. 

In his first point, Habermas contends that there have been certain philosophicd 

developrnents which confim that operative thought does have non-linguistic roots.lg5 

According to Habermas, "there is sufficient indication that language rnerely kits upon' 

categories such as space, t h e ,  causality and substance, and rules for the fomal-logical 

combination of symbols which possess a pre-linguistic basis."'" 6 s  contradicts Taylor's 

argument that language is the link between the agent and iniersubj ectivity . For Habermas, 

language is embedded in the cultural power structure and stands once removed fiom 

intersubjectivity. 

Habermas's argument derives support from psychoanalysis and critiques of 

ideology. In both cases there were assertions of the existence of distorted communication. 

For example, psychoanalysis taps into dreams or scenes £kom early childhood and claims 

to observe operative thought free fiom systematic distortions. Psychoanalysis asserts that 

the development of distorted communication results fkom repression of desires, fear, 

taboos, etc. However, although psychoanalysis is able to expose an example of distorted 
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communication, it continues to decipher pure thought using systematically distorted 

communication. Therefore Habermas does not accept that psychoanalysis represents an 

effective alternative for depth-hermeneutics.197 Thus, although Habermas does not offer 

psychoanalysis as a "theory of communicative cornpetence," he believes it provides 

sufficient proof that hermeneutics will continue to be compted by the power structures of 

the comrnunity until it cm access a pre-understanding of language: 

Depth-hermeneutical understanding requires, therefore, a systernatic pre- 
understanding that extends ont0 language in general, whereas 
hermeneuticai understanding always proceeds fiom a pre-understanding 
that is shaped by tradition and which forms and changes itself within 
linguistic communication. lg8 

Therefore, it would seem that the expressivist clairn to accessing truth via language 

ignores the fact that the interpreter is never liberating heeelf from the oppression of her 

initial socialization. By overlooking the existence of pre-linguistic cognition, the 

expressivist dogmatically defers to the authority of tradition. 

Habermas's critique certainly poses a problem for Taylor's hemeneutics. First, if 

Ianguage is not primary, then there is some question as to how essential it is to the 

development of the authentic self, assuming there is an "authentic" self, the importance of 

culture to that authenticity may be only partly language-related, if at all. Second, if 

language is imevocably tainted by power structures, then Taylor's theory of human 

agency becomes an illusion in which we perpetuate systemic oppression as we engage in 
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our evahations. Third, the defense of culture becomes a defense of distorted 

communication. Whether we are speaking of a majority or minority culture, to defend it 

fkom the homogenizing and oppressive forces of liberalism is no longer a defense of 

individual autonomy, but rather a struggle to maintain a variety of foms of oppression. 

This may be worth fighting for, but for reasons other than those presented by Taylor.199 

The questions raised by Habermas seem to topple the edifice so carefully 

constructed by Taylor. Taylor's account of the ideational history of the Western world 

and his insights into the philosophies informing current political positions remain 

valuable assessments of contemporary controversies, but his interpretation is far from 

dehitive, and hence his more interesting observations are diminished. Neither his 

account nor his interpretation provide firm support for his political stance regarding 

solving the cment debates on rnulticulturalism. 

On the subject of multiculturalisrn, Habermas wrote "Struggles for Recognition in 

the Democratic Constitutional State" in response to Taylor's essay "The Politics of 

Recognition." Habermas argues that Taylor is wrong to assert that the liberal institutions 

of democratic countries attempt to be ethically neutral. Habermas contends that the 

institutions of government and the justice system are ripe with the ethics that have gone 

into creating thern and that have formed their policies and decisions along the way. He 

argues that Taylor's portrayal of rights based Kantian liberalism is misleadingly 

199 For instance, we mighc want to apply the biodivenity argument: we need a variety 
of social structures in order to ensure the su~val of humanity Li the face of transforming 
environmental conditions. 



truncated. The ethics of the state are ever present and constantly being formed and 

reformed by the people involved in judiciary and governmental processes, in short, by the 

citizenry. 

In contrast, Habermas contends that the paternalistic social welfare style 

liberalism that Taylor promotes imposes an artificial culture on the citizenry that restricts 

their natural autonomous developrnent. According to Habermas, if we can have a system 

in which the citizens are constantly participating in a legal and moral dialogue, then the 

current liberal system will be able to accommodate the competing demands that Taylor 

hopes to protect. To illustrate his point, Habermas takes an example fiom the history of 

feminism. 

Liberal govemments have sought to create an environment of "equal opportunity 

to compete for jobs, social standing, education, political power, and so on."2oo But 

feminists have argueci that the legislation that has been implemented has perpetuated 

certain stereotypes and resulted in new forms of discrimination. Instead, they argue, equal 

recognition can only be achieved once the people concerned are involved in defining their 

needs: 

The individual rights that are supposed to guarantee women the autonomy 
to shape their private lives cannot even be appropriately formulated unless 
those affected articulate and justiw in public discussion what is relevant to 
equal or unequal treatment in typical cases. Safeguarding the private 

2" Jürgen Habermas, "Struggles for Recognition in the Democratic Constitutional State," 
in Amy Guûnann, ed., Multicrtlturalism and 'The Politics of Recognition ' ( P ~ c e t o n :  
Princeton University Press, 1 W 2 ) ,  1 14. 



autonomy of citizens with equal rights must go hand in hand with 
activating their autonomy as citizens of the nation."' 

Habermas believes that the protections necessary for ensuring the integrity of cultural and 

social differences c m  be achieved under a discourse-oriented procedural democratic 

model, and does not require an explicitly collectivist Ianguage. 

One important difference between Taylor and Habermas is their understanding of 

intersubjectivity. Both accept that there is a system of shared assumptions, or horizon of 

meaning which acts as a background for communities. This horizon of meaning forms 

and consists of the ethics that guide the cornrnunity. And yet, whereas Taylor draws more 

definite lines between cultural groups, Habermas contends that the intenubjectivity is far 

more trans-cultural than Taylor believes. According to Habermas, ethical assurnptions are 

ofien shared by different groups even before any fom of interaction between the groups. 

Through discourse these shared ethics can act as points of reference kom which different 

groups can approach a rational discussion about issues where they disagree. When there 

has been extensive cross-cultural interaction, for instance when different groups share the 

same state, then the degree to which there are significant similarities is far greater. Given 

this global inter-cultural commonality, Habermas contends that discussion is preferable to 

institutionalized collectivism. 

In his essay "Habermas and Pluralist Political Theory", Brian Walker explains 

Habernas's position by posing the question: "How can people be asked to modiQ ethical 
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views which they believe to be true and valid in order to follow public norms which only 

y 2 0 2  partially reflect these views. By way of response he explains: 

Public norms do at least partially reflect the ethical positions of al1 people 
affected by them. Discourse takes the form it does in order to show people 
the way public norms link up with their own ethical views. Habermas also 
argues that many modem forms of ethical life have strong universaIistic 
principles within them, and that when these are explored they will lead 
people to a realization of the importance of reflecting on other people's 
daims for the good and of becorning involved in discussion. (emphasis in 
the origina~)~'~ 

Walker agrees with Habermas's contention that there are universal ethics that c m  act as a 

background or foundation for discussion between different groups. The significance of 

this position is that it opposes the uniform imposition of a set of rules that only benefits 

an exclusive elite within the comunity, whether or not the group's supremacy is backed 

by histoncal precedent or power of coercion. 'Rom this perspective, cornmunitarians 

would be asked to justify why a sub-group of society should be able to set the values for 

the culture as a w h o ~ e . " ~ ~ ~  

The ontological foundation that Walker develops to support his alliance with 

Habermas is a merger of Habermas and the Russian philosopher Mikhail Bakhtin (1885- 

1975). In his article "John Rawis, Mikhail Bakhtin, and the Praxis of Toleration", Walker 

argues for the necessity of discourse ethics and toleration in a pluralistic society. Bakhtin 

'O' B&u Waker, "Habermas and Pl& Political Theory, " Philosopby and S d  
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developed a view of the self "as a chorus of ethical voices which exist in dialogue with 

~ 2 0 5  each other. This is distinct fiom Taylor's dialogics insofar as Bakhtin emphasized the 

plurality of "voices" that constitute the self, not only their varying and often contradictory 

nature, but also the presence of many different moral languages fiom a diversity of 

cultures. Wallcer points out that this psychological rnelange has been identified by some 

thinken such as Alasdair Maclntyre as a sign of our decaying times and cultural disorder. 

But according to Bakhtin, this bbheteroglossia'' is not only natural but desirable. Anythmg 

else could only be unnaturally imposed by some forrn of tyranny: "A unified outlook or a 

standardized language is, for Bakhtin, a sign that power has somewhere or at some t h e  

been imposed and that the tendency for language to develop itself through dialogic means 

has been blocked by a monologizing force.'s06 

Arnelie Oksenberg Rorty's cnticism of Taylor's deep diversity is based on similar 

logic. She contends that Taylor's theory runs into trouble by presupposing a relatively 

sharp distinction between culture and politi~s.207 Fint, she maintains that though there 

may be many cultures within North America, there is a considerable overlap in values as 

a consequence of the shared political-econornic culture. Second, she asserts that due to 

shared histories of different cultures, or different histories arnong people considered to be 

'O5 Waker, Brian. ''John Ra&, Mikhail Bakhtin, and the Praxis of Toleration." 
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of the same culture, it is extremely difficult to differentiate cultures. She believes there is 

a need for a clearer cntena for distinguishing cohesive identities. 208 

According to Bakhtin, when a person is determinhg their ends they find that they 

have to engage in an inner dialogue involving different moral voices and these become 

apparent not only in the inner dialogue, but also in discussions with others. Like different 

sounds in a piece of music, he refers to the different voices as a "polyphony". Part of this 

theory includes the conception of the self as intemKined with the comrnunity. ' n i e  

formation of the self out of an intemalization of various languages and projects means 

that there is no fixed border between self and s ~ c i e t y " ~ ~ ~  We are only made aware of the 

self through the eyes of the other. 

In some ways, this supports Taylor's notion that the community is vital to the 

constitution and development of the self, but in Bakhtinian theory the analysis of the self 

stops there. We can not attempt to go deeper by making language the core, or by 

diseovering some pre-linguistic undistorted level of thought, as Habermas advocates. 

There is no rational individual will guiding human language, only the ongoing dialogue 

of the community of which the self is a 

208 Jeremy Waldron has also made an 
cultures. "The hybrid lifestyle of the true 
response to the modem world in which we 

part. Kantian theories about an autonornous 

argument for the d i f f id ty  of differentiating 
cosmopolitan is in f a a  the only appropriate 
live. In the modem world context to immerse 

oneself in traditional practices ... is inauthentic" p.100, "MLiority Cultures and the 
Cosmopolitan AIternativen in WU Kyxdicka, ed., The Rights of MUtonty Cultures (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 19%). See &O Katherine Fierlbeck, "The Ambivdent Potentid of 
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rational will or Freudian theones about a basic set of drives can only be plausible "at the 

expense of a systematic marginalization of important elements of our behaviour, looking 

at the historicity and creativity of our lives as epiphenomenal in relation with some 

,510 deeper set of characteristics. Walker explains that "Bakhtin refers to this as 

'theoreticism,' the tendency to erect concise models of human behaviour and then to 

develop interna1 strategies that rnarginalize the various elements that do not fit."2" 

Therefore in a Bakhtinian reading, Taylor's theory would be understood as an 

artificial constmct. To argue that language is a unique quality which gives humanity a 

deeper awareness of objects and expenences, and hence the capacity to engage in rational 

first and second-order evaluations, is to force an image of the self ont0 what is actually a 

more fluid, amorphous entity. And this imposition facilitates Taylor's arguments about 

truth,212 moral responsibility, culture, and freedom. Without it, his arguments about 

multicuIhualism, for instance, resemble matters of opinion, not reason. 

Bakhtin's theory is not anarchic. There are mles which lend order to 

communication and thought, but they are not independent of the "creative and 

unpredictable activities which govem the~n.""~ A form of creative drive directs the 

formulation of the sentence or communication we express. Consequently, there is no 

"O Ibid., 108. 

"' Ibid., 108. 

"' See Taylor's "Foucault on Freedom and Truth," Philosophy and the H i m m  SMncer: 
Pbdosophicai Papm 2 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985) 
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stabilized base language which ensures clear communication. Hence, not o d y  are we 

incapable of straightforwardly conveying meaning across cultural boundaries, but also 

within our own culture. Information can only be conveyed if the listener gives attention to 

the horizon of the other. "Speaking is a form of building, a construction of one's 

meanings that is only possible if one can listen sensitively and successfully to the foreign 

voices of the interlo~utor.'"'~ It is worth emphasizing that for Bakhtin there c m  be 

communication between interna1 voices, and between people of the same or different 

cultures. However, there is never an intemal synthesis of the voices, nor is there a full 

understanding between people. There is only the capacity for ongoing dialogue. 

Walker's merger of Habermas and Bakhtin provides an excellent critique of 

Taylor's conception of the rationally autonomous self and his theory of deep divenity. 

Moreover, it is the foundation for a unifjmg pluralism (without being homogenizing) 

which better accommodates a tolerance of diversity and the potential for discourse. 

Furthermore, by revealing the philosophical weahesses of Taylor's position, it explains 

why his theory of deep diversity is vulnerable to practical political criticisms. 

A good example of this fom of cnticism is argued by Arthur Ripstein in his 

article "Recognition and Cultural Membership", which addresses Taylor's "The Politics 

of Recognition." To the extent that he takes Taylor's position on the Quebec crisis at face 

value without delving into the ontological level, Ripstein raises some serious challenges 

to the practicality and desirability of Taylor's thesis. However, when Ripstein tries to 



delve into ontological waters, he misses the boat for the simple reason that Taylor's 

deeper arguments aren't present in ' n i e  Politics of Recognition," though they have been 

set out elswhere. Ripstein complains that "the essay suffers from a lack of a developed 

account of why cultural membership rnatter~."~'~ AIthough Ripstein might benefit fiom a 

more thorough familiarization with Taylor's opus, his assumption that Taylor's argument 

has no philosophical foundation - a fact this thesis has gone to some lengths to prove - 

stands him in good stead. 

Ripstein points out that on one level Taylor is making a fairly common argument 

for a form of liberalism in favour of collective rights. He asserts that this position is not 

unique to Taylor and is less controversial than the nature of his claim. Ripstein argues 

that Taylor's justification for collective rights could have far more threatening 

implications for the liberal principles of equality and fkedom. He opposes Taylor's 

contention that cultural survival is the central rationale for special rights. In this use of 

Ripstein we will focus on his straightforward arguments and overlook his conjectures 

about what Taylor is actually wanting to Say, or "his real arguments" or what lies 

"undemeath [his] vocabulary of group rights." 

Ripstein contends that Canada includes a plethora of cultural groups concemed 

with preserving their culture and seeking government protection fÏom the homogenizing 

'15 Arthur Ripstein, "Recognition and Cultural Membership. " Dialogue XXXIV (1 995), 
332. 



forces of the liberal state. He draws a parallel between these groups and ~uebeckers ,~ '~  

and argues that having the majority in a jurisdiction should not entitle any group to %se 

the coercive apparatus of the state to enforce their h ~ ~ e s . ' ' ~ "  By striking this parallel, 

Ripstein reveals that Taylor's thesis is unable to answer many questions: 

What counts as a culture suntiving? How much change is still compatible 
with survival? (Does the fact that members of various ethnic and religious 
minorities in Canada identify themselves with those communities count as 
cultural sunival? Or must their practices be ones that their immigrant 
ancestors would readily recognize and approve?) Why minorities? May a 
majority culture preserve itself, or the majority understanding of it? (If, 
God forbid, Quebec were to separate, would it Zose its right to protect its 
culture?).218 

These questions provide an insight into the ambiguity of Taylor's position and hence the 

threat it could pose if lefl to political interpretation. 

Ripstein's second point addresses Taylor's attempt to distinguish "fundamental 

rights" from "privileges and immunities" as a way of identiMng the areas where the state 

can make exceptions for cultural groups. This would distinguish between such things as 

the fundamental right to the fieedom of religion and zoning regulations. Ripstein argues 

that "although the distinction is itself impeccable, Taylor asks it to support a heavier load 

than it can bear."2'9 He asserts that it is not alwayç clear which right falls into which 

"6 While it is tme k a t  Ripstein is overlooking the historical precedent of Quebec's 
speciai statu, Taylor does as weil. Therefore the full complexities of the Quebec situation 
are set aride here for the sake of addressing Taylor's arguments as they stand. 

117 Ripstein, "Recogniton," 334. 
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category. For instance, habeas corpz~~ may be as sacrosanct as Taylor says, but what of 

the prohibition on prior restraint? There are many examples where fundamental rights are 

not so clear. "What about fkeedom of religion? Should religions be allowed to 

discriminate on the basis of race and to retain their tax-exempt status? May a minority 

c,',220 culture Iimit the religious keedom of its members in order to prevent assimilation. 

Given Taylor's conception of fieedom (of which Ripstein seems unaware) we 

know that human autonomy is the core principle which would answer these questions. 

For instance, a rninority culture would be pexmitted to guide its members through 

education and incentives, but it would be impermissible to restrict discourse and 

independent evaluations of their ends. However, Taylor's ability to answer such questions 

does not get him out of hot water. Because Taylor argues that one's culture is essential to 

agency, at times he would have to side with the maintenance of the culture and the 

language above sorne people's conception of the good life. He would consider it 

necessary to protect them from the tyranny of a fdse conception of the self and £iee will, 

for example, as he finds in the ontologies of M a x i m  or positivism. According to Taylor, 

we need the moral space to provide a set of imports, if we are to make f?ee choices. Only 

in the light of a pnor background of significant issues cm we realize our authentic selves. 

As Ripstein notes, "the problem with appeals to the good is that they cary little weight in 

justifjmg policies to those who do not share the particular view of the good. 

Unfortunately, talk about what people want fares even woee on this score. The mere fact 

Ibid., 335. 



that people feel strongly about something is not itself sufficient reason for suspending 

even immunities and privileges.'"l 

However, if we reject the language oriented understanding of autonomy, and 

hence the integral importance of culture as defined by Taylor, and accept the notion of a 

polyphonic self influenced in part by the many interacting cultures, then we can retrench 

the liberal pnmacy of the self while remaining sensitive to the politics of difference and 

the importance of recognition to human dignity. 

With the polyphonic notion of the self we also recognize that many of Taylor's 

arguments strike a chord in our own ethical horizons. We may not wish to accept his 

conception of agency and the approach to multiculturalism that goes with it, but we may 

want to l e m  fiom his thoughtful investigations which we recognize as articulations of 

heretofore uncharted corners of our own minds. As Walker states, "there is no reason to 

believe the articulate and careful ar,ouments that Charles Taylor and others make about 

the importance of strong evaluation in everyday life would not be convincing contenders 

in discussions about public n ~ r r n s . " ~ ~ ~  

In drawing so heavily on the Habermasian and Bakhtinian philosophies, the 

intention is not to put Walker's understanding of dialogisrn forward as an alternative to 

Taylor. Rather Walker's arguments are best understood as a device for revealing Taylor's 

weaknesses. While many of the ontological arguments presented by Walker are 

-- -- 
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compelling, his confidence in their capacity to justify a “polyphonie strategy of 

t~leration'"~ may be a little arnbitious. He sets the following goals: 

To cultivate the voices which might buttress a tolerant response to the 
demands and values of others, while at the same time arnbiguating the 
voices which serve as sources of intolerance ... [and] to maintain an 
articulate tolerant position which might gain the allegiance of a reasonable 
majority, leaving xenophobic extremists on the 

While there may be some room for this agenda, 1 believe Walker may have fallen victim 

to wishfùl thinking if he believes this form of dialogics c m  be developed into some form 

of moral vision. When legislation and allocation of resources are on the bargaining table, 

there is little room for digging into the "moral métissage" (the various voices sedimented 

within each individual) in order to "pick out the voices which might encourage toleration, 

and, through dialogic means, encourage hem to full articulation."225 This degree of 

goodwill can only be hoped for in conditions where both groups have little or nothing to 

lose, either because the forum is separate fiom the central poiitical institutions (Le. 

Parliament, Senate, election campaigns, the courts, and so on), or because they have 

otherwise reached a deadlock. Nevertheless, in a forum which is removed fiom what 1 

wish to cal1 "pure politics," I believe that Walker's Bakhtinian dialogics is a viable 

project for confionting many cross-cultural conflicts. 

"3 Ibid., 117. 

Ibid., 117. 

Ibid., 117. 



Amelie Rorty made a similar Redpolitik criticism of Taylor's politics of 

multicultural recognition. Taylor has argued that we recognize the values of different 

cultures, but he does not advocate accepting them as valuable or good by virtue of being 

part of a culture. There should be deliberation within society to assess the value and 

acceptability of certain practices. Ln response, Rorty acknowledges the positive potential 

of bringing various groups out to engage in cross-cultural discourse to assess the pros and 

cons of their cultures; however, she also asks, "How is criticism to proceed without 

degenerating into the kinds of power shuggles that are settled by charisrna, influence 

y 2 2 6  peddling, or rhetorical brilliance . Her second remark, which we delved into 

somewhat above, addresses the issue of who defines the cultures once they are 

established and recognized by the state. She contends that there is a potential for the 

culture to be strucnired by sub-groups within the culture, al1 of whom are working to 

realize their separate interests: 

The politics of cultural essentialism is, if not coercive, at least often 
oppressive, even when individual rights are strictly preserved. Although 
they disagree among themselves about their primary directions, many 
Jewish American and Afican Amencan comrnunities press their members 
to define themselves as pnmarily Jews or blacks rather than as 
philosophers, wornen, or Red Sox fans. Such identifications involve .. the 
presurnption of active participation in promoting specific policies.. . To be 
sure, individuals can decide to join their voices to the clamor over cultural 
definition, or they can attempt to ignore it and tune to cultivating their 
gardens. Both alternatives cany costly personal consequences in losses of 
alliances and fi-iend~hip.~~' 

"6  Rorty, "Hidden," 160. 

227 Ibid., 159. 



In conclusion, Taylor's project to synthesize radical autonomy and expressive 

unity in a Herderian notion of language and culture provides many valuable insights into 

the ethical voices of modernity, and in particular, of the Canadian unity debate; however, 

it does not succeed in providing a convincing solution. Taylor helps us to appreciate 

better the importance of culture to the constitution of our perspectives and morals, but he 

does not provide a convincing fondation for the primacy of language, establishing the 

necessity of having an essential culture, or provide an adequate account of human agency; 

hence, like Grant he is unable both to borrow fkom Hegel and to shed the uncertainties of 

faith. He is unable to supply an answer that will replace anomy with allegiance, and 

atomism with collectivism. Moreover, he cannot definitively inject meaning into the state 

and rekindle a Canadian identity. 



APTER EIGRT: CONCLUSION 

George Grant and Charles Taylor have been academic purveyors of a modem 

Hegelian dilemma: the codlict between two strong, contradictory ideational claims, the 

expressive unity of the comrnunity and the rational autonomy of the individual. History 

has culminated in this conflict which informs every facet of social relations in the modem 

age. According to Hegel it is the purpose of the modem age to arrive at a synthesis of 

these claims. 

Grant and Taylor see, in late modernity, expressive unity being overwhelmed by 

forms of rationalist individualism. They assert that the state has become a mechanized 

bureaucratic structure guided by the pnnciples of individualism, Enlightenment-styled 

ernpiricism and rationalism. These principles permeate public and private institutions and 

inform the dominant, liberal political culture. The consequences of this hegemony are that 

citizens no longer understand themselves as members of their state's community, but 

rather as profoundly individuated beings for whom the comrnunity is merely a device to 

fulfil particular desires. Eventually the political system fails to daim the loyalties of 

citizens because it is only meaningful as a device. Citizens become alienated. Grant 

concludes that people have become profoundly complacent, while Taylor, taking a more 

optimistic view, argues that people seek to establish cornmunities that have a sense of 

higher purpose, that will restore a cornmon allegiance. 

Both Grant and Taylor explore the impact of this dilemma in the Canadian 

context. They perceive the presence of a widespread malaise about the capitalist agenda 

of society and the political fragmentation of Canadians into cultural groups. Grant 



articulates an expressive holism in the form of a more locally fmiliar conservatism, 

depicting Canada's traditional holistic order of two conservative nations, Loyalist English 

Canada and Catholic French Canada, This conservatism was centred on virtue as the 

overarching principle binding comrnunity, and concern for the well-being of the whole. 

This is contrasted with a fieedom-centered, radical individualisrn predominant in 

American liberalism. Thus Canada is confronted with the dilemma of reconciling the 

conservative tradition with rational autonomy without succumbing to radical Amencan 

individualisrn. Ultimately, Grant comes to the tragk conclusion that this resolution 

cannot be achieved, that Canadian conservatisms are dead. 

After years of optimistic essays on how Canada could resolve its dilemma, Grant 

concludes that both Canadian nationalism, and Canada's culture have been eclipsed. The 

technological society and liberal ideology of America have imposed a new homogenizing 

and universal order which stifles philosophical thought and human fieedorn. He argues 

that multiculturalism is not a viable response as it is a denial of culture, in his judgment, 

not a defense of it. For him, in advocating muIticulturalism in the language of liberalism, 

multicuIturalists succeed instead in promoting the M e r  universalization of pseudo- 

neutral liberal values, thus undermining the cultural communities they claim to champion. 

According to Grant, the paradox of the liberal multicultural agenda is that it undermines 

both liberalism, and the success of any form of cultural survival. He argues that although 

liberalism professes equality, it also undermines equality by failing to provide a firm 

ontological foundation. If liberalism has a notion of a higher good or Moralitat, then, asks 

Grant, what is there to make equality o u  due? Without a higher good, equality can be 



redefined according to the whim of the times. Grant argues that liberalisrn subsumes other 

cultures into the technological culture of the mass age by imposing a set of supposedly 

neutral standards that cary non-neutral assumptions about the environment, time, 

community and the self. Roughly speaking, this technological culture perceives the world 

as a compartmentalized collection of objects to be exploited by human reason for material 

gain. 

Charles Taylor follows Grant without being as bleak; he too concludes that 

English-speaking Canada has already adopted the political culture of Enlightenrnent 

empiricism and rationalism. He is concerned for the survival of those cultures which he 

believes still have hope, French Canada and other minonty cultures in Canada. 

Taylor sees the very same forces at play that Grant identifies. Like Grant he 

describes Canada's culture as having been predominantly bi-national where people arrive 

at their allegiance to the whole via allegiance to the part.228 He asserts that this has been 

the perspective of the political elite and the implicit forrnula for political arrangements 

throughout Canada's history. For most Canadians outside Quebec, national identity has 

not been uniform. For some, there has been a firmly accepted regional view of Canada, 

while for others allegiance has been "wihyphenated." Despite these competing visions of 

Canada's identity, Taylor holds that the one important unifjmg factor that distinguishes 

Canada historically is the participatow model, though he h d s  it to be currently under 

Charles Taylor, "Alternative Futures: LegiUmacy, Identity and Alienation in Late- 
Twentieth-Century Canada." Li Guy Laforest, ed., Reconnling the Solit~cdes (Montreal & 
Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1993), 102. 



siege by the forces of modemity. The "participatory model" is Taylor's variation of what 

Grant calls conservatism and Hegel understood as holistic unity. It is a republican 

political culture in which cornmunity mernbers share a sense of common identity and a 

profound respect for the institutions of the state. Taylor confkonts this with the rights 

model characteristic of the US, in which cornrnunity members derive their sense of 

dignity fiorn asserting îheir indienable rights even if it means tnimping the collective 

decision, not fiom being able to "mobilize a majonîy for legislative action. 3,229 

According to Taylor, the rights rnodel is gaining ground in Canada's political 

culture and it is creating a greater sense of distance between the individual and the state. 

As individuals cease to identify with their goveming institutions, the state becomes 

merely a machine to foster capitalist enterprises, highly bureaucratized and bent on the 

technological rnastery of nature.230 Consequently, the benefits of this çystem (prirnarily 

matenal wealth) are beginning to pale in cornparison to its costs, narnely, the sense of lost 

efficacy, and the sense of alienation. 

Unlike Grant, Taylor does not view multiculturalism as an homogenizing force of 

the late modem paradigm. Rather, he argues that, by decentralizing political decisions 

and defending those groups that still make cultural clairns, we c m  hope to preserve 

vestiges of cornmunity. In preseMng these cornrnunities we not only revive loyalty to the 

229 Ibid., 93. 

"O Ibid., 80. 



whole through the part, but we provide people with a political and culturaI context in 

which to realize their capacity for developing into autonomous human beings. 

The political perspectives of Grant and Taylor are grounded in intricate 

philosophical arguments about the self and the relationship between culture and the state. 

Furthemore, as political philosophers, Grant and Taylor explicitly set out their 

ontologies. It is primarily on this level that I've elected to address their arguments. 

Despite Grant's eventual despair, in his more optimistic moments @rior to his 

introduction to Strauss and Ellul), he believed that, at the heart of the modem conflict 

between value-neutral liberalisrn and the traditional moral order, there lay the seed of a 

superior culture which would grow out fiom the codict  as a synthesis of the individual 

autonomy advocated by liberalism and the moral unity embodied in conservative 

cultures. He hoped that an alienating mass society wouId provoke people to unite in a 

common effort to realize the capacity of al1 individuals to employ their divine power of 

reason, and to strive to know the good. This would be the birth of the greatest level of 

tieedom in human history. Al1 citizens would be using independent rational thought to 

restructure society. They would share a common purpose while enjoying their autonomy; 

thus they would have both a uniQing moral order and fi-eedom. Their struggle to resist 

mass society would vitalize them to work toward the dawning of a new age of reason. 

Taylor shows no signs of despairing. On the contrary, with each new publication 

this highly prolific and complex philosopher weaves new elements into the "new age" 

Grant envisioned. Instead of cdling for the youth to pick up the torch or making 

prophetic statements about what will be, he steadily ties together new complex arguments 



about methodology, politics, science, philosophy, linguistics, and education. With each 

new book, essay, response, review and lechire, a synthesis of radical autonomy and a 

holistic community becomes more and more feasible and his ideas gain wider and wider 

audiences. Will he succeed? Will he capture the imaginations of this or coming 

generations and provide the basis for engaging whole societies in this project? 1 have 

tried to show that he cannot succeed, and why the aspirations he shares with Grant are 

flawed. 

Taylor will undoubtedly be pivotal in breathing new life into the Hegelian strain 

of Western thought. Aheady he, Grant and others have many followers; but they only 

speak of the dilemma and the ideal that might be. Never will a sober Hegelian announce 

that the ideal has been realized. 1 do not mean to affirm Grant's despair. Instead, 1 deny 

the existence of the modem dilernrna itself. To accept that we are teetering on the edge 

between technological totalitarianism and a bold new age of reason, one must first adopt 

a veritable host of assumptions about the self, community and history. Without these 

assumptions, not only does the dilemma become illusory, but so too does the ideal that 

Grant and Taylor would have us work toward. I have attempted to show how, in adopting 

their set of assurnptions, Grant and Taylor created artificial and reductionist depictions of 

the self and community. The most fundamental of these is the notion that human beings 

are distinct fiom the rest of nature by vixtue of their capacity for reason and f?ee will. 

These two capacities are inextricably intertwined, as reason is said to give us our capacity 

for free will. An important facet of this conception of freedom is that it is not merely the 

capacity to discem fkeely what is right for us; reason enables humanity to gain insight 



into the transcendent good, in Judeo-Christian terms, God's law. With this insight we are 

able to choose fkeely to act in accordance with the transcendent good. Freedorn, then, is 

not simply the absence of restrictions on the process of making choices, it is our capacity 

to choose whether or not to act in accordance with our insight and conscience. 

At this point, the holistic elemerit of their view comes into relief Hegel, Grant and 

Taylor maintain that humans require a cultural community to provide the education to 

learn to use their reason, and hence to be fiee. Reason and freedorn only thrive in a 

culture which has a conception of a transcendent good. Without such conceptions, people 

will have no method of intellectualizing or of making their lives significant. Our horizon 

of significance is given to us, formed and refonned, by our culture. Our horizon of 

meaning is formed by the culture that preceded us and will be changed in out time by 

ourselves and our contemporaries. The history of Western civilization has been a long 

chain of ideas, of paradigms, that have fomied the basis for the new ones built by each 

new, successive generation. This supports the philosophy of history underpinning the 

methodology employed by Hegel, Grant and Taylor in their work. According to this 

methodology, we can become cognizant of the ideas that have formed Our culture by 

tracing the ideational progression of history. Philosophy is the employment of reason to 

discem from our history the highest principles of Our culture as they have been handed 

down to us, and to articulate those pnnciples so that they can be realized. The medium of 

realization is language. 

1 have argued that Grant follows Hegel closely. In fact, he continues to be a 

Hegelian in his idealism, communitarianism and criticism of modernity long after he 



renounces Hegel in his 1966 preface to P M .  Some commentators take Grant at his word 

that he could separate his conservatism h m  his philosophy~3' but in fact his politics and 

philosophy are bound together and are not separable. The only aspect of Hegel that he 

ever abandoned was the hope that modernity would succeed in provoking a new age of 

reason. Insiead, in his apparent despair, he went so far as to wonder if the Western world 

is a f a i ~ u r e . ~ ~ ~  However, Grant never entirely abandons 

because Providence is fundamental to his Christian faith. 

his faith in moral progress 

My cnticism of Grant's work focuses on the notion of the progressive movement 

of history. The notion of progress continues to be relevant to his communitarianisrn in a 

number of ways even afier he himself abandons it. The fundamental premises of his 

communitarianism (positive fieedom, the role of philosophy, the value of culture) are 

given form by the Hegelian theory of the dialectical movement of history. It is from his 

reading of the histoncal dialectic that Grant discerns the true nature of human reason and 

fkeedom, the highest moral truths of our culture, and the nature of the modem dilemma. 

That is why, even after he has renounced the notion of a progressive history, it is still 

important for us to detexmine why he was right to do so. If history is not the dialectical 

progression of the consciousness of 

arguments to support his claims about 

fieedom, then Grant must develop different 

reason, fi-eedom, morality, and modernity. His 

"' See Bany Cooper. "The Philosophical Context of George Grant's Political 
Thought." in Yusuf K. Umar, ed., George Grant and the Furare of Ca& (Calgary: 
University of Calgary Press, 1992) 
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denial of historicisrn is also a withdrawal of his own philosophicd foundation. Like the 

emperor with no clothes, boldly he stands naked claiming to Wear the finest fabrics which 

are visible only to the vimious. Dare we admit to seeing no clothes and risk being seen as 

less than vimious? Of course, But fint we must ensure he cannot return to his original 

histoncist daims. 

Hegel's intention was to unite faith and reason, by developing a conception of 

Idea, Geist and Nature which could be corroborated by the rational andysis of the 

manifestation of Geist (God's will) in the progressive development of hurnan civilization. 

With this project in mind Hegel imposes an interpretation of the progress of human 

£keedom on history, and from this he concludes that the modem age embodies a dilemma 

from which a new age of universal freedorn would emerge. 1 have argued that Hegel fell 

victim to the tendency to immanentize the Christian notion of a sacred sphere of history. 

Unless the new age were actuatized, thus confirming his assertions, Hegel's philosophy 

could only be a matter of faith. Of course, we have yet to see the new age, and Grant 

himself, even at his most Hegelian phase, maintained that faith, not reason, was 

hindarnental to Hegelianism. 'ïherefore, histoncal dialectics and the presence of Geist in 

time do not constitute compelling foundations for political analysis. 

Without this ontological foundation, Grant's rnethodology also begins to fail him. 

He claims that it is the moral philosopher's role to discem and articulate the highest 

moral truths of his age by interpreting their development in an ideational history. 1 argue 

that if history is neither progressive nor dialecticai, then there is no reason to believe that 

there has been a moral progression, or, more significantly, a progressive development of 



fieedom. Moral theories drawn kom history tell us more about the subjective situation of 

the theorist than about moral truths. At best, and this is not bad history rnight function as 

a form of fiction such as novels or films, and be used as a catalyst by critics to articulate 

insights about human sentiments and society. SO, while Grant's concept of fieedom may 

be of some worth and importance, it derives no actual support from an interpretation of 

history . 

We need not be advocates of the concept of freedom Grant associates with 

liberalism to oppose the concept of fieedom he employs. To recapitulate, Grant's keedom 

involves making our choices rationally, and this is only done when we choose in 

accordance with the good. As distinct from the Kantian fieedom based on pure reason, 

Hegelian fkeedom recognizes that our appetites and our societai noms will play an 

important role in forming our desires and our knowledge of the good. Socialization and 

appetites provide the background and the context £kom which we begin out efforts to 

interpret the Moralitat. The free individual will use reason to become aware of those 

forces and choose the worthiest actions. Thus Hegel's freedom allows for both reason and 

the influences of passion and societal conditioning. Hegel (and Grant) makes this 

unification conceivable by constnicting a theory that the principles of the good and the 

interests of society are in harmony. This notion of their intrinsic harmony is based on the 

ontological belief that the State is the objective manifestation of the Idea. With this 

unimng theory in hand, Hegel and Grant are able to conclude that tme needom entails 

choosing to do one's duty in society. 



1 argue that this theory fails for two reasons, £kt, the ontological foundation is 

not a convincing premise for those of us who do not share with Grant the Hegelian faith. 

Thus, the theory of freedorn is reduced to a matter of conjecture. Second, Grant's version 

is excessive in its claims on our powers of suspended disbelief. He raises the stakes by 

providing his own radical interpretation of Canada's principles, and, in him, of our duty. 

In contrast to Hegel, Grant argues that we are free only if we follow his radical 

interpretation of the state's principles and choose to act in opposition to current noms. In 

my view, his notion of heedom mistakenly assumes that everyone in the community will 

uncover the same principles should they use their reason. It does not matter whether one 

cornes at it from the issue from Hegel's conservative perspective or fiom Grant's 

particular radicalism, his assumption is mistaken. The difference between them is 

whereas Hegel is somewhat confor~nist,"~ Grant elevates himself from philosopher to 

prophet. While Hegel's conservatism is flawed at its ontological foundation and hence 

unappealing, Grant's radical conservatism is both ontologically flawed and highly 

contradictory, and hence distorted. For Grant to suggest that positive fieedom entails 

conforming to his radical interpretation of universal principles is absurd, and reveals an 

astonishing lack of modesty. 

Grant's hubris is the ba is  for his political views regarding Canadian nationalism 

and culture. It is fiom this standpoint that he argues in favour of the traditional 

pp -- 

233 There are ways in which Hegel proposed irnprovements to the political regime of 
his &y, but he never strayed far from the esablished n o m .  See Peter Singer, Hegel 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983), 40. 



conservative cultures of Loyalist Eïîglish Canada and Catholic French Canada. He claims 

that these are the only cultural groups in Canada that have the necessary institutional and 

historical roots for passing on a moral order and a common Canadian identity. According 

to Grant, they have been united since 1791 in their efforts to resist American liberalism, 

and its amliates: individualism, worldly asceticism, and negative liberty. This depiction 

of Canada is false given the diversity of cultures that have been a part of the Canadian 

landscape for over a hundred years.234 Furthemore, it is wrong to aspire to unite 

individual fieedom and national culture. Drawing upon an essay by Barry Cooper, 1 

contend that factionalization is inevitable in any society, and if cultural unity were 

achieved it would be at the expense of political eeedom. As Porter documents in his book 

Vertical Mosaic, this choice would not be new in Canadian history."' 

Thus, Grant's philosophy of £ieedorn leads him to construct an artificial 

conception of the ideal comrnunity. 1 Say artificial because the elements he hopes to bring 

together are constnicted fictions. The keedom he imagines is philosophically 

unconvincing. The united Canadian culture he depicts has never existed, except perhaps 

in the drearns of those belonging to politically dominant cultural groups. The aspiration to 

harmonize individual fieedom with a national culture is Quixotic, and if it were enacted 

234 Grant consistently t u m s  a b h d  eye to the presence of aboriginal Canadians. It is 
tempting to play the rack card here (which would likely be valid), but it is better to focus 
on the @l)logic of his explicit argument to ensure a full comprehension of his views. To 
keep th focus, I emphasize the various European cultures which he considen beneath 
consideration. 

335 John Porter, Vertzial Mowk (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1965) 



as policy, would be more tyrannical than any system found in the history of the dreaded 

technologicai empire, the United States of America. 

Taylor also develops a Hegelian conception of freedorn. As with Grant, his 

definition of freedorn leads him to conclude that individuals rely on the articulated moral 

principles of their cultures for a context in which to act fieely. Unlike Grant, Taylor uses 

more than rhetoric and faith to support his contentions. He makes a rational argument 

based on Herder's thesis of expressivism. He argues that our comprehension of the world 

is structured by our linguistic articulation of it, and that only through the process of 

rational analysis and re-articulation can we hope to develop our own unique set of 

second-order principles. Freedom, he argues, is the ability to use reason and dialogics to 

anive at our own articulations of our second-order principles. The political implications 

of this conception of human agency are that individuals clearly require more from the 

state than policies of minimal interference. For citizens to realize their authentic identity 

and to be tmly tiee, they must have the cultural resources (i.e. education, religion and 

family) to develop their capacity to use reason to articulate their individual second-order 

desires. Language must include in its horizon of rneaning the means by which the 

individual can contemplate the metaphysical questions that are vital to human fulfillment 

and a just society: i.e. questions about justice, love, tmth, hope, reason, faith, and so on. It 

is also essential to have institutions which act as fora iri which to i~rcrpret the cultural 

narrative which forms our language and our perception of ourselves and the world around 

us. Only after this is accomplished does it become important to be fkee from extemally 

imposed limitations so that we can live in accordance with our principles. Without the 



cuItura1 context, the promise of negative freedorn sixnply hides that the citizens are 

deprived of the necessary tools to develop into autonomous human beings. The ''value- 

neutrality" of the state becomes a subtle form of dehumanization which leaves people 

entirely subject to manipulating forces of capitalisrn and the stifling routines of an d l -  

encompassing bureaucracy. 

By basing his political philosophy on rational argument rather than faith and 

rhetoric, Taylor evades d l  the criticisms launched against Grant, except one. He too uses 

a reading of the historical ideational progression of freedorn in Western civilization to 

validate the truth of positive keedom. However, having already argued in my critique of 

Grant that this line of argument is invalid, I will summarize the arguments exclusively 

applicable to Taylor. 

Taylor's expressivism relies on two main assumptions: first, that language is the 

deepest level of human understanding, second, that we can transcend the oppressive 

forces of our culture through the rational interpretation of the cultural narrative. 

Habermas raises compelling reasons to doubt that either of these assumptions are 

acceptable. He argues that unless philosophical investigations look deeper than language, 

they will be trapped in the power constnicts of our culture's intenubjectivity. Drawing on 

the work done in psychoanalysis, he shows that Ianguage "sits upon" more fûndarnental 

levels of consciousness, such as space, time and causality. He argues that language is 

fomed by the structures of the particular culture and cannot be used to transcend one's 

socialization. He argues that free rational thought can only be realized through some fonn 

of as yet undeveloped depth-hermeneutics. If language is not pnmary, then authenticity 



and autonomy may be hindered by the restrictions of a culture's distorted communication. 

It could be that Taylor's deep diversity is no more than a policy of protecting diverse 

systems of oppression. 

Habemas also challenges Taylor's conception of the self as embedded in a fixed 

cultural community, and his subsequent contention that the state should protect these 

communities to ensure human autonorny and continued loyalty to the state. He argues 

that due to widespread interaction of various culrural groups, particularly those that share 

the same state, there is far more tram-cultural intersubjectivity then Taylor accounts for. 

Therefore, to protect fixed cultural communities is to protect theme park style fictions. 

Drawing on Bakhtin via Walker, 1 argue that neither the intemal dialogue of the 

individual nor the values of a culture are necessarily coherent or fixed. Rather they are 

polyphonie in nature, and in a constant state of flux. The decisions and thoughts of an 

individual are informed by an often self-contradictory heteroglossia, as is any given 

culture. Furthemore, there are no cultures in modem society that are ideationally 

isolated. Thus, there is extemal as well as an intemal dialogue experienced by every 

culture. Therefore attempting to establish a standardized language or unified culture could 

only be done through an imposition of power, and still, could only be achieved at the 

most superficial level. Hence, the cornmunitarian unity envisioned by Taylor is a slightly 

more pluralistic form of the elitism and oppression we saw in Grant's political 

philosophy. While individual freedom is essential to Taylor's politics, the inviolability of 

his project - due to its mistaken conception of hurnan agency and culture - makes it 

realizable only at the expense of freedom, in both its Hegelian and Kantian forms. 



My views on the political philosophies of Grant and Taylor are based on what 

they say, not upon how their ideas might play out in policy once diluted through the 

actualities of Canada's political process. In that form their ideas could be both safe and 

beneficial to the public. This is tme in the same way that the potentially totalitarian 

ideology of classical Marxism rnight be a useful rallying cry in a tirne when the gap 

between the nch and the poor is widening to the obvious detriment of dernocracy and the 

mle of law. It might be fundamentally flawed, but it canies with it clear statements about 

justice in a highly threatening package. We witnessed this in the 1960s when Grant's 

radical conservative ethnocentric Lament neither obstructed Canada's multicultural policy 

nor did it give rise to an oppressive English-French regime in Canada. It did reinvigorate 

Canadian pahiotism and the stmggle to work toward the worthwhile pnnciples at the core 

of his message. Taylor too could not expect to have his ideas directly translated into 

policy, but we could learn fiom thern. However, when using a toxin to coimteract a toxin, 

we must be very careful about the quantities and qualities. For instance, Taylor's 

emphasis on dialogics, decentralization, and cultural recognition is extremely useful when 

applied to the conflicts and alienation experienced in a large pluralist state. However, the 

illusion of cultural unity within those groups which he promotes could be highly 

destructive for both individual fieedom and cross cultural discourse. Therefore, while 

Taylor's political philosophy may not present as great a threat in practice as it does in 

theory, it may be preferable to seek other philosophical packages for the same political 

approac hes. 



1 contend that Walker's mode1 of Bakhtinian polyphony provides a superior 

ontological and political speculum for the contemporary confiicts arising out of 

pluralism. It is tme that conceptualizing ourselves as a heteroglossia of moral voices and 

our cornrnunities as amorphous and overlapping entities, does not provide us with the 

comfort of a fim identity and the accompanying sense of belonging. It is also tnie that 

this cultural polyphony does not give us an illusion of a strict moral order that guides our 

decisions and protects us fiom randomness. According to Bahktin, the rules of 

communication go hand in hand with randomness. In short, polyphony does not provide 

any of the rational certainty and moral comfort that Grant and Taylor seek to provide. It 

seems we must continue to navigate between Scylla and Charybdis both with ski11 and 

trust in the gods. 

This is a contemporary articulation of a timeless solution to an equally timeless 

dilemma. What makes Bakhtinian polyphony attractive is not its definitiveness, because it 

certainly cannot claim to have that, but its adaptability to a variety of cultural 

perspectives. It makes no claim at cultural neutrality, nor does it forcefully stave off 

homogenization, but it does effectively combine the capacity for individual autonomy 

with the recognition of cultural embeddedness. Most importantly, it provides a 

philosophical context in which to engage in cross-cultural discourse with an attitude of 

tolerance, without falling prey to the divisive misconceptions of cultural groups offered 

by conservative cornmunitarians like Grant and Taylor. 
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